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Abstract 
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The semiclassical (SC) approximation is a fundamental topic in theoretical physics 

that connects quantum mechanics with classical mechanics. In the field of chemical dynam

ics, it has been envisioned as a valuable calculational tool that combines quantum effects 

with classical trajectories. However, in spite of these efforts, SC approximations have be

come practical only very recently. In this thesis, we further develop these semiclassical 

theories for applications in the dynamics of multidimensional systems. Specifically, we 

are interested in the semiclassical initial value representation (SC-IVR) and the possible 

approximations to it. Several applications are presented utilizing these methodologies. 

On the topic of rigorous semiclassical theory, we explore a number of different 

SC-IVR's that are becoming useful as theoretical tools. In the process, we present a new 

derivation of the popular coherent state IVR that is conceptually simple in its approach. 

Numerical calculation of these IVR expressions are usually difficult, and for this purpose, 

. the stationary phase Monte Carlo technique is seen to be an effective approach. Combining 

these ideas, the calculation of HCI dimer spectrum is offered as a nontrivial example that 

demonstrates the power of the SC-IVR. 

It is also interesting to explore further approximations to the SC-IVR. To this 

end, we introduce the "linearized approximation" for correlation functions and apply it, 

in several ways, to complex systems with many degrees of freedom. We find that the 

result is a classical like expression which neglects interference effects completely. We also 

conjecture that the interference and coherence effects in complex systems may be negligible 

and therefore the linearized approximation can be useful. In order to retain these quantum 
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mechanical effects in correlation functions, we introduce the forward~backward IVR that 

reduces the oscillatorY behavior to a minimum. 

For the applications of these ideas to chemical problems, we focus on the topics 

of electronically nonadiabatic dynamics and the thermal rate constant. For electronically 

nonadiabatic dynamics, we present a new theoretical model that is exact if treated quan

tum mechanically, but has well defined semiclassical and classical limits. The SC-IVR and 

linearized approximation are applied to this model and excellent results are seen. For the 

thermal rate constant, we also apply the rigorous SC-IVR as well as the more approximate 

linearized version. We find that for a reaction in the condensed phase, the linearized ap

proximation obtains excellent results for the rate and thus confirming our earlier conjecture 

about the disappearance of quantum interference in these systems. When quantum mechan

ical effects are important however, full SC-IVR must be used; and the forward-backward 

IVR is seen to capture these quantum effects efficiently. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

When applying the basic principles of quantum mechanics to physical processes, 

three approximations are usually made: perturbation techniques where successive approxi

mations of a quantity is made by starting with a more solvable model; variational principle 

gives an estimate of a quantity with a trial (or guessed) solution; semiclassical approxima

tions where wavefunctions, energy levels, transition and scattering amplitudes - essentially 

all quantities of interest - are expressed in terms of quantities occurring in the correspond

ing classical problem plus th~ parameter n. The last of these approximate methods applied 

to chemical dynamics is the subject of this thesis. 

Semiclassical (SC) approximation is an example of asymptotic approximation, re

ferring to the fact that the method is valid when the ratio of classical actions in the problem 

to n is large. (Although, in general, quantum mechanical quantities cannot be trivially writ

ten as a power series in n.) It needs to be emphasized that this is essentially every situation 

in chemical dynamics where the smallest particle one usually encounter is the hydrogen 

atom; given that the action is proportional to the square root of the mass, this ratio is 

on the order of 40. We therefore find that semiclassical approximation is undoubtly valid 

for most problems. In addition, because the semiclassical approximation is also exact for 

Hamiltonians that are at most quadratic (harmonic) in position and momentum, we find 

that short time dynamics of systems that are not harmonic is also modeled well. Clearly, 

the accuracy of semiclassical mechanics in chemistry makes it very attractive. For the peda

gogical side of theorists, semiclassical mechanics also offers an enormous intellectual appeal. 

It answers, in part, the question from the earliest days of quantum mechanics: how does the 

quantum mechanical behavior of the microscopic world translate to the classical-like New-
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tonian world of everyday life? This question which touches the most fundamental notions 

of physics is still one of the main motivations for studying semIclassical mechanics. 

1.1 Historical Overview 

1.1.1 Semiclassical Limit of Quantum Mechanics 

The earliest example of semiclassical theory is the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouinl - 4 

(WKB) approximation for the quantum wavefunction in one dimension. The WKB wave

function is expressed as 

'l/J(x) ex L 1 e±iR(x,E)/h±i7r/4, 

± J±p(x) 
(1.1) 

where the momentum, p(x), is 

p(x) = V2m(E - V(x)), (1.2) 

and V(x) is the potential energy as a function of the coordinate. The classical action, 

R(x, E), is 

R(x, E) = JX p(x)dx, (1.3) 

where the lower limit of the integral is arbitrary. The ± in Eq. (1.1) refers to trajectories 

traveling to the left and right direction and the phase factor 7r / 4 is the result of the famous 

WKB connection formula. The WKB wavefunction can be analytically continued into the 

classical forbidden region by replacing p( x) with i Ip( x) I. And, by imposing proper boundary 

conditions on the wavefunction, i.e., exponentially vanishing in the classically forbidden 

regions, one arrives at the Bohr-Sommerfeld5 semiclassical quantization condition that the 

eigenenergies of the quantum Hamiltonian can be approximated by inverting the equation 

7rn (n + !) = {x> V2m(E _ V(x))dx = (x> p(x)dx 
2 lx< lx< 

(1.4) 

where x< and x> are the classical turning points of the bound motion in the potential 

V(x). The curious fact of WKB is, though this procedure of finding the eigenvalues is 

approximate, it gives the correct result for virtually every exactly solvable case. 

The multidimensional generalization of the WKB wavefunction has a similar form 

I 
2 I ~ 'l/J( q) ex L 0 R( q, E) eiR(q,E)/n+i</Jj. 

. oqoE 
J 

(1.5) 
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In classical phase space, R( q, E) is a multi-valued function of q and the summation over j 

is the sum over these multiple points. For an extensive discussion of the semiclassical wave

function, the reader can refer to articles by Berry et at. 6 Multidimensional ge~eralization 

of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition of Eq. (1.4) is also possible by analogy for 

classically integrable systems (i.e., an F dimensional system with F conserved actions), the 

result is referred to as the EBK quantization condition7 after Einstein-Brillouin-Keller .. 

For the study of dynamical processes, however, one is invariably interested in the 

quantum mechanical propagator, e- iilt / li . The knowledge of the propagator is equivalent 

to having solved the time-dependent Shrodinger equation, and the time evolution of a 

quantum system is thus determined. The semiclassical approximation to the propagator 

was conjectured very early on by Van Vleck.8 By studying the form of the propagator for 

the free particle, he proposed that in general, the propagator might be written as 

where the summation is over all the classical trajectories that starts from q1 and end at q2 

in time t. The function S( q2, q1, t) is the Hamilton's principle function 

l
q2 lot S(q2,q1,t) = p(q)dq - H[q(r),p(r)]dr. 

ql 0 
(1. 7) 

Clearly, this quantity is related to the action defined in Eq. (1.3) by a Legendre transfor

mation, but to confuse the terminology here, we will refer to this function as the action as 

well from here on. The guessed approximation for the propagator in Eq. (1.6) turns out 

to be almost correct. Gutzwiller9 and others10- 12 were able to make the connection to this 

formula by starting with Feynman's path integral representation of the propagator, and by 

carrying out an asymptotic or stationary phase analysis (SPA) of the path integral, they 

discovered that there is an extra phase in the propagator, 

where Vj is an integer that increments when the determinant prefactor changes sign. This 

phase index is frequently referred to as the Maslov index,13-15 after Maslov who showed 

that the index arised when one encoupters caustic points in phase space, very much like the 

WKB phase across a classical turning point. 
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Gutzwiller16- 23 was the first to examine quantization in a new way. He studied 

the level density of a Hamiltonian defined by 

g(E) = tr[8(E - H)]. 

The level density operator is related to the propagator via the Greens function, 

8(E - H) 

G(E) 

1 • 
--ImG(E), 

7r 

~ (Xl eiEt/fie-iflt/fi 

in 10 ' 

(1.9) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

for which the semiclassical approximation in Eq. (1.8) can be utilized. The crucial steps 

are the stationary phase evaluation of the time integral and the trace integral. After some 

ingenious bookkeeping, Gutzwiller arrived at a trace formula that expresses the level density 

as a sum over the periodic orbits, 

(E) - -(E) 1 '" Tj (Rj(E) p,j 7r) 9 -g +-~ cos ----
7rn j v1det(mj - 1)1 n 2' 

(1.12) 

where g(E) is the classical (Thomas-Fermi) level density coming from contribution from 

periodic orbits of zero length, and the summation in the second part is over all traversals 

of every periodic orbit at energy E each having period Tj. The matrix mj is the non-trivial 

2F-2 x 2F-2 part of the monodromy matrix for the jth orbit. Equation (1.12) is referred to 

as Gutzwiller's trace formula. Due to the nature of the approximations (stationary phase 

integration) involved, it is really only valid for systems with "isolated" periodic orbits. 

This situation occurs when the system is completely chaotic. There is now an enormous 

literature on Gutzwiller's trace formula. Notably, Berry and Tabor24 was able to derive 

'an analogous trace formula for integrable systems, starting from the EBK quantization 

condition. Others have proposed uniformized trace formula that have better convergence 

properties,25-27 higher n order corrects have been proposed28 and large number of example 

systems have been studied. 

The trace formula is certainly one of the most interesting achievements in field of 

semiclassical mechanics. For the first time, quantization of a Hamiltonian system is un

derstood in terms of very mundane classical quantities. The marriage between the particle 

picture of classical mechanics and the wave picture of quantum mechanics is almost harmo

nious. However, the trace formula is not without its problems, mainly due to the fact that 

the number of periodic orbits that one need to enumerate can be extremely large; it is also 
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far from divergence free; for any realistic multidimensional system such as the most generic 

of chemical problems, finding all of these periodic orbits is next to impossible. 

The development of the trace formula lead to further enrichment of the field. Sim

ilar arguments have been carried over to examine other semiclassical quantities. Berry29 

studied correlations in the energy level statistics of chaotic systems and established connec

tions with random matrix theory. Berry30 alsc showed that the semiclassical approximation 

to the Wigner transformation of the the density operator, 

. J . Ll In ~q A ~q W(p,q;E) = d~qetp. q (q + '2!o(E - H)!q - '2), (1.13) 

which is a sum over Wigner transformations of the eigenstates 

W(p, q; E) = J d~qeip'Llqln L o(E - En)(q + ~q!¢n)(¢n!q - ~q), 
n 

(1.14) 

can be expressed as 

W(p,q;E) = olE - H(p,q)] + LWj(p,q;E) 
j 

(1.15a) 

where the summation in the second part of the equation is again over all the periodic orbits 

at energy E and 

Wj(p, q; E) = 2F [Rj(E) 1 T 1] --:----,-cos -- - -X . J. (m· - I)· (m· + 1)- . X +,. 
det(mj + 1) n n J J J 

x 2 A' { 2[H(x) - E] } (1.15b) 
(n2!xT.J.x!)~ 1 (-n2xT.J.x)~ , 

where the reader should refer to the original article for an explanation of the various terms. 

Eq. (1.15) is termed the scar expansion, confirming Heller's31 earlier conjecture about the 

role of periodic orbits in quantum wavefunctions. If we integrate over the all the phase 

space variables, i.e., take a trace, we get the level density 

(27rn)-F J dpdqW(p, q; E) = g(E), (1.16) 

and it is exactly the Gutzwiller's trace formula of Eq. (1.12). Integrating over momenta 

(coordinate) p (q) will also give the coordinate (momentum) wavefunctions of at energy E. 

Wilkie and Brumer32,33 studied the semiclassical Wigner transform of off-diagnol elements 

of the density operator p where Pnm = !¢n)(¢m! and thus generalizing Berry's results. 
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1.1.2 Semiclassical Methods in Chemical Dynamics 

Chemists have been interested in semiclassical mechanics largely because its prac

tical utility of describing chemical dynamics, include quantum mechanical effects, with 

classical quantities. Early applications include the use of WKB approximation for many 

one dimensional systems; spectroscopy of larger molecules at moderate energies was under

stood by finding the energy eigenvalues with the EBK quantization condition. In the early 

60's, molecular beam measurements brought the experiments of molecular collision to a new 

level of detail, and scattering of molecules with each other became a central topic of study. 

The scattering matrix, which describes the probability of transition from an in

coming translation momentum plus internal states to an outgoing momentum with different 

internal states, is rigorously defined34 as 

(1.17) 

where Ho is the interaction free Hamiltonian that describes the asymptotic states of the 

collisional partners, H is the full Hamiltonian including the interaction and (p, 'tfJn) [(p', 'tfJn' )] 

is the translational plus internal eigenstate of the system before (after) the collision. Clearly, 

Ip, 'tfJn) is an eigenstate of Ho, therefore the the task is to evaluate the matrix element 

(1.18) 

which is again reduced to an evaluation of the propagator matrix element. Miller's proposal35 

for the S-matrix is to insert. in action variables nl,2 of the interaction free Hamiltonian Ho, 

(1.19) 

In the asymptotic region, the translational and internal part of the Hamiltonian Ho are 

uncoupled, therefore the action for the internal motion is conserved and quantized according 

to the EBK quantization condition and the action variable takes on integer (plus a fraction) 

values [i.e., <Pn(nt} = 6(nl - n)]. Thus, the S-matrix can be approximated as a matrix 

element of two sets of classical variables 

(1.20) 

where n (n') is the EBK quantum number of the <Pn (<Pn') state. (Note that though n is 

uncoupled from the translation momentum p in the asymptotic region, it is not uncoupled, 
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howeyer, during the collision.) With this identification, application of the semiclassical 

propagator expression of Eq. (1.8) is straightforward; and because nand n', and the 

incoming and outgoing momenta, p and p', are fixed, the S-matrix can eventually be reduced 

to the expression 

(1.21) 

where Rj(n, n'; E) is the same action function appearing in Eq. (1.5) and the sum is oyer all 

the trajectories that satisfy the boundary conditions. [Since the values of (n,p) and (n',p') 

are fixed and the initial and final positions (r and r') must be in the asymptotic region, the 

only freedom is in choosing variables conjugate to nand n', i.e., () and (}'.] 

The semiclassical S-matrix, Eq. (1.21) is just one of the examples of applying the 

semiclassical propagator. Miller36 also extended these semiclassical ideas to the thermal 

rate constants and arrived at the now called instanton (periodic orbits) model for reaction 

rates. Heller37- 41 and others42- 46 examined more approximate ways of combining quantum 

mechanics with classical dynamics such as' propagating Wigner distribution functions and 

Gaussian wayepackets. All of approaches these have met with some success. All of these 

investigations have also added to the conceptual understanding of semiclassical mechanics: 

it is now understood (more or less) that all quantum mechanical effects such as interference, 

coherence, symmetry selection rules and tunneling can all be qualitatively (if not quanti

tatiyely) included in the semiclassical theories originated from the Van Vleck-Gutzwiller 

propagator. 

These early application of the semiclassical propagator also exposed the difficulty of 

evaluating an expression such as Eq. (1.21): one has to find the trajectories that connects 

the double ended boundary condition, a task that is typically unpleasant, especially for 

chaotic systems. Applications in the past have been mostly restricted to small or model 

systems. Howeyer, much of the focus in recent years is in reformulating the semiclassical 

propagators in a computationally convenient way. The product of this effort is now call 

the semiclassical initial value representation (SC-IVR) that has fueled a rebirth of interest 

in applying the semiclassical approximation to a wide variety of topics. The theory and 

application of the semiclassical initial value representation, and its relationship with classical 

mechanics, are the central topics of this thesis. 
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1.2 Thesis Outline 

The goal of this work has been to further understand the semiclassical theories 

as they are applied to the dynamics of chemical systems with increasing complexity. In 

particular, we are focused on the semiclassical initial value representation and are interested 

to see whether it is useful as a practical tool for approximating quantum mechanical effects. 

Because semiclassical theories are asymptotic approximations, there is no one uniquely 

correct version, therefore one finds a wide variety approaches each with its own interesting 

properties. I hope some of this richness reflected in the discussions henceforth. 

This thesis is divided into two parts. Part one, which includes chapters two and 

three, discusses the methodology of various semiclassical methods. It starts by explaining 

the ideas behind the initial value representation and introduces the now ubiquitous coherent 

state (Herman-Kluk) propagator. Along the way, a new derivation of the coherent state 

propagator is presented. Numerical difficulty of implementing the SC-IVR is discussed along 

with the Filinov smoothing method which ameliorate some of these practical problems. At 

the end of chapter two, an example application to the HCI dimer is presented. Chapter 

three discusses the possible approximations to the SC-IVR and see how one arrives at a 

classical-like expression with the linearized approximation. This approximation can also 

be applied to the "system-bath" problems by carrying out the linearization procedure only 

in the bath degrees of freedom, arriving at the so call mixed semiclassical-classical model. 

Lastly, a new way of applying the SC-IVR to the calculation of correlation functions by 

evolving classical trajectories forward and backward in time is also presented. 

Part two includes chapters four and five which examines the various applications 

of these semiclassical methods presented in part one. Specifically, chapter four presents a 

new dynamically consistent theory of electronically nonadiabatic dynamics, its semiclassical 

and classical limits are also discussed. Chapter five deals with applications involving the 

calculation of flux correlation functions and thermal rate constants. Chapter six concludes. 
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Chapter 2 

Semiclassical Initial Value 

Representation 

2.1 ' Introduction 

The basic starting point of all semiclassical theories is the Van Vleck-Gutzwiller8- 12 

propagator 

I 

where the summation is over all the classical trajectories that connect q2 with ql in time t 

and Sj(q2, ql; t) is the action associated with the jth trajectory as defined in Eq. (1.7). Vj 

- the Maslov index13- 15 - is an integer that increments whenever the determinant factor 

changes sign. It needs to be emphasized that the summation over these different classical 

trajectories is the essence of the various quantum mechanical effects: energy quantization, 

for example, is the result, of an infinite sum over such trajectories; quantum mechanical 

interference and coherence effects are direct results from the interference between different 

trajectories; tunneling can also be understood as analytically continued interference,3~,47-52 

etc. Therefore, in'order to include these quantum mechanical effects properly, it is essential 

that one faithfully carry out this summation. T4ese facts were understood from very early 

on and are the hall marks of this semiclassical theory. 

Using the identity53 that 

(2.2) . 
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where PI is the initial momentum of the trajectory, we can rewrite the SC propagator as 

1 

(q2Ie- iHt/ li lql) = L' det (~:~) ,-2 {27rin)-f eiSj(Q2,Ql;t)/li-i7rll/2. (2.3) 
J 

To evaluate the matrix element of the propagator therefore involves finding these distinct 

trajectories that connects two coordinates, i.e., if qt{PI, qt} is the trajectory at time t, one 

needs to find all the PI'S that satisfy the nonlinear equation 

(2.4) 

This is, in general, a highly cumbersome procedure where the only known method of finding 

these roots seems to be called the" shooting method". In addition, the semiclassical propa

gator becomes infinite when the determinant of 8q2/8PI is zero. This in itself is not always 

wrong, for instance, the exact quantum mechanical propagator for the harmonic oscillator 

(2.5) 

is in fact infinite at t = n7r/w. However, numerically, this is usually a nuisance. 

Miller, in 1970,54 noticed that the situation is enormously simplified in the case of 

the state-to-state transition probability 

! dq2 ! dqI1/J2{ q2)* (q2Ie-iHt/lilql)~1 {qt) 

1 ! dq2 ! dql~2{q2)*~1 (ql) L , det (~:~) ,-2 
J 

(27rin) - f eiSj (Q2 ,Ql ;t)/li-i7rll /2, (2.6) 

where ~1,2 are the various wavefunctions of the system and the semiclassical propagator 

of Eq. {2.3} is substituted in for the quantum propagator. Standard semiclassical theories 

would perform the integral over ql and q2 by SPA and obtain the semiclassical S-matrix 

like expression for the state-to-state transition probability. However, instead of proceeding 

this way and do all the root searching, one can do the integral over ql and q2 exactly and 

change the integration variable from q2 to Pl. Keeping all the Jacobian factor along the 

way, i.e., 

(2.7) 
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now the state-to-state transition probability is 
1 

(1hle- iHt/ Ii Iv;I) = J dPI J dqll det (~::) 12 (27ri1i)-fV;2(qt)*v;(qI)eiSt (Pl,qI)/Ii-i7r1l/2 

(2.8) 

where qt = qt(PI, qd· By making this variable change, the summation over the various 

different classical trajectories in the Van Vleck-Gutzwiller formula is automatically included 

since the sum is simply over all the different initial momenta anyway. Indeed, the new 

expression, now called the initial value representation (IVR), is exactly the same as the Van 

Vleck-Gutzwiller propagator. [Another way of seeing this is that we have effectively made 

the following identification for the propagator 
1 

(q2Ie- iHt/ li lql) = J dpIO(qt - q2) 1 det(~::) 12 (27ri1i)-f'eiSt (Pl,qI)/Ii-i7r1l/2, (2.9) 

and the integral over PI can be carried out exactly to give Eq. (2.3).] Nevertheless, it is 

important to recognized that with this extremely simple transformation, we have circum

evented the difficult root searching problem of Eq. (2.4) and now the expression takes on a 

simple phase space average that still retains all the interference/coherence quantum effects 

properly. 

This very early example of IVR is the origin of much of today's activity. The 

current definition55---6I of the IVR differs somewhat from the original one. Instead of working 

with the "primitive" IVR of Eq. (2.9), the idea is now to write the propagator as a phase 

space average over classical trajectories as 

(2.10) 

where At(po, qo) and 1>t(Po, qo) are some functions of the trajectory initial conditions 

(po, qo), and the restriction is if we carried out the integration over these initial condi

tions by the stationary phase approximation, we must recover the Van Vleck-Gutzwiller 

propagator of Eq. (2.3). The meaning of this statement is easily demonstrated with the 

following example: consider the identity 

(2.11) 

where an analogous semiclassical approximation for the matrix element (P2Ie-iHt/ li lql) can 

be substituted in, 
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1 

= L 1 det (~::) 1- 2 
(27rili)-feiSj(Qt,Ql;t)/n-iP2·ql/n, 

J 

(2.12) 

and we have ignored the Maslov index for the moment. If one then proceeds to do the inte

gration over P2 by the stationary phase approximation, one would recover the propagator 

of Eq. (2.3); therefore Eq. (2.11) is equivalent to Eq. (2.3) in the SPA. To get it into an 

IVR form is then very simple, again changing integration variable from P2 to PI, we get 

(2.13) 

This is another IVR (commonly referred to as a momentum version) that one might use. 

The initial value representation is therefore a term that refers to infinite number 

of possible expressions that are only asymptotically equivalent to the original semiclassical 

formulation of Eq. (2.1). They can differ widely in accuracy and ease of use. Kay, in a series 

of well written papers,55-57 has summarized the basic concepts behind the IVR methodology 

and introduced a generalized IVR expression that reduces to the various commonly used 

ones. The reader can referred to his articles for further discussion on the subject. 

A few words needs to be said about the Maslov index and its relevance to SC

IVR. Maslov, in his seminal book,13 made a very detailed study of this now famous phase 

factor. At these so called caustic points, which are the points where det(8q2/8pd is zero, 

the semiclassical expression of Eq. (2.1) is singular. However, these caustic points are 

not invariant properties of phase space; for instance, in the momentum representation of 

Eq. (2.12), these caustic points occur at times where det(8p2/8pd = O. Maslov, taking 

advantage of this fact, was able to "connect through" these caustic points with propagators 

such as in Eq. (2.12) and found that the phase factor gained is the first guess one would 

make, namely continue the square root of the determinant onto the next branch. This 

procedure can 'be done for other representation of the propagator as well as the initial 

value representation.6o In each case, one finds that by continuing the square root of the 

pre-exponential determinant onto the next branch, one should have the proper phase in the 

exponent. Therefore, from henceforth, we shall omit the phase factor and include it as a 

part of the square root of the determinant. 
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2.2 Coherent State Propagator 

After examining the various different IVR's, one is left with the impression that 

any of these can be useful for approximating the propagator. And, in principle, this is 

indeed the case. However, computationally, IVR's are not equivalent in their convenience 

and accuracy. Kay found that the most accurate IVR is the one found by Herman and 

Kluk62 ,63 based on the coherent state representation: 

(q2Ie- iHt/hlql) = (27rn)-F ! dpo ! dqo Ct(po, qo)(q2Iptqt)(poqolql)eiSt (PO,qo)/h (2.14a) 

where Pt = Pt(po, qo) and qt = qt(po, qo) are momenta and coordinates of classical trajec

tories at time t with initial conditions (po, qo) and the coherent state are defined as 
1 

( I ) - [detb )] 4" _(x-q)T.2.(x-q)+ip.(x-q) x pq - e 2 It , 
7rF 

(2.14b) 

where 'Y is, in general, a diagnol matrix. The pre-exponential factor, Ct(po, qo), depends 

on the coherent state parameters, and if the coherent states at time t is not the same as 

the coherent states at time 0, i.e., 'Yt -=I 'Yo, Ct(po, qo) is 

Ct(po, qo) = det [~ ('YttMqq'Y~t + 'Y;tMpp'Yd - in'YttMqp'Yd + ~'Y;tMpq'Y~t) J, 
, (2.14c) 

where the various F x F matrices M qq , M qq , etc, are parts of the 2F x 2F monodromy 

matrix 

M(t) = (Mqq M qp ) = (8qt /8qO 8qt /8Po ). 
Mpq Mpp 8pt/8qo 8pt/8po 

(2.15) 

If 'Yt = 'Yo = 'Y' I, Ct(po, qo) reduces to 

Ct(po, qo) = V det [~ (Mqq + Mpp - in'YMqp + ni'Y Mpq) J. (2.16) 

The monodromy matrix is a measure of the distortion of phase space as a function 

of time. For instance, at time 0, an infinitesimal phase space volume could simply be a small 

cube, but at time t, the shape of this phase space volume will no longer be a cube; although 

the total volume is still the same as demanded by the Louiville theorem. The expansion and 

contraction of this cube along various coordinates is described by the monodromy matrix. 

Because phase space volume is conserved, det[M(t)]= 1 for all times. M is also a simpletic 

matrix, i.e., it satisfies 

MJMT =J, (2.17) 
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where 

(2.18) 

From these relations, M-1 is very easy to find, since J-1 = -J = JT, it is simply 

(2.19) 

or 

(2.20) 

In pratice, the numerical calculation of M is accomplished by differentiating the Hamilton's 

equations with respect to the initial conditions: if we define (q, p) = z (M would then be 

8zt!8zo), then the Hamilton's equations are 

(2.21) 

and the equations of motion for the monodromy matrix is 

. 8H 
M{t) = J. 8 8 . M. 

Zt Zt 
(2.22) 

The coherent state propagator of Eq. (2.14) has been applied to many different 

problems in chemical dynamics including calculations of bound state wavefunctions and 

spectrum,64,65 reactive scattering66- 68 and tunneling,51 etc. In situations where the inte

gration over initial conditions of trajectories in Eq. (2.14) can be done properly and except 

for certain problem potential where deep tunneling occurs,69 the accuracy of this approach 

is clearly superior. Essentially all quantum mechanical effects are captured in this model. 

Besides its great accuracy, the coherent state IVR has some very appealing properties that 

make the semiclassical applications of it very convenient. First, this propagator is mani

festly invariant under a canonical transformation that exchange qo with Po (after one scales 

away the, and 1i factors), therefore it is a fully phase space IVR. Second, the distribution 

of initial conditions of the trajectories, (Poqo I~), is generally localized in Po and qo and 

therefore convenient for random sampling of the inital conditions. Third, if, ~ 00, Eq. 

(2.14) reverts to the coordinate IVR of Eq. (2.9); and if, ~ 0, it becomes the momentum 

IVR of Eq. (2.13). Therefore the coherent state IVR can be thought off as an interpolation 

between the coordinate and momentum representation. 
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In most cases however, dynamical aspect of the problems usually prohibit the 

expediant calculations of the integral. This is because the behavior of the integrand in 

Eq. (2.14) (and all IVR's for that matter) is problematic for Monte Carlo methods. The 

classical action, which generally increases with time, makes the integrand more and more 

oscillatory as time becomes large. The magnitude of the pre-exponential factor Ct(po, qo) 

also increase with time roughly algebraically if the trajectory is regular, exponentially if the 

trajectory is chaotic. Thus for large times, we have an integrand that is oscillating rapidly 

with a large amplitude, it is difficult for Monte Carlo to average out these oscillations. This 

type of behavior is common in any SC-IVR approach where the complex integrands always 

cause difficulties in converging the integral. Needless to say, this convergence problem is 

the bottleneck for the application of semiclassical methods to large systems. Attempts to 

remedy this situation is an active area of research. Below, we shall discuss one of such 

attempts with stationary phase Monte Carlo (Filinov) techniques. 

2.3 A New Derivation of the Coherent State Propagator 

In this section, we present a new derivation of the coherent state propagator using 

general semiclassical relations for coherent states. Some of these results can be found in an 

article by Weissman,7o although the connection to the initial value representation is new. 

We begin by considering a linear canonical transformation from (q, p) variables to (Q, P) 

where the new variables are 

(2.23a) 

(2.23b) 

These expressions can be written in a matrix form where 

( 
Q ) = A. ( q ) = (~) ~ ( v0. I - ~:n. I ) . ( q ) , 
P P 2z v0 . I hVi . I P 

(2.24) 

and one can verify that the determinant of A is indeed one. The four generator functions 

of the canonical transformation, Fl (q, Q), F2 (q, P), F3(p,Q), F4 (p, P) can be computed 

with the aid of the relations such as 

p, 
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-P, (2.25a) 

and they are 

(2.26a) 

(2.26b) 

(2.26c) 

(2.26d) 

In terms of the old canonical variables, one can resubsitute in the definitions for (Q, P), 

i.e., 

(2.27) 

then these generating functions can be re-expressed as 

1i [ "( 2 i 1 2] -i -"2(q - qo) - n:(q. Po - qo . Po/2) + 21i IQI , (2.28a) 

1i [ "( 2 i 1 2] i -"2(q - qo) + n:(q. Po - qo . Po/2) + 21i IPI , (2.28b) 

1i [1 2 i 1 2] -i - 2"(1i2 (p - Po) + n:(P' qo - qo . po/2) + 21i IQI , (2.28c) 

1i [1 2 i 1 2] --:- --(p - po) - -(p. qo - qo' po/2) + -IPI . 
Z 2"(1i2 1i 21i 

(2.28d) 

The generating functions, (F{, F~, F~, F4), for the inverse transformation where (Q, P) are 

the old variables and (q, p) are the new ones have a simple relationship with (Fl' F2, F3 , F4 ), 

they are 

F{ = -Fl, 

F~ = -F3, 

F~ = -F2, 

F~ = -F4. 

(2.29a) 

(2.29b) 

(2.29c) 

(2.29d) 

I ' 
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The purpose of finding these generating functions is to obtain semiclassical ex

pressions for complex ampitudes (Qlq), (Qlp), (qIP) and (piP). These types of ampli

tudes where (Q, P) and (q, p) are connected by canonical transformations are extensively 

discussed by Miller.35 However, the application of Miller's formuli here is not as straight 

forward because (Q, P) are complex variables. In this case, however, we are helped by the 

fact that eigenfunctions of the operators (Q, P) where 

(2.30) 

can be obtained directly. The details of this calculation is in fact trivial, and we have 

(Qlq) 

(Qlp) 

(qIP) 

(piP) 

(2""IWI (:~~~) t exp (~F{ _ ;" IQI2) 

= (;):t exp [-~(q - qO)2 - *(q. Po - qo· po/2)], 

(21'I1i/i)-i ( 82F~ ) ~ exp (iF~ _ ~IQI2) 
8Q8p h 2h . 

( 1):t [1 2 i ] -- exp ---(p - PO) + -(p. qo - qo· po/2) , 
,nh2 2,h2 h 

. 1 ( 8
2 

F2 ) ~ ( i 1 2) (2nh/z)-4 -- exp -F2 - -IPI 
8P8q h 2h 

, 4 , 2 Z 

( )
1 [ . ] :; exp -2"(q - qo) + ~(q . Po - qo . Po/2) , 

• 1 ( 8
2 

F4 ) ~ ( i 1 2) (2nh/z)-4 -- exp -F4 - -IPI 
8P8p h 2h 

( 1):t [1 2 i ] -- exp ---(p - PO) - -(p. qo - qo· po/2) . 
,nh2 2,h2 h 

(2.31a) 

(2.31b) 

(2.31c) 

(2.31d) 

These ampitudes are commonly referred to as coherent states. One sees their explicit 

relationship with classical canonical transformations. The other four possible amplitudes, 

(qIQ), (pIQ), (Plq) and (Pip) can also be related to the generator functions but one 

sees that these amplitudes are in fact not normalizable (the real part of the exponents are 

positive) and therefore are unphysical. Thus the relevant bra and ket here are IP) and (QI 
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and the identity operator in terms of them is 

i = (27rfi)-F J dpo J dqo IP)(QI· (2.32) 

With the help of Eq. (2.32), the coherent state representation for the matrix 

element of the propagator is 

where 

(2.34) 

The quantity we need to evaluate is then the matrix element (Q2Ie- iHt/Ii IPd. Many 

authors70 ,39,40,71,72 have studied this quantity semiclassically and the formula is in fact 

well known for a long time. Again, the standard semiclassical formula of the Van Vleck

Gutzwiller form in Eq. (2.3) does not apply because (Ql, PI) are complex numbers. The 

correct formula7o is the following 

(2.35) 

where G is the standard classical generator that correspond to the canonical transformation 

of taking P l at time 0 to Q2 at time t, 

G = lot P(T) . Q(T) - H[P(T), Q(T)JdT + Ql . Pl. (2.36) 

The meaning of Eq. (2.35) is somewhat similar to the Van Vleck-Gutzwiller propagator, 

namely one searches for all paths that connects P l with Q2 in time t. Actually, "all paths" 

is not correct, there is always only one path because by specifying P l we have specified 

a distinct initial condition (po, qo) and the subsequent classical trajectory is determined. 

Another feature that is different from the standard SC propagator is that if there is no 

classical trajectory that connects P l with Q2, the amplitude (Q2Ie-iHt/IiIPl) is not zero 

because the overlap (Q2IPt ) is not zero. [Here, (Qt, Pt} is the classical trajectory at time 

t with initial condition being PI-l This is the point where different authors have different 

views. Some73 propose that one really should look for non-classical (complex) trajectories 

, . 
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that connects PI with Q2, and one can indeed proceed from there. Here, however, we 

restrict ourselves with classical paths and simply write the propagator as 

(Q2Ie-iHt/liIPI) ~ (Q2IPt)(Qtle-iHt/liIPl) 

det (a~:~pJ lexp [*G - 2~ (IQ,I' + IPd')] (Q,IP,). (2.37) 

The meaning of Eq. (2.37) is this: for every PI, we initiate a classical trajectory for which 

at time t, it becomes (Qt, P t), we then simply multiply the overlap factor (Q2IPt) to obtain 

the semiclassical amplitude. With this approximation, the integral over (Po, qo) in Eq. 

(2.33) can be done analytically to give 

(2.38) 

The final step is to re-express Eq. (2.38) in terms of standard classical variables (q, p). For 

G in Eq. (2.36), H[P, Q] = H[p, q] and is unchanged; the other part is 

rt P(T) . Q(T)dT + QI . PI = ~ j,q. q + p. i> + ~{p. q - q. i»dT 
10 22 ,1i2 1i 

1i 2 1 2 
+ 2i (/qo + ,1i2 Po) 

1i[ 2 2 1 2 2] = 4i ,(qt + qo) + ,1i2 (Pt + Po) 

-~(Pt . qt - Po· qo) + j p. q dT. (2.39) 

Combining everything, the exponent is 

i 1 2 2 i rt . i r;,G - 21i (IQtl + IPII ) = r;, 10 p. q - H[p(T),q(T)] dT - 21i (Pt· qt - Po· qo). (2.40) 

The last quantity that needs to be explained is the pre-exponential factor which by'using 

standard derivative relations is 

(2.41) 

8Pt/8P I is a part of the monodromy matrix m == 8Zt/8Z I where Z = (Q, P), an explicity 

formula for which can be obtained using the transformation equation 

m= AMA- I , (2.42) 
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where A is the matrix appearing in Eq. (2.24) and M is the monodromy matrix in the 
1 

(p,q) coordinates. One can verify that [det(8Pt/8Pdl 2 is indeed Ct(Po,qo) ofEq. (2.16). 

Pulling everything together, we arrive at the expression 

(q2Ie- iHt/ li lql) (2nn)-F ! dpodqo(q2IPt)(Qllql) 

x Ct(po, qo) exp [*St(po, qo) - 2in (Pt· qt - Po . qo)], (2.43) 

which is identical to the Herman-Kluk propagator of Eq. (2.14). 

2.4 Stationary Phase Monte Carlo 

With the coherent state propagator, applications to different chemical systems is 

in principle black box. But, as we have discussed earlier, the actual implementation is 

usually unfeasible due to the oscillatory nature of the integrand. This is especially acute 

when the dynamics of the system is chaotic. A method of remedying of this problem is 

usually term stationary phase Monte Carlo,74,75 although the actual application has been 

around for a long time in different contexts. One example that I can think of is the Husumi 

distribution function of an operator A which is defined as 

where Aw(p, q) is the corresponding Wigner distribution. By integrating the Wigner distri

bution (which can be oscillatory) with the Gaussian factors, the resulting Husumi function 

is less oscillatory. Filinov 76 was the first to suggest it for path integral calculations and we 

shall frequently term this method as the Filinov transformation also. 

We first describe this simple procedure for "smoothing" and "filtering" an oscilla

tory integrand with an one dimensional example. Given an integral of the form 

1= ! dxg(x)e!(x) , (2.45 ) 

where f and 9 are complex, one can insert in an identity integral 

1 

1= ! dxdy (2:) 2 g(x)e!(x)e-~(x-y)2, (2.46) 

and expand f(x) around y, usually to the second order, 

1 . 
f(x) ~ f(y) + f'(y)(y - x) + 2J"(y)(y - x)2. (2.47) 

I 
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The integration over x can now be performed to yield, 

! ( C) ~ [f'(y)2 ] 
I ~ dy c _ f"(y) g(y) exp 2(c _ f"(y)) + f(y) . (2.48) 

Here, we have set g(x) = g(y) as what is customarily done. It is in principle more correct 

if we expanded g(x) also, but for SC-IVR applications, this expansion is generally too 

cumbersome. In addition to this standard Filinov transformation, one perhaps can also 

benefit from a modified version. If one assumes that the second derivative of f is relatively 

smooth or constant, we can redefine the Filinov parameter as c' = c - f"{y) and arrive at 

the expression 

I", f dy (c' + ;"(y)) l g(y) exp [!,;~)2 + j(y)]. (2.49) 

Notice that the dependence one f" is kept in the pre-exponential factor. Alternatively, the 

f" can be neglected completely, as Herman 77 has done, to obtain 

I ~ ! dyg(y)exp [f'~~)2 + f(y)]. (2.50) 

It is apparent from these equations that in the limit of c = 00, we recover the original 

integral of Eq. 2.45. Thus, the Filinov parameter cannot be too large or we are corifronted 

with the same oscillatory integral as before. However, it is important to have a sufficiently 

large c for several reasons. First, in the large c limit, the second order expansion is more 

accurate. Second, it is clear that the real part of the factor f'(y)2 j(c - f"(y)) must be 

negative or otherwise positive but small. A large c will prevent the integrand fIom becoming 

exponentially large. Thus, one expects the answer to be optimal for certain large values of . 

c. We also desire _that the integral becorries independent of c for a range of different values 

and within this range is the optimal value. 

The Filinov transformation can now be applied to the semiclassical IVR methods 

with the hope that the transformed integrand will be better behaved numerically. There is 

however a great amount of flexibility and ambiguity in applying the Filinov transformation 

for the following reasons: 1) there are many versions of IVR's that one can begin with, 2) 

one can apply the Filinov transformation to the integration of initial·momentum or initial 

position or both, 3) it is not trivial to identify the functions f and g. In principle, 9 should 

be a smooth function and f is the Log of the rapidly changing part. The choice for most 

of the applications so far seems to be f = is(p, q)jh or f = is(p, q)jh plus phase factors 
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from the wavefunction, the rest is set to g. However, this choice certainly does not leave 

9 a smooth function of the initial conditions. In fact, for chaotic systems, this factor is a 

,highly irregular function. Nevertheless, this choice of f and 9 is analytically tractable and 

thus is adopted. 

If f = is(q, p)/n, we need to have the expansion to the second order for the 

classical action. Expanding around (q', p'), and defining 8q = q - q', 8p = p - p', we have 

The first derivatives of the action are 

oS 
oq' 
oS 
op' 

,T M ' Pt· qq - p, 

,T M Pt· qp, 

and the second derivatives are approximately, 

02S 

oq'oq' 
cPS 

op'oq' 
02S 

oq'op' 
028 

op'op' 

op~ T 
oq' . Mqq = Mpq. M qq , 

op~ T op' . Mqq - I = Mpp . Mqq - I, 

op~ T 
oq' . Mqp = Mpq. M qp , 

op~ T 
= op,· Mqp = Mpp· M qp , 

where we have followed the convention of neglecting terms such as 

,T oMqq 
Pt·~· 

(2.51 ) 

(2.52a) 

(2.52b) 

(2.53a) 

(2.53b) 

(2.53c) 

(2.53d) 

(2.54) 

The reason for doing this is often attributed to the fact that in the harmonic case, these 

terms vanish, but it is also for convenience because if these terms are kept, they will require 

a calculational effort that scales as the cube of the number of degrees of freedom. However, 

since the second derivatives of the action are symmetric matrices, one needs to artificially 

impose the symmetric condition by taking an average of these matrices with their transpose, 

i.e., 

(2.55) 
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and so on. 

Another choice for the function f is to include the phase factors from the wavefunc

tions. To illustrate this, the most convenient case is when the wavefunction is a coherent 

state, i.e., 

(2.56) 

Since the phase factors coming from the coherent state are explicitly quadratic in (q, p), 

we simply have to expand the trajectories to first order to obtain the second derivatives, 

namely 

qt(q, p) = qt(q', p,') + Mqq . oq + Mqp ·op, 

Pt(q,p) = Pt(q',p') + Mpq· oq + Mpp· op. 

(2.57a) 

(2.57b) 

This is the so called linearized dynamics. For other forms of the wavefunction, the expansion 

in Eq. (2.57) is also possible, but general analytic formuli are not usually feasible. 

2.4.1 Filinov Transformation on the Herman-Kluk IVR 

Given these different ways of implementing the Filinov transformation, one is left 

with no choice but to try them all. And, we have performed an extensive study of the 

various possibilities by applying it to different IVR's [such as Eq. (2;9) and (2.13)J with 

different choices for f and g. The short of the story is that the most effective of these is 

when the Filinov transformation is performed on both (q, p) for the coherent state IVR of 

Eq. (2.14). Walton and Manolopoulos64 first suggested this approach. 

Starting with the expression for the transition probability, 

(1)2Ie- iHt/ fi l(/>I) = (27r1i)-F J dpodqo Ct(po, qo)eiS(qO,po)/fi 

1.( .)2+ i ( .) ( + .) (PO-Pi)2 x e - 4 qo-q, 21i qO-q, . Po p, - 4'l'1i2 

_ 1.(qt-qj )2_ ..i..(qt-qj Hpt+pj)- (Pt-P £)2 
X e 4 21i 4'l'1i (2.58) 

where (Pi,!, qi,!) are the centers of the initial and final wavefunctions 1>1,2 (they are coherent 

states also). Including everything that appears in the exponent for the function f and using 

the Filinov transformation in Eq. (2.48), Walton and Manolopolous obtained 
F 

(1)2Ie- iHt/ fi l1>1)) = (27r1i)-F J dpodqo (at) 2" C~~(~o) 

x eiS(po,qo)/fi exp [+~zT . U . z - y J ' (2.59) 
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where 
MT M 

U qq = 1. MT . M + pq' pq + (1. + ~) . I (2.60a) 4 qq qq 4,h2 4 2 ' 

U qp 
, T M~q' Mpp 
4 Mqq . Mqp + 4,h2 , (2.60b) 

MT .M 
U pq 1.MT . M + pp pq (2.60c) - 4 qp qq 4,h2 ' 

U pp = 
, T M~p . Mpp 1 f3 
4"Mqp . Mqp + 4,h2 + (4,h2 + 2") . I, (2.60d) 

Zq '[ T ] 1 T 2" M qq · (qt - q/) + (qO - qd + 2,h2Mpq ' (Pt - PI) 

+ 2 [ T T ] 2h Mpq' (qt - q/) - Mqq . (Pt - PI) + (PO - Pi) , (2.60e) 

zp ~ [M~p . (qt - ql )] + 2,lh 2 [M~p . (Pt - PI) + (Po - pd] 

+ 2 [ T T ] 2h Mpp' (qt - q/) - Mqp . (Pt - PI) - (qO - qi) , (2.60f) 

and 

y 
, 2 i ( (po,- pd2 
4(qO - qi) - 2h qo - qd . (po + Pi) + 4,h2 

+ ' 2 i ) ( (Pt - P/)2 
4(qt - q/) + 2h (qt - ql . Pt + PI) + 4,h2 (2.60g) 

An important observation here is that the matrix U is already symmetric, there is no need 

to further symmetrize the second derivative of f. 
We found that this IVR is very well behaved even for highly chaotic systems. The 

integrands are still oscillatory, however the amplitudes of the oscillations are much damped 

due to the det(U) factor in the denominator. The question that can be raised is: since the 

integrand is vastly different after the Filinov transformation, is the end result still accurate? 

The answer is, numerical tests (as we will see in the Hel dimer example below) seem to 

indicate that this is the case. Since the problem trajector~es are the chaotic ones, and if the 

assumption that these trajectories will eventually contribute very little or be averaged out 

by other chaotic trajectories is true, then including them approximately as we have done in 

the integral presumably will not effect the final answer drastically. Others57 have advocated 

removing these highly chaotic trajectories altogether. Personally, I do not believe this can 

be successful in every case because chaotic trajectories especially chaotic periodic orbits do 

contribute as we have seen in Gutzwiller's trace formula. 
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2.4.2 Other Filinov IVR's 

For comparison purposes, we include here the some other Filinov IVR's that have 

been useful in the past. One of the earliest example78 of the Filinov transformation applied 

to IVR expressions is actually based on the modified version of Eq. (2.49) applied to the 

momentum integral of Eq. (2.13). Taking f = i[S(po, qo) + Pt· {ql - qdl/li,the end result 

is, 

{27rli)-F J dpoJdet (Mpp - iA . Mqp) 

e-(ql-qtlT ·4·(ql-qt)+i[S(po,qo)+pdql-qt]/h. 

The modified Filinov parameter is, 

1 {. T / )-1 T A = -2MpP· C + zMpp· Mqp li . M pp ' 
2li 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

and is treated as a constant diagonal matrix. The pre-exponential factor is found by solving 

for c in terms of A and substituting. 

Herman77 has suggested using Eq. (2.50) for the coherent state IVR of Eq. (2.14). 

Some authors79 have found this to be useful. However, our experience is that it is not as 

effective as Eq. (2.59). 

2.5 Application to the Hel Dimer 

This section describes the application of current SC-IVR methodology to the low 

lying eigenvalues of a van der Waals complex, namely the HCI dimer, thus further widening 

the class of dynamical problems for which the approach has been demonstrated. This is a 

truly benchmark van der Waals system, having been thoroughly studied experimentally 

by far-infrared spectroscopic techniques and a highly accurate potential energy surface 

developed to fit this data.80 ,81 This is quite a non-trivial test for semiclassical theory because 

the strong hydrogen bonding in the system leads to strong anharmonic coupling between 

the rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom. The dissociation energy is only about 

690 cm- 1 , and there are two equivalent minima separated bya barrier of about 70 cm- 1. 

The low lyirig eigenvalues are thus characterized by tunneling splittings (rv 16 cm-1 for the 

lowest doublet) and other non-classical effects. The goal of the present work is thus to· see 

how well the SC-IVR approach is able to describe these phenomena. 
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To determine the eigenvalues of a bound molecular system, which is the application 

of interest in this section, we consider the spectral density with respect to some reference 

wavefunction Iw), 

J(E) = (wI8(E - H)lw), (2.63) 

which of course has delta function peaks at the the eigenvalues {Ed of the Hamiltonian, 

J(E) = L l(wlwk)1 2 8(E - Ek ), (2.64) 
k 

where IWk) are the corresponding eigenfunctions. The micro canonical density operator 

8 (E - H) can be expressed in terms of the propagator in the usual way, 

, 1 ~ 
8(E - H) = --ImG(E), 

7r 

G(E) = i~ 1000 

eiEt/he-dlt/h, 

so that the spectrum is given in terms of the propagator by 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

The semiclassical approximation corresponds to using an IVR of choice for the diagonal 

matrix element of the propagator in Eq. 2.67. In practice, one also typically includes a 

convergence factor to cutoff the time integral in Eq. 2.67, e.g., a Gaussian, to obtain 

(2.68) 

for which the corresponding quantum expression that replaces Eq. 2.64 is 

- !(E-Ek )2 / t::.E2 

J(E) = L l(wlwk)1 2 
e V2-ff 

k 27rb.E 
(2.69) 

In practice, o~e chooses b..E as large as possible - so as to make the time integral in 

Eq. 2.67 converge in as short a time as possible - but not so large that the Gaussian 

peaks in Eq. 2.69 overlap too much for the individual eigenvalues to be resolved. Lastly, 

it is worth noting that in one-dimension, the semiclassical quantization condition derived 

from Eq. (2.67) (with a stationary phase evaluation of the time integral) is identical to 

the WKB quantization. Thus, this method of finding the eigenvalue can be viewed as a 

multi-dimensional generalization of the WKB analysis. 

I 
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Figure 2.1: The two equilibrium configurations of the HCI dimer. The values of the coor
dinates are R = 3.746 A, ¢ = 180°, (h = 9°, (h = 89.8°. The HCI monomer bond lengths 
are fixed. 
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Figure 2.2: The two equilibrium configurations of the Hel dimer. The values of the coor
dinates are R = 3.746 A, ¢ = 180°, (h = 9°, (h = 89.8°. The Hel monomer bond lengths 
are fixed. 

2.5.1 The Hel dimer Hamiltonian 

In terms of the standard Jacobi coordinates shown in Figure 2.1 - rl and r2 for 

the two diatomic monomers, and R the center of mass coordinate between the two - and 

their conjugate momenta, the classical Hamiltonian for the diatom-diatom system is 

p2 [2 p2 J·2 p2 ·2 
H = ---.li + ____ + ~ + ___ 1_ + ~ + _J_2_ + V, 

2f.,L 2f.,LR2 2ml 2ml rr 2m2 2m2r~ 
(2.70) 

where jn = rn x Pn, for n = 1 and 2, and 1 = R x P. ml, m2 and f.,L are the appropriate 

reduced masses (and here, of course, ml = m2 = m). Using the Van Vleck body-fixed axis 

procedure,82 we choose R as the body-fixed axis, and the angular momentum of this axis, 

1, is eliminated by the use of total angular momentum conservation, 

(2.71) 

where J is the total angular momentum. In the present application, we consider only zero 

total angular momentum, J = 0, and also take the two monomer HeI's to be rigid rotors, 
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thus setting the two radial momenta Prl = Pr2 = o. The Hamiltonian thus becomes 

H = PR + ijl + j2i
2 

+ B( -2 + -2) + V 
2fl 2flR2· 11 12 , 

(2.72) 

where B = (2mr2)-1 is (with n = 1) the monomer Hel rotation constant (B = 10.44 cm- l ). 

The rotational angular momenta of the two monomers, jl and j2, are given by the standard 

expressions83 in terms of the polar and azimuthal ~ngles ((h, <pd and (()2, <P2) that orient rl 

and r2 with respect to the body-fixed axis R, and their conjugate momenta, as 

( 

-Pon sin <Pn - cos <Pn cot ()nP</>n 

jn = POn cos <Pn - sin <Pn cot ()nP</>n 

P</>n 

for n = 1 and 2. In Eq. 2.72, one thus has 

-2 
I n 

2 
·2 P</>n 

POn +~() , sm n 

P01P02 COS(<PI - <P2) + P</>lP</>2 [cot ()l cot ()2 cos (<PI - <P2) + 1] 

+ P01P</>2 cot fh sin( <PI - <P2) + P02P</>1 cot ()l sin( <P2 - <PI). 

(2.73) 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

Finally, since the Hamiltonian (including the potential V) depends only on the difference of 

the two azimuthal angles <PI - <P2, and not their sum, one makes a canonical transformation 

to the sum and difference variables, 

<P = <PI - <P2 

1 
P</> = 2(P</>1 - P</>2) 

(2.76) 

The Hamiltonian, as noted before, is independent of <P,so that pip is conserved (and equal 

to 0 for J = 0). Putting all this together, the final fo~m for the J = 0 Hamiltonian involves 

four degrees of freedom, (R, ()l, fh, <p) and their conjugate momenta, and is given explicitly 

by 

H 
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The potential energy surface V has been determined by Elrod et ai. 80 ,81 in the 

form of the follow expansion 

V(R, (h, (h, ¢) = L AlIl2l(R)9lIl2l(fh, (h, ¢), (2.78) 
lIl2l 

the parameters for which are determined by fitting quantum mechanical calculation to the 

experimental spectra. Figure 2.2 shows a contour plot of the potential surface as a function 

of (th'(h) for planar geometry (¢ = 180°) and a fixed value of R. This clearly displays the 

(h B O2 exchange symmetry and the two equivalent minima indicated in Figure 2.1. As 

noted earlier, the barrier separating the two minima ('" 70 cm -1) is sufficiently low that 

tunneling between them gives rise to a splitting of about 16 cm- 1 between the lowest two 

energy levels. Even and odd states with respect to this 01 B O2 exchange are designated by 

A and B, respectively. The potential is also symmetric in the out of plane coordinate ¢, so 

that the states are also even or odd with respect ¢ --+ 271" - ¢. This symmetry is designated 

+ or -. The states thus have four possible symmetries in this system, A +, A - , B+, B-. 

2.5.2 Results and Discussion 

The reference wavefunction in Eq. 2.67 is, to some extent, arbitrary, the primary 

requirement being that it has significant overlap with the states whose energy levels one 

is wishing to extract from the calculation. One may in fact wish to use several different 

reference wavefunctions. Because the Herman-Kluk IVR expression (Eq. 2.14) involves 

coherent states, it is natural to choose \[! also of this form. Thus, we have used a direct 

product of such functions, 

(2.79) 

where each factor is related to a coherent state, 

1 

'lPI (R) (~) 4 R-2e-~(R-Ro)2+iPRO(R-Ro)/n, (2.80) 

1 

'l/J2(01) (~) 4 (sinOd-le-¥(lh-OlO)2+iP81o(lh-OlO)/Ii, (2.81) 

1 

'l/J3(02) (~ ) 4 (sin 02)-le-¥(02-02o)2+iP820(02-020)/Ii, (2.82) 

1 

'l/J4(¢) = (~) 4 e-¥C4>-4>o)2+iPq,o(4)-4>o)/n, (2.83) 
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where R-2 and (sinOn )-l will cancel with the Jacobian factors when calculating the overlap 

(q, plw), and the coherent state widths bi} are choosen large enough so that the following 

approximation 

(q, pi w) = 10
00 

dR 10
7r 

dOl 10
7r 

d02 fo27r d</JR2 sin 01 sin O2 

x w(R, 01, 02, </J)(q, pIR, 01, 02, </J) 

~ i: dR i: dOl i: d02 i: d</JR
2 

sin 01 sin O2 

x W(R, 01, 02, </J)(q, pIR, 01, O2, </J), (2.84) 

is valid. Actually, we use a linear combination of functions of the type in Eq. 2.79 in 

order to take advantage of symmetry: to determine the energy levels for a given symmetry, 

one chooses the reference wavefunction to be of this symmetry so that only states with this 

symmetry will appear in the spectral density (as most easily seen in the quantum expression, 

Eq. 2.64). In the present case, for example, the reference wavefunction ofEq. 2.79 is modified .. 

as follows, 

'lh(R) ['!f12(01)'!f13(02) + o-'!f12 (02)'!f13 (OdJ 

['!f14(</J) + o-''!f14(27r - </J)] , 

(2.85) 

where 0-0-' = ++,+-,-+, and -- correspond to the A+,A-,B+, and B- states, respec

tively. The semiclassical calculation can thus be carried out separately for each symmetry. 

The actual IVR we use for this calculation is the version in Eq. (2.59). 

Figure 2.3 shows a typical s~miclassical correlation function (wle-iHt/filw) for A+ 

symmetry. It is obtained with", 3000 bounded classical trajectories whose initial conditions 

are chosen by Monte Carlo from the coherent state overlap with the reference wavefunction, 

I(q, plw)l· (Trajectories which dissociated are disca~ded since their Fourier transform cannot 

contribute to delta function peaks in the energy spectrum.) Figure 2.4 shows the energy 

spectrum obtained from this correlation function, indicating the peaks corresponding to 

the energy levels. No attempt was made at using more sophisticated "signal processing" 

algorithms84,85 to extract the energy levels from the time correlation function, though this 

would perhaps make the overall procedure more efficient. 

The lowest few SC-IVR energy levels of each symmetry are listed in Table 2.1, along 
r 

with the corresponding quantum mechanical (QM) values calculated by Elrod et al. 80 ,81 The 

SC-IVR and QM energy levels are listed relative to the ground state of each, and one sees 
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Figure 2.3: The real and imaginary parts of the semiclassical correlation function, 
(wle- iHt/1i lw), where W is of A+ symmetry. This is obtained with about 3000 bound 
trajectories. 

quite good agreement overall. The average error in the semiclassical energy levels for these 

states is 1.65 em-I, with the maximum being about 4 em-I. It is particularly interesting to 

see that the tunneling splitting of the ground state - the difference of the lowest A + and 

B+ energy levels - is described reasonably well, 18 cm- I compared to the correct value 

of 15.7 em-I. We consider this level of success for the SC-IVR model to be excellent and 

further evidence that it is capable of describing a wide range of dynamical phenomena to a 

useful accuracy, even at the most detailed level where quantum effects are very significant. 

The result obtained for the SC-IVR ground state (-395.5 em-I), however, is 16.3 

cm- I above the quantum ground state (-411.8 em-I). Therefore, on an absolute energy 

scale, all SC-IVR energy levels are about this much larger than the corresponding QM 

values. From the discussion at the end of the Appendix, it is not surprising that the SC 

energies are shifted by an approximately constant value relative to the QM ones, but it is 

not easy to reconcile the value of the shift (16.3 em-I) we observe. If the two HCI rigid 

diatomics were free rotors, then the discussion in the Appendix shows that the SC energy 

levels would be ~B above the QM values (~B for each rotor), and since the rotation constant 

of HCI is B = 10.44 em-I, this suggests a shift about 5.2 em-I. (We in fact carried out the 
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Figure 2.4: Representative spectra for A+ (upper panel) and A- (lower panel) symmetries. 
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Figure 2.5: Representative spectra for B+ (upper panel) and B- (lower panel) symmetries. 
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II QM SC-IVR 

" A+ 0.0* 0.0* 
53.3 55.5 
72.1 76.6 
111.2 111.4 
147.8 147.8 

B+ 15.7 18.0 
79.6 80.9 
104.0 106.7 
167.5 166.4 
188.0 190,8 

Table 2.1: The semiclassical energy eigenvalues of the HCI dimer in cm- I . Quantum 
mechanics and SC-IVR energy levels are shown relative to the ground state of each. The 
SC-IVR ground state is 16.3 cm- I above the QM ground state. 

SC-IVR calculation for the uncoupled case and did indeed obtain energy levels shifted by 

this amount.) Why one obtains a significantly larger shift than this for the fully coupled 

case is not clear to us, but it is nevertheless reassuring that the SC-IVR energy levels are 

good approximations to the QM values for some constant (and modest) shift. ' 

2.6 Concluding Remarks 

The semiclassical initial value representation is indeed becoming a practical way 

of incorporating quantum mechanical effects with simple classical quantities. The examples 

studied by us and others have shown that the accuracy of SC-IVR is good for most types of 

chemical problems, including tunneling. And because one is basically running classical tra

jectories, in the best case scenario, it can be more efficient than exact quantum mechanical 

calculations. 

Another ~dea we explored for calculating the SC-IVR integral is to use the ergodic 

(chaotic) properties of the system and instead of a phase space average, one performs a 
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time average, i.e., 

(2.86) 

where T is some large number. The essential assumption is that a single trajectory will 

explore the entire phase space and therefore averaging over the past of the trajectory ex

ploration is equivalent to the integrating over the phase space. This, of course, assumes the 

ergodic hypothesis and is only applicable for really large systems. For intermediate sized 

systems, this assumption is generally not valid. 

For most problems however, SC-IVR calculation is considerably more complex 

than just running classical. trajectories. The remaining question is how can one implement 

the SC-IVR with a reasonable amount of effort, to systems with more degrees of freedom. 

One method we reviewed here which reduces the oscillatory nature of the integrand is the 

stationary phase Monte Carlo filtering technique, and we have seen improved convergence 

properties with this approach. Thus, it seems that one is ready to take advantage of these 

developments to study more complex systems. There maybe other methods which are also 

improvements on the concepts of SC-IVR, this is also an ongoing area of research. 

2.7 Appendix: SC-IVR for Ang'ular Coordinates 

Here we note some specific features of the SC-IVR when treating angular variables 

for rotational degrees of freedom. Consider first a one dimensional rotor whose orientation 

in a plane is characterized by angle ¢, with the Hamiltonian 

, (,,2 d2 
H = - 2I dcp2 + V(¢), (2.87) 

where I is the moment of inertia. A typical matrix element of the propagator thus has the 

form 

. r27r r27r • 
82,1 == (w2Ie- iHt/ li IW1) = 10 d¢11o d¢2W2(¢2)*(¢2Ie-iHt/lil¢1)W1(¢d, (2.88) 

with the wavefunctions normalized on the interval (0,27T) in the usual way, 

(2.89) 

If K t «!J2, ¢d is the standard semiclassical amplitude for the ¢1 ---t ¢2 transition in time t, 

i.e., 
1 

K, (<P2, <pd' ~ L [2,,-ih 1 ::,:, I] ~, eiS, (.'''',,) I", (2.90) 
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then the new feature than arises here is that the net amplitude for the transition must take 

account of the fact that all final angles (h + 27m (n = any integer) correspond to the same 

physical orientation as angle (h, so that the amplitude in the integrand of Eq. 2.88 must 

be a sum over all th.ese symmetrically equivalent final angles, 

00 

(1)2Ie- iHt/hl1>1) = L K t (1)2 + 21m, 1>d· (2.91) 
n=-oo 

Eq. 2.88 thus reads 

(2.92) 

and if one changes the integration variable from 1>2 to 1>; = 1>2 + 27rn, it becomes 

(2.93) 

where it has been assumed that the wavefunction w'; is periodic, i.e., w2(1);-27rn) = W2(1);).,: 

But, 
00 r27r(n+l) I joo I L i2 d1>2 = d1>2, 

n=-oo 27rn -00 

(2.94) 

so that Eq. 2.93 becomes 

(2.95) 

where the prime has now been dropped from the integration variable 1>;. The integral 

over the entire interval (-00,00) of the final angle 1>2, together with the periodicity of. the 

final wavefunction W2(1)2), thus properly takes account of the sum over all symmetrically 

equivalent final angles in Eq. 2.91. One now applies the standard IVR transformation to 

Eq. 2.95, i.e., 

(2.96) 

to give the final result 

1 

(w2Ie- iHt/hIWl) = fo27r d1>l i: dp¢1 ~2(1)t)* [I :::11 j27rih]2 eiSt(¢1,P¢1)/hwl (;h), (2.97) 

which is of the standard IVR form. With the wavefunction normalized in the standard way, 

the integral over the initial angle is thus over the primary interval (0,27r) and that of the 

conjugate initial momentum i's over all values (-00,00). 
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To illustrate the importance of including all symmetrically equivalent final angles, 

consider the free plane rotor, i.e., V(¢) = 0 in Eq. 2.87. The SC propagator of Eq. 2.90 is 

then of the standard free particle form 

(2.98) 

which give the following micro-canonical density matrix 

(2.99) 

where k = J21 E In. Including the sum over all equivalent final angles, however, changes 

this to 

00 I 
-2- L cOS[k(¢2 - ¢d + 21fnkJ, 
1fn k n=-oo 

(2.100) 

I 00 

= -2- cOS[k(¢2 - ¢r)l L cos(21fnk) , 
1fn k n=-oo 

and the Poisson sum formula, 86 

00 00 

L cos(21fnk) = L 6(l- k), (2.101) 
n=-oo 1=-00 

requires k to be an integer. This is therefore what quantizes the energy E = n2 k 2 /21 and 

gives delta function peaks at the these values in the matrix element of 6(E - if). 

Finally, there is arwther feature in the semiclassical description of rotational mo

tion that should be noted. Consider a free linear rotor in 3-d space, for which the classical 

Hamiltonian is 

(2.102) 

Quantization of the ¢ motion, as discussed above, requires P¢ = mn, m an integer. The 0 

motion thus takes place in the centrifugal potential well V (0), 

m2 

V(O) =B~O' sm 
(2.103) 

where B = n2 /21 is the rotational constant. The standard WKB (Bohr-Sommerfeld) quan

tization of this bound motion 

(n + ~)1f = J dOJ21(E - V(O))/n, (2.104) 
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gives the following energy levels, 

En,m (2.105) 

n 0,1,2, ...... , 

or in terms of the usual quantum number l = n + Iml, 

(2.106) 

The semiclassical energy levels are thus too large by a constant value. In any applications 

to rotational problems, therefore, one may expect that energy level spacings given by the 

semiclassical theory will be more accurate than their absolute value. 
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Chapter 3 

Further Approximations of the 

SC-IVR 

3.1 Introduction 

The successful application of the semiclassical initial value representation to the 

multidimensional system of the HCI dimer demonstrates its potential as an useful dynamical 

theory for many problems in chemistry. But before we use it to study cell biology, it is 

perhaps interesting to examine some approximate theories based on the SC-IVR. Clearly, 

an approximate theory that reduces the complexity in the implementation is desirable, but 

also conceptual understanding of the origin of quantum effects and their role in complex 

systems can perhaps be gained. 

In this chapter we concentrate on the calculation of probabilities with the semiclas

sical theory and discuss three possible approaches for further approximating the SC-IVR. 

Section 3.2 proceeds with the strategy of dividing a problem into a "system" and a "bath" 

and retain, as much as possible, the interference and coherence effects in the system but 

discard them for the bath. The end product is a mixed semiclassical-classical treatment 

where systematic improvements of the system-bath interaction is possible. In section 3.3, 

we explore the same type of approach but being even more crude and treat everything 

approximately. This allows us to establish a connection to a classical-like theory that has 

been used before. Nevertheless, we find it useful to see that the possibility of systematically 

improving upon this theory also exists. In section 3.4, another approach of implementing 
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the SC-IVR where th~ time-dependent expectation value of an operator is written as a 

single phase space integral over initial conditions is presented. The end result is similar to 

the SC-IVR expression for amplitudes in Eq. (2.8) but now utilizing classical trajectories 

that travel forward and hackward in time. 

3.2 Mixed Semiclassical-Classical Dynamics 

Many dynamical phenomena in chemical/molecular systems involve only a few de

grees of freedom (the "system") that characterize the process of interest (e.g., the reaction 

coordinate(s) in a chemical reaction) but which are coupled to many other "environmental" 

degrees of freedom (the "bath") that can nevertheless influence the dynamics. A common 

strategy for treating this ubiquitous "system-bath" situation is to describe the low dimen

sional system as accurately as possible, namely with full quantum mechanics, while the 

many degrees of freedom of the bath are handled more approximately, such as by classical 

mechanics or approximations thereto. 

There are thus many variations of "mixed quantum-classical" theoretical approaches 

that have been used in this regard87- 96 . The most common of these might be called the 

Ehrenfest modeI97,98, where one simultaneously integrates the time-dependent Schrodinger 

equation for the system and the classical equations of motion for the bath. If x and Q de

note the system and bath coordinates,"respectively, and V(x, Q) is the total potential energy 

function for the system plus bath, then the (time-dependent) potential for the Schrodinger 

equation of the system is 

VQM(X, t) = V(x, Q(t)), (3.1) 

and the (time-dependent) classical potential for the bath trajectory Q(t) is the Ehrenfest 

average of V, 

VcdQ, t) = (\]!(t)IVI\]!(t)) == J dx\]!(x, t)*V(x, Q)\]!(x, t), (3.2) 

where \]!(x, t) is the system wavefunction. If ¢nl (x) is the wavefunction for the initial quan

tum state of the system, then one chooses it as the initial wavefunction for the Schrodinger 

equation, \]!(x, t = 0) =;: ¢nl (x). Also, if Pb(Ql, Pt} is the probability distribution of ini

tial conditions for the bath trajectories (for example, a Boltzmann distribution), then the 

average probability for a transition to the final quantum state ¢n2 of the syst'em is given by 

Pn2t-nl (t) == J dQldP IPb(QI, Pt} Pn2t-nl (t; Ql, PI), (3.3) 
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where 

(3.4) 

is the transition probability for a single bath trajectory (the one with the indicated initial 

conditions). This model may also be thought of as an approximate version of the time

dependent self consistent field (TDSCF) method99 ,lOO, the approximation being that the 

bath wavefunction is taken to be an infinitely narrow Gaussian wavepacket about its classical 

trajectory. The TDSCF approximation seems to work best when the system is coupled 

weakly to many bath modes, but can fail dramatically in other cases10l,102. It can be 

systematically improved, however, by introducing a multi-configuration generalization (MC

TDSCF)103-105, but there is then no obvious way to go to the classical limit for the bath 

dynamics. 

Other mixed quantum-classical approaches are a variety of "surface-hoping" modelsl06-ll0, 

whereby the quantum motion of the system is assumed to be adiabatic except for localized 

transitions from one adiabatic quantum state to another. Though such approaches have a 

number of ad hoc features, they have been useful, particularly when the "system" consists of 

the electronic degrees of freedom of a molecular system. There are other approaches based 

explicitly on density matrix formulations that incorporate approximations for the bath that 

lead to macroscopic relaxation descriptions (Redfield equations)1l1-1l3. The most accurate 

treatment of system-bath dynamics is possible when the bath is a set of harmonic modes 

that are linearly coupled to the system; here the bath can be integrated out (in a Feynman 

path integral sense) analytically and recent progress has shown how then essentially exact 

(numerical) treatments of the system are possible in some cases1l4,1l5. 

In this section, we offer another type of mixed quantum-classical approach, where 

the "quantum" description of the system is approximated semiclassically via an initial 

value representation (IVR). It is thus a mixed "semiclassical-classical" approximation. The 

potential advantage of this approach over a mixed quantum-classical approach is that in it 

the dynamics of both system and bath are treated by classical mechanics; i.e., a full classical 

trajectory simulation of all degrees of freedom is involved. The semiclassical aspect of the 

description of the system degrees of freedom simply means that the phase interference 

structure is retained for these degrees of freedom, giving rise to interference/coherence 

structure and/or classically forbidden dynamics/tunneling behavior in the system degrees 

of freedom, while such phase information is discarded in the bath, so that only classical 
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dynamics is obtained for these degrees of freedom. Since the system, bath, and their 

interaction are all treated via classical mechanics, one thinks (or at least hopes) that a 

more dynamically consistent treatment will result than using the Schrodinger equation for 

s?me degrees of freedoms and Newton's equations for the others. Whether this potential 

advantage is realized or not will of course require computational applications, and some 

elementary examples of these are presented herein. 

3.2.1 The Semiclassical-Classical Model 

There are a variety of quantities that one might consider for this development, 

e.g., thermally averaged or state-specific rate constants or transition probabilities. For 

definiteness we consider the time-dependent transition probability from one state of the 

system to another, summed and averaged over initial and final states of the bath, 

(3.5) 

where ¢(x) and X{Q) are the basis states for the system and bath, respectively, and gJm is 

the initial probability distribution for the bath states (typically a Boltzmann distribution). 

Eq. (3.5) can also be written as a trace, 

(3.6) 

where ih is the Hamiltonian for the bath at t = O. For simplicity of presentation the system 

and bath coordinates x and Q are indicated as one-dimensional and many-dimensional, 

respectively, though in practice the "system" might involve a few degrees o(freedom, with 

obvious changes in notation below. 

IVR for the System-Bath 

Applying the semiclassical IVR of Eq. (2.9) to the system-bath transition probabil

ity defined in Eq. (3.5) thus gives (since q = (x, Q), p = (p, P), with (Q, P) F-dimensional) 

Pn2+-nl (t) = m~l gJmil J dXI J dPI J dQI J dPI ¢n2(Xt)*Xm2(Qt)* 

¢nl (xdXml (QI)eiS(Xl,Pl,Ql,Pl)/1i det [8(X t , Qd] /(27rili)F+112, (3.7) 
8(PI' PI) 
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and upon squaring the integral explicitly this becomes 

Pn2f-nl(t) = (27rJi)-(P+l) J dx1dpl J dx~dp~ J dQ1dP 1 J dQ~dP~ 
<Pnl (xd<Pnl (x~)* <Pn2 (xd* <Pn2 (x~)ei[St(Xl 'Pl,Ql,Pl)-St(X~ ,P~ ,Q~ ,P~)l/h 

det [~~:: ~:~] det [~~{: ~g] (Q~IPbIQl)O(Qt - QD (3.8) 

where Xt and x~ denote Xt(Xl,Pq,Ql,Pd and Xt(x~,p~,Q~,P~), respectively, and similarly 

for Qt and Q~, and where 

(QllpbIQ~) == L Pm1Xml (Q~)*Xml (Ql) (3.9) 
ml 

is the initial density matrix of the bath. The F-dimensional delta function results from 

L Xm2(Qd*Xm2(QD = op(Qt - Q~). (3.10) 
m2 

It is also useful to express the bath density matrix in terms of its Wigner distribution, 

(3.11) 

the inverse relation of which is 

(3.12) 

The "double phase space integral" that results in Eq. (3.8) upon squaring the 

amplitude in Eq. (3.7) is the semiclassical counterpart to Liouville space in a corresponding 

quantum mechanical development. The principle idea of the present mixed semiclassical

classical model is to retain the full double phase space integral for the system degrees of 

freedom - so as to retain the full semiclassical description of interference and tunneling 

effects in the system dynamics - but to approximate the treatment of the bath in such a 

way as to reduce it to a single phase space average over its initial conditions (as in a classical 

mechanical description). All of the classical trajectory functions throughout, however, are 

those from the full system-bath Hamiltonian. It is this feature of the model, namely that the 

mechanics of all degrees of freedom is treated classically, only with the interference structure 

fully retained for the system and approximated for the bath, that makes us believe that the 

semiclassical-classical approach may have something more to offer than a quantum-classical 

approach, i.e., because the dynamics of the system and the bath are treated in a dynamically 

consistent way in the present approach. 
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To implement this approximation for the bath one changes the integration variables 

over bath initial conditions to the sum and difference variables 

(3.13) 

so that in Eq. (3.8) 

(3.14) 

One then expands the .6.Q and .6.P dependence of the ~arious quantities in the integrand 

in powers of .6.Q and .6.P; e.g., in the argument of the delta function in Eq. (3.8) 

(3.15 ) 

(3.16) 

Thus, Qt and Q~ have different system initial conditions but the same bath initial conditions. 

Similarly, the phase of the integrand of Eq. (3.8), the difference of actions, is expanded 

(through quadratic order) in .6.Q and .6.P: 

where on the right hand side here, we again have 

s~ (3.18) 
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One can furthermore use the various derivative relations for the classical action to express 

the derivatives in Eq. (3.17) in terms of derivatives of final coordinates and momenta with 

respect to initial conditions (monodromy matrices): 

8St 8S~ p;. MQQ + p7· MQQ - 2P[, (3.19) ---+--- = 
8QI 8QI 
8St oS~ P; . MQP + p~T . M QP , (3.20) ---+ ---
8PI 8PI 

82S t 8 2S' 
M~Q' MQQ - M~Q' M QQ , t (3.21) 

8QIOQI 8QIOQI 
02St 8 2S' 

M~p . MQP - M~p . M QP , t (3.22) 
oPI8PI 8PIoPI 

82St 8 2S' 
MT M' M'T M' t (3.23) 

8PI8QI 8PIoQI 
P P . QQ - P P . QQ' 

where [analogous to Eq. (3.16)] P t = Pt(XI,PI, QI, Pd and P~ = Pt(x~,p~, QI, Pd, and 

where the monodromy matrices are defined as 

- - 8Qt 
MQQ(XI,PI, QI, Pd = OQl ' (3.24) 

8Pt 

8P I ' 
Mpp (3.25) 

oQt 
aPI' 

(3.26) 

8Pt 

8QI' 
(3.27) 

and similarly for M~j such ~s MQQ = MQQ(x~,p~, QI, Pd. (Note: In Eqs. (3.19)-(3.23), 

terms involving the second derivatives of final coordinate and momenta with respect to 

initial conditions have been omitted.) The ~Q and ~P dependence of Xt and x~ is also 

linearized, 

where on the right hand side of Eq. (3.28) 

X' t 

1 1 
Xt +'2"MxQ . ~Q + 2" MxP' ~P, 

, 1 , 1 , 
Xt--M Q'~Q--M p.~p 2 x 2 x , (3.28) 

(3.29) 
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and 

8Xt 
8QI' 
8xt 

- 8P I ' 

47 

(3.30) 

and similarly for M~Q' etc. Finally, consistent with these linearizations, the .6.Q and .6.P 

dependence of the Jacobian in Eq. (3.8) is neglected. 

With this set of expansions and approximations, Eq. (3.8) becomes 

Pn2~nl (t) = (27r1i)-(F+I) J dQIdP I J dxIdpl J dx~ dp~ <Pnl (xd<Pnl (x~) 

ei(St-SDlh det [8(Xt , Qt)] det [8(X,~, QJ)] J d.6.Qd.6.P 
8(PI' Pd 8(Pll PI) 

( 
1 1 )* (' '1 , 1, ) <Pn2 Xt + '2MxQ . .6.Q + '2Mxp . .6.P <Pn2 Xt - '2MxQ . .6.Q - '2Mxp ·.6.P 

OF(Qt - Q~ + ~(MQQ + MQQ) . .6.Q + ~(MQP + MQp) . .6.P) 

(QI + .6.
2

Q 
/ Pb /QI - .6.

2

Q
) exp * [~ (p[ . MQQ + p~T . MQQ - 2pT) . .6.Q 

1 ( TIT, ) 1 T TIT) +'2 Pt . MQP + Pt . M QP ·.6.P + S.6.Q . (M pQ ' MQQ - M pQ ' MQQ' . .6.Q 

1 T T IT +S.6.P . (Mpp . MQP - Mpp . MQp,) . .6.P 

+~.6.pT . (M~p . MQQ - M1p . MQQ) . .6.Q], (3.31) 

where the "bars" over the integration variables QI and PI have been dropped. All the 

primed and unprimed functions at time t differ only in whether they are functions of (xI,pd 

or (x~, pD. T~ emphasize again, the purpose of the abo>:e set of approximations has been 

to obtain the best possible result that still allows one to integrate analytically over .6.Q and 

.6.P, so as to reduce the/average over the bath variables to that of a classical description, 

namely an average over a single set of phase space initial conditions for the bath. (Many of 

the above approximations are actually exact for a 'harmonic bath, because the action for a 

harmonic bath is quadratic in QI and PI, and thus in.6.Q and .6.P, so that the expansion 

of the actions to quadratic order in .6.Q and .6.P is exact.) 

Because of the F-dimensional delta function in the integrand of Eq. (3.31), the 

integral over .6.P in Eq. (3.31) can be immediately performed. This sets .6.P to the value 

.6.P = -2(MQP + MQp)-1 . [Qt - Q~ + ~(MQQ + MQQ) . .6.Q]. (3.32) 
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The remaining integral over ~Q in Eq. (3.31) will then have a phase factor that is quadratic 

in ~Q but which cannot be evaluated in general because of the ~Q dependence of the pre

exponential factors (in the wavefunction <Pn20 and in the bath density matrix element 

( ... IPbl ... )). One can either neglect this dependence, in which case the integral of the 

complex Gaussian is immediately doable, or somewhat more generally, one can assume 

that the ~Q dependence of the pre-exponential factors is small and the integral can be 

evaluated via stationary phase approximation (which will be exact if the pre-exponential 

factor is independent of ~Q). 

Zeroth Order Model 

It is useful first to consider the simplest version of the approach. Thus if in the 

integration over ~Q and ~P in Eq. (3.31), one neglects all monodromy matrix elements 

in the phase of the integral, then this part of the integral in Eq. (3.31) reduces to 

<Pn2(xd*<Pn2(xD / d~Qd~P\ QI + ~2Qlpb IQI - ~2Q) 
OF(Qt - Q~ + ~(MQQ + MQQ) . b.Q + ~(MQP + MQp) . ~P)e-iprLlQ/1i 

<Pn2(xd*<Pn2(X~)(27rnt Pw(QI,Pt) , (3.33) 
det [~(MQP + MQp)] 

where the definition of Pw in Eq. (3.12) has been used. If one further neglects the system

bath coupling in the Jacobian, namely, 

d [
8(Xt, Qt)] '" 8xt d (8Qt ) = 8xt d (M ) 

et !l ( P) "'!l et!lP -!l et Q P , 
U PI, I UPI U I UPI 

and 

[ 8(X~,Q~)] 8x~ , 
det 8(p~,P~) ~ 8p~ det(MQp), 

then Eq. (3.31) reduces to 

Pn2+-nl (t) = 2~n / dQIdPIPw(QI, PI) / dxIdpl / dx~dp~ 
<Pnl (xd<Pnl (X~)*<Pn2(Xt)*<Pn2(xDei(St-SD/1i 

(&, Jax; Jdet(MQP· MQP) 

y ap; 8p~ det [~(MQP + MQp)] . 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

Finally, if one then assumes that the geometric and arithmetic averages of the monodromy 

matrices MQP and M Qp are approximately equal, then the last factor in the integral of Eq. 
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(3.36) is unity, whereby the double phase integral over the system initial conditions factors, 

giving 

(3.37) 

Eq. (3.37) above is the zeroth order limit of the present semiclassical-classical 

approach. It is also recognized to be the precise semiclassical analog of the Ehrenfest 

quantum-classical model described earlier. The square modulus quantity in the integrand 

of Eq. (3.37) is the semiclassical IVR expression for the quantum transition probability for 

the one-dimensional system, with the bath following the trajectory determined by initial 

conditions (QI, PI): 

(3.38) 

Here the trajectory functions Xt == Xt(Xl,Pl, Ql, Pt} and St == St(Xl,Pl, Ql, Pl) which go 

into the one-dimensional-like transition probability involve the (exact) classical mechanics of 

the fully coupled system and bath, analogous to the coupled Schrodingerequation-classical 

equations which appear in the quantum-classical Ehrenfest model. The phase 1/ is the 

number of zeros of the one-dimensional Jacobian of the system degree of freedom. Eq. 

(3.37) is also identical to what was called "partial averaging" in some applications many 

years ago. 116 

An attractive feature of the present semiclassical-classical approach, however, is 

that we now have the possibility of going beyond this primitive zeroth version of the treat

ment. The major price to be paid is that it will not be possible to factor the double phase 

space integral over the system initial conditions as was done in going from Eq. (3.36) to 

Eq. (3.37). 

First Order Model 

Returning to Eq. (3.31), we now retain the terms in the phase of integrand that are 

linear in .6.Q and .6.P. If the wavefunction ¢n2 were a coherent state (complex Gaussian), 

then it would be easy to include the .6.Q and .6.P dependence of its arguments, but here we 
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do not assume this and simply ignore this dependence. The (.6.Q, .6.P) part of the integral 

thus becomes 

<Pn2 (xd*<Pn2 (x~) J .6.Q J .6.P ( Ql + .6.2
Q 

I Pb IQl - .6.2
Q

) 

8F(Qt - Q~ + ~(MQQ + MQQ) . .6.Q + ~(MQP + MQp) . .6.P) 

i [1 ( T IT I T) 1 ( T ' IT ') ] expr; 2 P t ·MQQ+Pt .MQQ -2Pl ·.6.Q+2 Pt ·MQP+Pt .MQP ·.6.P , 

which gives the following generalization of the zeroth result in Eq. (3.33): 

= <Pn2 (Xt)* <Pn2 (xD(27rli)F Pw(QI, PI - P cor) det(M
Q

:

F

+ MQP) 

(3.39) 

exp [-*(Pf . MQP + p~T . MQp) . (MQP + MQp)-l . (Qt - Q~)] , (3.40) 

where the momentum correction P cor is 

l(T IT ') P cor = 2 Pt· MQQ + Pt· MQQ 

1 ( T IT ') ( I ) -1 ( I ) -2 P t ·MQP+Pt ·MQp . MQp+MQP . MQQ+MQQ . 

The first order expression for the average transition probability is then 

Pn2 ..... nl (t) = 2~li J dQldP l J dxldpl J dx~ dp~Pw(Ql' PI - P cor) 

<Pnl (Xd<Pnl (X~)* <Pn2 (Xt)* <Pn2 (xDei(St-SD/1i 

d [8(Xt,Qd] d [8(x~,QD] 2F 
et 8(Pl,P I ) et 8(p~,P~) det(MQP+MQp ) 

(3.41 ) 

exp [-*(Pf· MQP + p~T . MQp) . (MQP + MQp)-l . (Qt - Q~)] . (3.42) 

Again, we can make the same approximations on the Jacobian factors as for the zeroth 

order model, yielding a numerically better behaved result (since the determinant of the 

monodromy matrices in the denominator can go through zero), 

Pn2 ..... nl (t) = 2~li J dQldPl J dxldpl J dx~dp~pw(Ql' PI - Pear) 

A. ( )A. (' )*A. ( )*A. (') i(St-S')/1i {ih; j8X~ 'f'nl ,Xl 'f'nl Xl 'f'n2 Xt 'f'n2 Xt e t V ap; 8p~ 

exp [-*(Pf . MQP + p7 . MQp) . (MQP + MQp)-1 . (Qt - Q~)] . (3.43) 
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Equations (3.42), (3.43) involve a classical (single phase space) average over the 

initial conditions of the bath degrees of freedom, but a double phase space average over the 

system degrees of freedom. The extra phase factor in the integrand and the momentum 

correction in the Wigner distribution prevent the factorization and serve as corrections 

to the zeroth order result of Eq. (3.36). Actually, as will be seen in Section 3.2.2, the 

momentum correction in the Wigner distribution will not be so important as the phase 

correction in the exponent. In practical calculations, it is often neglected: 

A second order version of the model would be obtained by retaining all the terms in 

the phase of the integrand in Eq. (3.31) and also the second order .6.Q and .6.P dependence 

ofthe bath density matrix element (QI +.6.Q/2IPbIQI-.6.Q/2). If the bath is harmonic, then 

the density matrix element is a simple Gaussian function of .6.Q and .6.P. Furthermore, if the 

initial and final system wavefunctions are coherent states, then they too would contribute 

Gaussian factors in .6.Q and .6.P. Integration over .6.Q or .6.P would then be a standard 

Gaussian integral that is readily doable. 

3.2.2 Numerical Applications to Simple Systems 

To help elucidate the nature of the mixed semiclassical-classical approaches de

scribed above, numerical tests have to be made. We have chosen a simple system that 

can be treated fully quantum mechanically, fully semiclassically, as well as via the above 

semiclassical-classical models, namely an anharmonic (Morse) oscillator linearly coupled to 

a single harmonic mode. The Hamiltonian for this system is 

(3.44) 

where the parameters are m = 1772.3302, ao = 0.1697, Co = 0.9885, W = 0.0156, all in atomic 

units. The coupling constant f is varied to see the effect of the strength of the system-bath 

coupling. 

To implement the semiclassical IVR calculations, we utilize the Herman-Kluk pro

cedure of Eq. (2.14). The Herman-Kluk IVR thus modifies the integrand for the zeroth 

order semiclassical-classical expression, Eq. (3.38), to the following 

P~;!!nl (t; QI, PI) = 12~1i J dxIdpI Cxpt¢h 1 (Xl,PI)¢h 2 (Xt,pt)*e
iS

t/
1f ' (3.45) 
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where 
I 

¢hl,2(X,P) = (Xpi¢nl,2) = J dX'¢nl,2(X') (;) 4" e-~(x'-x)2-ip(xl-x)/n., 

and similarly the first order expression of Eq (3.43), becomes 

Pn2 f-nl (t) = (2:n)2 J dQldPI J dxldpi J dx~dp~Pw(QI' PI - Peor) 

¢h
l 
(Xl, Pr)¢h

l 
(X~ ,p~)* ¢h2 (xt,pd* ¢h

2 
(X~, pDei(St-SD/IiCxPtC~Pt 

exp [-k(Pt . MQp + p!. MQp )' (MQP + MQp)-I. (Qt - QD] . 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

Since the bath in this example consists of only one mode, the monodromy matrices in these 

equations are all simple scalars. Furthermore, the bath is harmonic, so that the Wigner 

distribution Pw is given by 

(Q P) = tanh(u) [_ 2tanh(u) (P2 ~ 2Q2)] 
Pw, trn exp nw 2m + 2mw , (3.48) 

where u = (3nw/2 and (3 is the usual1/kBT. 

Lastly, for efficient integration, weighted Monte Carlo sampling of the initial con

dition is used. For the quantum mechanical calculations, we utilized the split operator 

method of propagation. 

Survival Probability of a Gaussian 

We first consider the diagonal transition probability (i.e., the survival probability) 

of a displaced Gaussian, 

(3.49) 

where 

(3.50) 

and the Xm(Q)'s are the harmonic oscillator eigenstates of the bath. The center of the 

initial state Gaussian wavefunction is chosen to be Xo = 1.5ao, corresponding to the classical 

turning point of the n = 6 eigenstate of the Morse oscillator. We have considered three 

values for the coupling constant f, from the relatively small coupling of f = -0.02, to 

f = -0.05, to the largest value, f = -0.1, all in atomic units. We also used two different 

values of temperature, T = 300K, where the probabilities are dominated by transitions 
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Figure 3.1: Survival probability, PI,1 (t) of Eq. (3.49), for coupling constant f = -0.02. 
T = 300K in the upper graph, T = 5000K in the lower graph. Solid line: exact quantum. 
Dashed line: zeroth order mixed semiclassical-classical method. Dotted line: first order 
method. Thin line: full semiclassical. 
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Figure 3.2: Same as Figure 3.1, with f = -0.05 
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Figure 3.4: Survival probability Pl,l (t) of Eq. (3.49), comparison between the first order 
expression without momentum correction in the Wigner distribution (dotted line), and 
with momentum correction (dashed line). Solid line is the full quantum mechanical result. 
f = -0.02. 

from the ground state of the bath, and T = 5000K, where there are several bath states 

involved. The calculated survival probabilities are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, where 

the results of the semiclassical-classical methods and the full semiclassical method similar 

to Eq. (3.7) but with the Herman-Kluk IVR (calculations are performed only for the lower 

temperature due to the large numerical effort needed for the high temperature case) are 

compared with the results of the exact quantum mechanical calculation. In Figure 3.4, the 

results of the first order model with and without the momentum correction in the Wigner 

distribution are compared. 

From these results one can make several observations. First, the full semiclassical 

IVR result is in excellent agreement with the correct quantum mechanical result for all 

coupling strengths considered. Second, the zeroth order ("partial averaging") version of 

the semiclassical-classical model is in quantitative agreement with the quantum results for 

weak coupling, but only in qualitative agreement for strong coupling. Third, the first order 

version of the model is not a systematic improvement over the zeroth order version. Fourth, 
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the qualitative effect of the temperature, i.e. higher temperatures reduces the magnitude 

of the recurrences, is also well reproduced by these mixed semiclassical-classical methods. 

State-to-State Transition Probabilities 

Non-diagonal transition probabilities of the system are a more challenging quantity 

to describe correctly. Specifically, we consider here the vibrational relaxation of the Morse 

oscillator from n = 1 to O. Thus, Morse eigenfunctions are used for ¢(x): Again, we vary 

the coupling from -0.02 to -0.1 and the temperature from 300K to 5000K. To facilitate 

the semiclassical calculations, we fit the n = 1 eigenfunction by the difference two Gaussians 

and approximated the n = 0 eigenfunction with one. This way, ¢9(x,p) in Eq. (3.45) and 

Eq. (3.47) can be obtained analytically. Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 show the results for these 

calculations. Here, the first order calculation is with Peor = o. 
The comparisons are now quite different from the diagonal transition probabilities 

of the previous section. First, the immediate conclusion is that the zeroth order (partial 

averaging) formula is no longer adequate. In fact, if the mixed quantum-classical TDSCF 

method were applied here, it would give similar results. The first order model, though not 

spectacularly accurate, does agree qualitatively with the correct quantum results; in com

parison with the zeroth order model, which is off by a factor of four or five, it is a significant 

improvement. Again, the full semiclassical IVR results are practically indistinguishable 

from the correct quantum results in all cases. 

One then naturally asks, why the zeroth order (partial averaging) approximation 

works well for the survival (diagonal transition) probability of a single Gaussian as in the 

previous section, but fails for the present non-diagonal state-to-state transition probability? 

The answer goes back to the Ehrenfest (TDSCF) model discussed iI). the Introduction, where 

it was noted that the zeroth order (partial averaging) version of the semiclassical-classical 

model is the semiclassical equivalent of the Ehrenfest model. In this approximation the 

classical potential for the bath is the Ehrenfest average of the potential, cf. Eq. (3.2). 

When the system wavefunction is well localized, one has 

VcdQ, t) = f dxlJ!(x, t)*V(x, Q)IJ!(x, t) ~ V(xcdt), Q), (3.51) 

where 

XCL(t) = f dxlJ!(x, t)*xlJ!(x, t); (3.52) 
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Figure 3.5: Relaxation probability from n = 1 to n = 0 of the Morse oscillator. f = -0.02. 
T = 300K in the upper graph, T = 5000K in the lower graph. Solid line: exact quantum. 
Dashed line: zeroth order mixed semiclassical-classical method. Dotted line: first order 
method. Thin line: full semiclassical. 
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this is the correct classical description of the system-bath dynamics. But when the sys

tem wavefunction is extended, as it must be in describing transitions between the various 

eigenstates {<Pn}, Eqs. (3.51) and (3.52) cease to be valid. This is simply an example of 

the failure of the single configuration TDSCF approximation, because the classica,l bath in 

reality sees a different potential for different states of the system, not one average potential. 

3.2.3 Concluding Remarks 

Given the semiclassical IVR description of the complete molecular system, it was 

then shown how one can make systematic approximations .that retain the full semiclassical 

description of the "system" degrees of freedom - thereby describing quantum interference 

and tunneling effects in them - while neglecting such effects in the "bath" degrees of 

freedom, resulting in a classical description of them. The zeroth order version of this mixed 

semiclassical-classical model was seen to be a semiclassical version of the Ehrenfest model 

(closely related to the TDSCF approximation). For the examples considered in Section 

3.2.2, it was seen to work well for the survival (diagonal transition) probability of a single 

Gaussian if the coupling is sufficiently weak, but to fail for strong coupling and for non

diagonal transition probabilities. A first order version of the mixed semiclassical-classical 

model was a significant improvement over the zeroth version (at least for the non-diagonal 

transition probabilities), though still significantly less accurate than the full semiclassical 

IVR treatment. 

There are two ways to improve the accuracy of the treatment within the present 

formulation: (1) to use a higher (i.e. second) order version of the mixed semiclassical

classical model, or (2) to include more of the "bath" modes - the most strongly coupled 

ones - in an enlarged' "system", i.e., to retain the full semiclassical IVR description for 

a large number of degrees of freedom. Our present feeling is that route (2) may be more 

profitable, but applications to more complex system of physical interest will be necessary 

to decide whether or not this is feasible. 

3.3 Full Linearization Approximation 

In the previous section, we considered the case where approximations are made 

to some degrees of freedom in the problem, but not to others and arrived at a "mixed 

semiclassical-classical" treatment for the dynamics. We saw that there is the possibility of 
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systematically improving the model by going to higher order terms. However, as with any 

mixed treatment, the choice of system-bath separation is not unique and impacts greatly 

upon the results.1 17 And for different quantities of interest, different choices of system and 

bath are usually required. It is therefore desirable to treatment every variable in the problem 

at the same level of approximation. 

Toward this end, we shall carry out the same expansion in the b. variables but 

now for all degrees of freedom in the problem and try to see if this is a fruitful route to 

proceed. Consider a generic quantum mechanical transition probability from state IW1) to 

IW2) in time t; the quantum expression for this is 

with 

S2,1(t) N'2Ie- iHt
/
hlw1) 

= J dq1dqo W2( qd* (q1Ie- iHt
/
hlqo) W d qo), 

(3.53a) 

(3.53b) 

(3.53c) 

where iI is the (time-independent) Hamiltonian of the system. With the standard semiclas

sical approximation of [Eq. (2.1)J for the matrix element of the propagator, e-iHt/ h , and 

the IVR transformation of Eq. (2.9), the SC-IVR expression for the amplitude becomes 

1 

S2,1(t) = J dqodpo [det (~::) /(21fili)F] 2" eiSt(QO,Po)/hW2(qtl*W1(qO) (3.54) 

where qt(qo, Po) is the coordinate at time t for the classical trajectory with initial condition 

(qo,po), and St(qO,Po) is the action integral along it. (The phase factor e-i7rvt/2, where Vt 

is the Maslov index13- 15 - the number of zeros experienced by the determinant of 8qt! 8po 

in the time interval (0, t) - is included in Eq. (3.54) as part of the pre-exponential square 

root.) It is the oscillatory nature of the integrand in Eq. 3.54 that complicates the integration 

over the phase space of initial conditions. 

If one explicitly squares the amplitude in Eq. (3.54) to obtain the transition 

probability via Eq. (3.53c), and this leads to a double phase space average, 
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where <it = qt(qo, po) and qi = qt(q~, p~). One then makes a sum and difference transfor

mation of the integration variables, 

~q 
qo =<Io+ 2 

- ~P . 
Po =PO+ 2 

, - ~q 
qo = qo - 2' 

, - ~P 
Po = Po - 2' 

(3.56a) 

(3.56b) 

so that in Eq. (3.55) 

! dpodqo ! dp~dq~ --7 ! dpod<Io ! ~dp~dq. (3.56c) 

In order to make tractable approximations, one expands the phase of the integrand in Eq. 

(3.55) through second order in ~q and ~p'. 

(3.57) 

the quadratic terms vanish because the phase difference is an odd function of the difference 

variables. Consistent with this approximation to the phase, the trajectories qt and qi are 

expanded to first order in ~q and ~p 

Pt 

<It(po, <Io) + Mqq . ~q + Mqp' ~P, 

Pt(po, <Io) + Mpq . ~q + Mpp . ~P, 

(3.58a) 

(3.58b) 

and within this approximation the Jacobian factors are thus independent of ~q and ~P, 

i.e., 

and similarly 

(3.59b) 

[As a matter of interest, note that all of the above approximations following Eq. (3.55) are 

exact if the system is a set of harmonic oscillators.] Equation (3.55) now becomes 

P2f-l(t) = (27f~)F! dpod<IO ! ~dp~dq det(Mqp) e-ipr~q/Ii 
~q ~P* ~q ~P 

W2(<It +Mqq . 2 +Mqp' 2) W2(<It - M qq · 2 - Mqp' 2) 

Wl(<IO + ·~q)Wl(<IO - ~q)*eipr(Mqq.~q+Mqp'~P)/Ii. (3.60) 
2 2 
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The integration over the difference variables boq and D.p can now be carried out exactly by 

changing variables again to D.q and D.q' 

(3.61 ) 

and the final result is a linearized approximation to the SC-IVR, or LSC-IVR, 

(3.62) 

where the "bars" have been dropped from qo and Po, and Pn(q, p) is the Wigner distribution 

function ll8 of state n, defined as 

(3.63) 

It should be clear that it is much easier to evaluate the LSC-IVR expression than in Eq. 

(3.62) than the full SC-IVR expression of Eq. 3.54 because the integrand in Eq. (3.62) is 

essentially free of high frequency oscillations. [The oscillatory character has been subsumed 

in the Fourier transforms that define the Wigner distribution functions, Eq. (3.63).J 

The same manipulations and approximations can also be carried out for a more 

general time correlation function of the form 

(P2+-1 (t) above corresponds to Eq. (3.64) with 

A 

B 

IWl)(Wll 

IW2)(W21·) 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

(3.66) 

Writing out the full SC-IVR expression for Eq. (3.64) and making the linearization approx

imation as above gives 

(3.67) 

where Aw(q, p) and Bw(q, p) are the Wigner-Weyl transforms of operators A and iJ, e.g., 

J . T b. Iii D.q ~ D.q 
Aw(q, p) = dD.q e-zp 

. q (q + TIAlq - T)· (3.68) 
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For instance, for our later discussion of thermal rate constants, it corresponds t,O the case 

of A being the Boltzmannized flux operator, 

(3.69) 

and iJ being the projection operator onto products 

iJ = h(q), (3.70) 

where h(q) is 1(0) for coordinates q on the product (reactant) side of the dividing surface 

which separates reactants and products. 

It is clear from both Eq. (3.62) and Eq. (3.67) that this LSC-IVR includes 

quantum effects only via the Wigner functions of the initial and final states; all the real 

time dynamics is purely classical. This is seen from the analogous classical expression for 

the correlation function of Eq. (3.64) 

C(t) = (27f1i)-F J dpo J dqoAcdpo, qo)Bcdpt, qt), (3.71) .; 

where ACL and BCL are classical distribution functions of operators A and B. The LSC-IVR 

expression of Eq. (3.67) therefore imposes the exact quantum initial and final conditions 

on classical trajectories. In our later discussion on the thermal rate constants, we shall see" 

that quantum effects are well described for short time, but the longer time dynamIcs is that 

given by classical rather than quantum mechanics. Whether or not this is adequate will 

depend on the application at hand. 

Finally, we note that what we have called the LSC-IVR, i.e., Eq. (3.62) or (3.67), 

has appeared in many approximate dynamical theories.119-123,38,124,125 With regard to ther

mal rate constants, for example, it is very similar to a SC approximation put forth many 

years ago by one of us. 126 Heller38,124 has given a particularly illuminating discussion of 

this type of "Wigner overlap" approximation (and its limitations) and used it for pho

to dissociation. Lee and Scully125 have used it to treat inelastic scattering. More recently, 

Filinov127,128 has presented an approach for evaluating time correlation functions that starts 

with the Wigner transform of the quantum trace expression, the lowest order approxima

tion to which is Eq. (3.67). Pollack et al.l 19,120 have presented a "quantum transition state 

theory" that utilizes this expression also. The reason we have emphasized that the result is 

obtained by linearizing the SC-IVR expression [Eq. (3.54)] is that it suggests immediately 

how one can improve the LSC-IVR: e.g., by keeping higher order terms in the expansion in 

boq and bop, or simply by evaluating the full SC-IVR expression numerically. 
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3.3.1 Linearized Approximation for Scattering Probability 

A similar (but slightly more involved) analysis can be carried out for the energy

dependent transition probability of an isolated bimolecular collision. For a generic inelastic 

(or reactive) collision the F -dimensional coordinate space (r, R) consists of the translational 

coordinate R and the (F-l) coordinates r for the internal degrees of freedom, with corre

sponding momenta (p, P). The S-matrix element for the 1 -+ 2 transition in the internal 

degrees of freedom at total energy E can be expressed as35 

82 ,1 = _£Jk1k2e-i[klRmax+k2R:"ax] 1000 

dt ! dr ! dr'eiEt/h(/J2(r') 

(r' R~axle-iHt/hlrRmax)cP1 (r) (3.72) 

where {cPn} are the wavefunctions for the asymptotic eigenstates of the internal degrees of 

freedom, Rmax and R~ax are large values of the translational coordinate, and {kn} are the 

magnitudes of the translational momenta (in units of 'h) determined by energy conservation 

(3.73) 

{En} being the internal energies corresponding to states {cPn}. (Note that for a reactive 

collision (r, R) and (r', R') are actually different coordinates, but that makes no essential 

difference in the present development.) It is convenient to turn Eq. (3.72) into a full . 
coordinate space integral by inserting the factor 6(R- Rmax)6(R' - R~ax) into the integrand 

and integrating over Rand R', 

82,1(E) = _£Jk1k2e-i[klRmax+k2R:"ax]! dt! dq! dq'eiEt/h1/J2 (q')* (q'le-iHt/ h lq)1h (q), 

(3.74a) 

where here q and q' denote the full coordinate space, e.g., (r, R), and 

(3.74b) 

The SC-IVR, Eq. (2.9), is now used for the matrix element of the propagator in Eq. (3.74a) 

and the square modulus of the S-matrix element formed to obtain the 1 -+ 2 transition 

probability 

(3.75) 
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where q~ = q(qo, Po; t). Changing to sum and difference integration variables as in Eq. 

(3.56c) above - and here also for [ = ~(t + tf) and ilt = t - t
f 
- expanding the difference 

of the action to first order in ilq, ilp and ilt, and performing the integral over the!ll as 

done in going from Eq. (3.57) to (3.62), gives 

P2+- I (E) = 

(3.76) 

where the "bars" have been dropped from Po, qo, t, and we have used the fact that 

(3.77) 

and 
{l/2 dilt ei~t[E-H(qO,po)l/1i = 2li sin ([E - H(qo, po)]t/2) , 

J-l/2 [E - H(qo, po)] 
(3.78) 

which if [ --+ 00, it becomes 27rM[E - H(qo, po)]. In our calculations, we found that iL 

makes little difference whether we take the exact result of Eq. (3.78) or the delta function 

limit of it, thus for simplicity we shall use the delta function approximation for here on. It 

is also easy to show that 

(3.79) 

where Pn(r, Pr) is the Wigner function corresponding to nth state of the internal degrees of 

freedom as defined in Eq. (3.63). Combining all of these results together and writing the 

phase space integral in Eq. (3.76) in terms of the internal and translational variables thus 

gives 

P2+- I(E) = ~2~;:~~!-1 J dro J dpro J dRo J dPo J dt !5[E - h(ro, PrO) - :~] 
!5(Ro - Rmax)!5(Rt - R~ax)p2(rt, Prd* PI (rO, PrO), (3.80) 

where h(ro, PrO) is the asymptotic Hamiltonian of the internal degrees of freedom. The 

three delta functions in the integrand of Eq. (3.80) allow the integrals over Ro, Po, and t to 

be performed, giving the final result 

1 J li
2
k I k2 * 

P2+- I (E) = (27rli)F-I drodpro WoPtl P2(rt, Prd PI (ro, PrO)' (3.81 ) 

Comparing this energy dependent result, Eq. (3.81), to the time-dependent one, 

Eq. (3.62), one sees that it involves an integral over the initial phase space variables only 
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of the internal degrees of freedom, the initial values of translational variables being given 

by Ro = R max , Po = -J2J.L(E- h(ro, PrO)). The classical trajectories which give (rt, Prt) 

in Eq. (3.81) are of course computed in the full space of all degrees of freedom. 

Eq. (3.81) was proposed (with some minor differences) some years ago by Lee and 

Scully125 and tested for collinear inelastic scattering of He+H2(v) -t He+H2(v'), for which 

they observed reasonably good agreement with quantum coupled channel calculations. 

3.3.2 Connections with Classical Mechanics 

Here we explicitly consider a one dimensional integral of the form 

[= f dxeiS(x)/n, (3.82) 

but have in mind multidimensional integrals of this type that represent quantum transi

tion amplitudes. In the applications in this paper, the integration is over the phase space 

(qO, po) of initial conditions for classical trajectories, but a fully quantum path integral 

representation of the time evolution operator is also a multidimensional integral of this 

form. 

Standard semiclassical approximations result when one evaluates the integral via 

the stationary phase approximation (SPA), 

where {xd are the points of stationary phase, i.e., the roots of the equation 

Eq. (3.83a) is often suggestively written as 

where 

[SPA = L p;/2 ei</>k, 
k 

27rn 

IS"(Xk)1 

S(xk)/n + JSign [S"(Xk)] , 

(3.83a) 

(3.83b) 

(3.84a) 

(3.84b) 

(3.84c) 
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so that the probability, or the observable, 1112 has the form 

1 ISPA 12 = LPk + L 2JPk Pk' COS{¢k - ¢k') 

k k<k' 

IIcLI2 + interference. (3.84d) 

This is the typical semiclassical result for a transition probability,35 say, the classical result 

plus interference, i.e., quantum coherence. If there are no real roots to Eq. (3.83b), one may 

analytically continue the phase function S{x) and look for complex roots; the approximation 

for 1112 then is35 

(3.85) 

where Xk is the complex root for which S{Xk) has the smallest positive imaginary part. In 

this case the transition is said to be "classically forbidden" , or to proceed by tunneling (or 

"dynamical tunneling" in the multidimensional case). 

One would like to go beyond the stationary phase approximation, e.g., to evaluate 

integrals of this type numerically, but the oscillatory character of the integrand prevents the 

straight-forward use of Monte Carlo methods. There are ways of converting Eq. (3.82) into 

an integral amenable to Monte Carlo evaluation, such as various filtering methods,76,75,74 

but the strategy we are employing in this section is to deal directly with the pr6bability, 

1112 = i: dx i: dx' ei(S(x)-S(x'))/li. (3.86) 

(This also arises most naturally when using a density matrix formulation.) Changing to 

sum and difference integration variables x = (x + x')/2, ~x = x - x', gives 

(3.87) 

and the linearization approximation corresponds to expanding the phase difference to first 

order in ~x, 

(3.88) 

The integral over ~x is then immediately doable, 

i: d~xeiSI(x)6.x/li = 21TM[S'{x)], (3.89) 

so that Eq. (3.87) becomes 

(3.90) 
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Having approximated the phase difference this way has indeed eliminated the oscillatory 

problem: the integral over x in Eq. (3.90) now involves a positive definite integral, and one 

can readily proceed by Monte Carlo methods in the multidimensional case. One immediately 

sees, however, that Eq. (3.90) gives only the classical probability: there are contributions 

to the integral only at values x for which S'(x) = 0, i.e., the stationary phase points, and 

the evaluation of the delta function integration gives 

(3.91) 

the classical part of Eq. (3.84d).* One may thus say that taking interference [i.e., the phase 

difference in Eq. (3.87)] into account only infinitesimally (i.e., to first order in ~x) leads 

only to the classical result; one cannot describe the quantum interference/coherence effects 

in Eq. (3.84d) because these arise from the difference of discrete points of stationary phase, 

~x = Xk - Xk', 

Comparing the classical result of Eq. (3.91) (which is always positive definite) 

to the semiclassical result of Eq. (3.84d), one sees that the oscillatory part is a sum over 

cosines of the action difference between various different stationary phase points. There are 

reasons to suspect that this oscillatory term is a small contribution to the oV,erall probability 

for a complex system. First, generally speaking, the number of stationary phase points (or 

classical trajectories) is usually quite large, therefore the summation in Eq. (3.84d) is over 

a large number of oscillatory terms. Second, in a complex system, the classical action is 

generally bigger than that of a smaller system simply because the number of degrees of 

freedom is larger. And if the system exhibit chaotic behavior, the different trajectories 

will have very different actions. Therefore, the summation is over many of these rapidly 

oscillating terms that can lead to destructive interference, diminishing the magnitude of 

the coherence term in Eq. (3.84d). If these two conditions are fulfilled, then quantum 

mechanical effects should contribute very little. This argument is somewhat related to that 

put forth by Zurek and Paz,129 however, their discussion initiated from different starting 

points. In chapter 5, we shall test this hypothesis for an example of hundreds of degrees of 

freedom and see if quantum effects are still important. 

One systematic approach for improving the linearization approximation is simply 

to carry the expansion in Eq. (3.88) to the next order in ~x, which is SIll{Xk)~x3 /24. The 

'We note that this linearization approximation was actually used to derive the classical pre-exponential 
factor of the semiclassical S-matrix, J. Chem. Phys., 53, 1949 (1970). 
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integral over .6.x is then an Airy integral, and in this case Eq. (3.87) becomes 

1112 = J dx :~~ Ai[8'(xjE(x))] (3.92) 

where 

(3.93) 

The integrand here is also peaked at values of x for which 8'(x) ° -- these are the 

turning points, or Franck-Condon peaks of the Airy function t -- but there is some residual 

interference structure in the integrand. Eq. (3.92) should indeed be a useful approximation 

because it is accurate when the two interfering stationary points were not too far apart, 

which probably is the most important practical situatiop. (If they are very far apart, the 

interference is presumably of very high frequency and thus most easily quenched by any 

averaging that one carries out.) The only problem is that the generalized cubic expansion .,. 

of the phase difference in the multidimensional case does not yield a separable integrand, 

so the .6.x integration is not easily doable. If one attempts a direct numerical attack on '> 

Eq. (3.87), this sum and difference analysis suggests that the integration over the sum 

variable x could be treated by classical (Monte Carlo) methods, while only integration over 

the difference variable .6.x must deal with the interference nature of the problem. 

3.3.3 Concluding Remarks 

We have presented an linearized approximation to the SC-IVR. and discussed the 

connection between semiclassical dymtmics with classical mechanics that arised from this 

approximation. We saw that classical dynamics does not emerge from 1i --+ 0, rather it 

comes from the disappearance, or cancellation, of the interference terms in the probability. 

We conjectured that this perhaps is true in complex systems where chaos and large numbers 

of degrees of freedom can have this effect. 

The linearized approximation, however, is not a completely classical theory. The 

initial and final conditions of the classical trajectories are determined by Wigner func

tions which are exact quantum mechanical entities. Therefore, non-dynamical (equilibrium) 

tComparing Eqs. 3.89 and 3.92 identifies the following representation of a delta function, 

J(z) = lim~Ai(z/E), 
.-+0 E 

and one can indeed ,.!>how that the RHS of this equation does satisfy the defining properties of the delta 
function. 
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quantities such as the partition function are treated exactly. The usefulness of this will be 

seen in chapter 5 where we apply the LSC-IVR to reaction rate constants. We will also 

see in that chapter that when quantum mechanical interference effects are important, the 

LSC-IVR is not an adequate approach. 

The linearized approximation also points out the possible ways of including quan

tum mechanical effects, namely by keeping higher order terms in the expansion that contain 

interference, albeit approximately. So far, this direction have proved difficult for practical 

implementation, but this is an on going subject of research. 

3.4 Forward-Backward Propagation for Correlation Functions 

In a complex molecular system, i.e., one with many degrees of freedom, one will 

almost always be interested in calculating some kind of time correlation function of the form 

(3.94) 

where A and B are various operators and if is the Hamiltonian of the system. (Typically, 

A will involve the Boltzmann operator, exp( -f3if) , and thus all the degrees of freedom of 

the complete molecular system, while B will involve only the few degrees of freedom of a 

"probe" molecule or reaction coordinate.) Use of Eq. (2.14) for each of the time evolution 

operators in Eq. (3.94) thus leads to the following double phase space average for the 

correlation function, 

CAB(t) = (27rli)-2F! dpo ! dqo ! dP~! dq~Ct(pO,qo)Ct(p~,q~)* 
ei[St(pO,qo)-St(p~,q~)l/h (POqO IAlp~q~) (p~q~ IBlptqt) (3.95) 

where p~ = Pt(p~, q~), q~ = qt(Po, q~). For comparison, classical mechanics gives the 

correlation function as a single phase space average over initial conditions 

(3.96) 

where here A and B are the classical functions of coordinates and momenta corresponding to 

the operators A and B. The integral in the SC-IVR expression for the correlation function, 

Eq. (3.95), is thus twice the dimension of the classical expression, Eq. (3.96), but more 

serious than this is the fact that the integrand of the SC expression is oscillatory due to the 

phase differences between the trajectories with different initial conditions. 
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It is clear however, that the phase difference in Eq. (3.95) is what is responsi

ble for the quantum interference/coherence structure in the correlation function. We have 

seen in the previous section where the linearization approximation assumed that the phase 

difference is infinitesimal and therefore the result is a classical like expression for the cor

relation function without any quantum interference. In many systems, this assumption is 

inadequate. 

In this section we describe a way of evaluating the full SC-IVR expression without 

invoking the linearization approximation for any of the degrees of freedom but still retains 

most of the interference effects. It is based on a generalization of the forward-backward 

(FB) procedure introduced by Makri and Thompson130,131 to evaluate anharmonic influence 

functionals in their Feynman path integral approaches. The basic idea is to combine the two 

time evolution operators in Eq. (3.64) into one overall SC-IVR time propagation, so that the 

double phase space average in Eq. (3.95) becomes a single phase space average (plus a bit,· 

more because of the operator B which sits between the forward and backward time evolution 

operators). More important than the reduction of the dimensionality of the integral is that 

the forward-backward nature of the classical trajectories leads to a partial self-cancellation 

that makes the integrand less oscillatory. Section 3.4.1 develops this FB-IVR approach in 

general and it is also shown how an approximate form of the FB-IVR reverts to the LSC- ~ 

IVR approximation of Eq. (3.62), so that one may think of it as a systematic way of going 

beyond this linearized approximation. The FB-IVR, unlike the LSC-IVR, is thus able to 

describe true quantum coherence effects arising from the interference of distinct classical 

trajectories. Section 3.4.2 discusses some other applications of the forward-backward idea 

for quantities other than standard time correlation functions. 

3.4.1 Forward-Backward Initial Value Representation 

It is useful to work up to the general result in several stages. First, consider the 

case that operator B is a local (in coordinate space) phase factor, 

(3.97) 

The operator (; 

(3.98) 

is thus a unitary'operator (since it is the product of three unitary operators) and can in 

fact be thought of as the time-evolution operator forward from 0 -+ t and backward from 
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t -7 0 via the time-dependent Hamiltonian 

A ') {if -6(t - t')¢(q), 
H(t = A 

H, 
(3.99) 

where if is the original (time independent) molecular Hamiltonian. Since the semiclassical 

approximation has the same form also for a time-dependent Hamiltonian, the Herman-Kluk 

IVR for operator U has the same form as Eq. (2.14), 

(3.100) 

where the forward-backward classical trajectory that results from the Hamiltonian Eq. 

(3.99) is as follows: one begins with initial conditions (po, qo) at time 0 and integrates the 

classical equations of motion - with the molecular Hamiltonian if - to time t, where the 

momenta and coordinates are (Ph qd; here the momenta are changed according to 

[
8¢(q)] 

Pt -7 Pt + -8- , 
q q=qt 

(3.101) 

and one then integrates back to time 0, yielding the final values Po = Po(Po, qo), qo = 

qo(Po, qo). The action integral in Eq. (3.100) is 

rt . rO 
So(Po, qo) = io dt'[p· q - H(p, q)] + ¢(qd + it dt'[p· q - H(p, q)], (3.102) 

and the pre-exponential factor Co is the same as Eq. (2.14c) with monodromy matrix 

elements 8qo(Po, qo)/8qo, etc. Appendix A also shows how Eqs. (3.101) and (3.102) arise 

from the "primitive" or stationary phase approximation for matrix elements of the operator 

U. 
With the operator U == eiHt / h Be- iHt / h given by the FB-IVR of Eq. (3.100) [for 

B of the form of Eq. (3.97)], the correlation function CAB(t) becomes 

(3.103) 

and this exemplifies the basic simplification and efficiency of FB-IVR. By making an SC

IVR for the total operator U one has only a single, rather than a double phase space average 

over initial conditions as in Eq. (3.95). Probably more important than this, however, is the 

fact that the net phase - i.e., the forward-backward action of Eq. (3.102) - has partial 

cancellation from the forward and backward nature of the trajectory. If, for example, the 
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phase ¢( q) were zero, then the forward and backward parts of the trajectory would cancel 

exactly, and the net phase of Eq. (3.102) would be zero. The operator (; would in this 

case, of course, be the trivial identity operator, but Eq. (3.100) would in fact be an efficient 

way to represent the identity operator, whereas using two separate IVR's for e-ifIt
/ h and 

eifIt
/ h , and the resulting double phase space average, would require a great deal of effort to 

represent the identity operator accurately. 

The above procedure can be generalized to an arbitrary local operator iJ = B(q) 

by writing it as a Fourier integral 

(3.104a) 

where 

.8(p) = (27r1i)-f ! dqB(q)e-ip.q/n, (3.104b) 

and f is the number of coordinates on which B(q) depends. The operator eip.q/h is thus,_ 

of the form of Eq. (3.97), so the FB-IVR, Eq. (3.100), can be applied to it and the result 

integrated over the Fourier transform variable p. The result for the correlation function 

CAB(t) is therefore 

CAB(t) = (27r1i)-F ! dp.8(p) ! dpo ! dqOCo(po,qo)eiSo(pO,qO;p)/h(pOqoIAlp~q~), 
(3.104c) 

where the "momentum jump" condition at time t [ef. Eq. (3.101)] is 

. Pt ---t Pt + p, (3.104d) 

and the FB action is 

So(Po, qo; p) = lot dt'[p· q - H(p, q)] + p. qt + [0 dt'[p . q - H(p, q)]; (3.104e)-
, 

the final values (p~, qo) are functions of the Fourier transform variable p as well as ini-

tial conditions (Po, qo). In addition to the phase space average over initial conditions, Eq. 

(3.104c) also involves an integral over the Fourier transform variable p. It should be empha

sized, though, that the operator B - the "probe" operator - will typically involve only a 

few degrees of freedom, those of a sub-system, even though the complete molecular system 

involves many degrees of freedom. For the flux-side correlation function, for example, the 

Fourier transform variable involves only one variable. Thus in general the Fourier trans

form variable p in Eq. (3.104c) will involve only a few degrees offreedom, while the initial 

conditions (Po, qo) involve all the degrees of freedom of the complete molecular system. 
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An even simpler way of expressing the operator fJ as a unitary operator is to notice 

-that 

B(q) = -in _e~)"B/h , [
d. A ] 

d)" )..=0 
(3.105a) 

where).. is an arbitrary parameter. The correlation function of Eq. (3.94) then becomes 

where 

SO(PO, qO;)..) = lot dt'[p . q - H(p, q)] + )..B(qd + 10 
dt'[p . q - H(p, q)], (3.105c) 

and the momentum jump at t is 

[
8B(q) ] 

Pt -+ Pt +).. -8- . 
q q=qt 

(3.105d) 

Because taking a derivative with respect to ).. does not require as many points as an integral 

as in Eq. (3.104c), this may be a more efficient approach. 

Finally, to treat a general operator iJ we express it in terms of its Weyl ordered 

product132,133 

(3.106a) 

where. 

(3.106b) 

One can verify Eq. (3.106a) directly by using the fact that matrix elements of the expo

nential operators are given by 

(3.106c) 

One thus utilizes an SC-IVR for the unitary operator 

(3.107) 

The FB-IVR for U(p, q) has the same generic form as Eq. (3.100), but as Appendix B 

shows, there is a "phase space jump" at time t 

Pt -+ Pt + P (3.108a) 

(3.108b) 
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and the FB action integral is 

So(Po, qo; p, q) == (t dt'[p· q - H(p, q)] + p. (qt + q) + 10 
dt'[p· q - H(p, q)]. (3.109) . 10 t 

The general FB-IVR result for the correlation function is therefore 

(27rn)-F J dp J dqB(p, q) J dpo J dqoCo(po, qo; p, q) 

eiSo(PO,qO;p,q)/h (POqO 1A.lp~q~), (3.110) 

. with B(p, q) given by Eq. (3.63). Again it should be emphasized that though the phase 

space average over initial conditions (po, qo) in Eq. (3.110) involve all the degrees offreedom 

of the complete molecular system, the dimension of the integrals over the transform variables 

(p, q) will typically involve only a few degrees of freedom, those interms of which. operator 

iJ is expressed. 

Several observations about the general FB-IVR result, Eq. (3.110), are in order. 

First, it is useful to see how Eq. (3.110) reverts to the LSC-IVR expression, Eq. (3.62), 

with appropriate approximations. One notes that the net FB action integral So (po, qo; p, q) 

of Eq. (3.109) is zero if p = q = 0; this is because, in this case, the trajectory is continuous 

at time t [ef. Eq. (3.108)], so that the forward and backward trajectories are identical and 

the forward and backward action integrals exactly cancel. Furthermore; from the derivative 

relations in Appendix B, it is not hard to show that to first order in p and q, the FB action 

is given by 

(3.111) 

since Po(Po, qo) ~ Po and qo(Po, qo) ~ qo to lowest order in p and q, and thus Co ~ 1, 

and since one can also show that 

(3.112) 

the general FB-IVR result, Eq. (3.110), becomes 

(3.113) 

The exact relationship between B(p, q) and the Wigner function Bw(pt. qt} is 

(3.114) 
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but to first order in p and q one can drop the phase ekp ·q / 2 in Eq. (3.114), whereby Eq. 

(3.113) becomes 

(3.115) 

precisely the li~earized SC-IVR (LSC-IVR) result of Eq. (3.62). Thus, a linearization of 

the FB-IVR action in the Fourier transform param~ters (p, q), as in Eq. (3.111), leads back 

to the earlier LSC-IVR result. 

Second, the general FB-IVR result, Eq. (3.110), bears a interesting relation to 

our earlier "mixed semiclassical-classical" model. 134 To see this, we divide the complete 

molecular system into an i-dimensional "system" and a remaining "bath", with q = (r, R); 

(r, p) are the coordinates and momenta of the "system" and (R, P) those of the "bath." If 

operator iJ depends only on the system degrees of freedom - in fact this would typically 

be the definition of the system - then Eq. (3.110) reads 

CAB(t) (27rn)-F J dp J drB(p,r) J dpo J dro J dPo J dRoCoeiSo 

(poroPoRoIAlp~r~P~R~), (3.116) 

where Co and So are functions of all the integration variables. There is thus a double phase 

space average over the system degrees of freedom, (p, r) and (po, ro), but only a single 

phase space average over bath degrees of freedom, (Po, R o), precisely the same structure 

as the "mixed semiclassical-classical" approximation. Unlike this previous work,134 how

ever, the FB methodology has achieved this form without introducing any linearization 

approximations to the SC-IVR approach. 

Third, it is useful to note that degrees of freedom which are not coupled to the 

operator iJ do not contribute to quantum interference structure in thE: correlation function. 

To see this, suppose that the "bath" degrees of freedom (R, P) in Eq. (3.116) above were 

not coupled to the "system" variables (r, p): since the phase jump at time t, Eq. (3.108), 

involves only system variables (on which iJ depends), the trajectory of the bath variables 

would be continuous at t, so that their contribution to the FB action So would cancel out 

and thus makes no contribution to the quantum interference in the correlation function. 

It also follows, of course, that modes that are coupled only weakly to (r, p) make a small 

contribution to So. 

Finally, we note that the only awkward feature of the general FB-IVR result, Eq. 

(3.110), is the forward-backward aspect of the calculation itself; i.e., one averages over initial 
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conditions for trajectories that go forward, 0 -+ t, and then backward, t -+ 0, for a given 
\ 

value of t, so that there is a separate set of such trajectories for each value of t. In a classical 

(or LSC-IVR) calculation, on the other hand, in Eq. (3.96) [or Eq. (3.62)J, one integrates 

only forward in time and obtains CAB(t) for all times t with one set of trajectories. The FB

IVR can actually be cast in this more deterministic form (though not without introducing 

other inconveniences). This is accomplished by invoking Liouville's theorem, namely, 

(3.117a) 

so that (Pt, qt) are now the "initial conditions" by which the trajectories are specified. Eq. 

(3.110) thus becomes 

CAB(t) = (27rli)-F J dp J dqB(p,q) J dpt J dqtCo(po,qo;p,q) 

eiSo(PO,qOiP,q)/fi (poqoIAlp~q~), (3.117b) 

where here Po = pO(Pt, qt}, qo = qO(Pt, qt) are the momenta and coordinates that result 

at time 0 by integrating the equations of motion from t -+ 0 with initial conditions (Pt, qt}. 

-Similarly [and in light of the jump conditions in Eq. (3.108)J, (p~, q~) are the variables 

that result from integrating the equations motion from t -+ 0 with initial conditions (Pt + 
p, qt + q). (One can make this look more conventional by now switching time t and time 

0.) The FB trajectory now has the more convenient form of two forward trajectories, but 

with a less convenient weighting function with which to sample initial conditions for the 

trajectories. This latter inconvenience can perhaps be overcome by using clever importance 

sampling techniques, so that it may emerge that Eq. (3.117b) is actually the prefered form 

of the FB approach. 

3.4.2 Other Applications of Forward-Backward Idea 

The forward-backward idea can be readily applied to simplify other kinds of semi

classical calculations. For example, the spectral density with respect to some reference state 

Ix) is defined by 

I(E) = (xI8(E - H)lx), (3.118a) 

and with the Fourier representation of the delta function, this becomes 

(3.118b) 
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The SC-IVR expression for the t-dependent survival amplitude is readily obtainable from 

Eq. (2.14), 

(xle-iHt/hlx) = (27r1i)-F J dpo J dqoCt(po, qo)eiSt(PO,qo)/h(xlptqt)(poqolx). (3.118c) 

Eqs. (3.118a)-(3.118c) are often used to calculation photon excitation cross section, for 

which Ix) is the initial state multiplied by the dipole momentum operator, and also to 

obtain the discrete energy levels of a bound-state system since in this case Eq. (3.118a) can 

be written as 

(3.118d) 

where {Ei} and {I~i)} are the eigenvalues and eigenstates of H; in this latter case Ix) can 

be any convenient reference state. 

The forward-backward idea can be implemented if Ix) is chosen to be the eigenstate 

of some zeroth order Hamiltonian Ho, i.e., 

Holx) = Eolx)· 

One then has the following elementary identity for the survival amplitude 

so that Eq. (3.118b) becomes 

(X/e-iHot/heiHot/he-ifIt/hlx) 

e-iEot/h (xleiHot/h e-iHt/h Ix), 

J(E) = (7r1i)-lRe 100 

dtei(E-;-Eo)t/h(xleiHot/he-iHt/hlx), 

and the FB-IVR is applied to the operator 

(3.119) 

(3.120) 

(3.121) 

(3.122) 

which clearly corresponds to propagation forward 0 -+ t with the Hamiltonian H and then 

backward t -+ 0 with Hamiltonian Ho. The FB-IVR for the matrix element in Eq. (3.121) 

is thus given by 

(xleiHot/he-iHt/hlx) = (27r1i)-F J dpo J dqoCo(po, qO)eiSo(PO,qo)/h(xlp~q~)(poqolx), 
(3.123) 
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where the final values (p~, q~) are obtained from the trajectory that begins with initial 

conditions (po"qo) at t = 0 and evolves via the full Hamiltonian H to time t, and then back 

to t = 0 via Hamiltonian Ho, with both the coordinate and momenta being continuous at 

time t; i.e., there are no coordinate or momentum "jumps" because there is no operator 

between the two propagators in Eq. (3.122). 

The advantage of using Eqs. (3.121) and (3.123), rather than Eqs. (3.118b) and 

(3.118c) are obvious: the integrand of Eq. (3.123) will be much less oscillatory than that 

of Eq. (3.118c) because of the partial cancellation of the forward and backward action 

integrals, i.e., SO(Po, qo) of Eq. (3.123) is given by 

So (po, qo) = lot dt' (p . it - H) + 10 
dt' (p . it - H 0)' (3.124) 

This will be increasingly true the better Ho approximates H. 

3.4.3 Concluding Remarks 

In section 3.4.1, it was shown how an SC-IVR of the two time evolution operators 

that appear in a typical quantum time correlation function can be combined into one overall 

IVR, involving trajectories that propagate forward from 0 to t and the backward from t to 

O. Section 3.4.2 demonstrated other examples of how multiple time evolution operators in 

quantum expressions can also be so combined. 

We have seen that the origin of quantum mechanical effects such as interference and 

coherent are due to interference between different classical trajectories. The linearized ap

proximation does not take these interference terms into account. With the present forward

backward approach, however, the interference is not discarded because the forward and 

backward parts of the trajectory are different due to the jump conditions at time t, there

fore this method should be much more accurate than the LSC-IVR. On the other hand, the 

inclusion of interference means that the convergence of the integral will again have the same 

oscillatory problems encountered with the standard SC-IVR, But, the oscillatory nature in 

the FB-IVR should be much less because the forward-backward parts of the trajectory may 

cancel more effectively than in the SC-IVR. And, degrees of freedom not strongly coupled 

to the "probe" operator are especially canceled out in the forward-backward trajectory. 

Therefore, the FB-IVR is a promising approach for extending the semiclassical theories to 

complex systems. 
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In chapter 5, the FB-IVR methodology will be applied to the calculation of flux

side correlation functions for thermal rate constants. It will be seen that the quantum 

effects are indeed well captured in this theory even for very long times. 

3.4.4 Appendix A 

The "primitive" semiclassical approximation for the matrix elements of the oper

ator (j of Eq. (3.98) is given by 

(3.125) 

where the integral over q is to be evaluated by the stationary phase approximation (SPA). 

The "primitive" (or Van Vleck) approximation for the individual propagator matrix ele

ments in Eq. (3.125) have the standard form 

(q!e-iHt/h!qO) 

(q~!eiHt/h!q) 

eiS( q,qo jO-+t)/h 

eiS(q~,qjHO)/h 

(3.126a) 

(3.126b) 

where for this qualitative discussion we do not keep track of pre-exponential factors. The 

stationary phase condition for the integral in Eq. (3.125) is 

0
- 8S(q, qo; 0 --+ t) 8¢(q) 8S(qo, q; t --+ 0) 
- 8q + 8q + 8q , (3.127) 

and the usual derivative relations identify 8S(q, qo; 0 --+ t)/8q == Pt(q, cio) as the momen

tum at time t from the 0 --+ t trajectory, and 8S(qo,q;t --+ 0)/8q == -Pt(qo,q), where 

Pt(q~, q) is the momentum at time t for the t --+ 0 trajectory. Eq. (3.127) thus gives the 

"momentum jump" at time t in Eq. (3.101). Furthermore, the SPA gives the net phase of 

the matrix element, 

(3.128) 

as 

S(q~, qo) = S(q, qo; 0 --+ t) + ¢(q) + S(q~, q; t --+ 0) (3.129) 

with q == qt evaluated at the stationary phase value determined by Eq. (3.127); this is the 

net forward-backward action given by Eq. (3.102). 
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3.4.5 Appendix B 

Here we consider the "primitive" semiclassical approximation for the unitary op

erator in Eq. (3.107), 

(q~IU(p, q)lqo) = J dq" J dq' (q~leiiIt/lilq")(q"leiP·q/lie-iq·Pllilq')(q'le-iiIt/lilqo). (3.130) 

Utilizing the matrix elements in Eq. (3.106c) gives 

(3.131) 

and with the primitive semiclassical approximation to the two propagator matrix elements, 

(again neglecting the pre-exponential factors), 

(q'le- iiIt/1i Iqo) 

. (q~leiiIt/lilq' + q) 

eiS( q' ,qOjO'--tt)/1i 

eiS(qo,q' +qjt'--tO)/1i 

the stationary phase condition for the integral in Eq. (3.131) is 

, 

o = 8~' S ( q~, q' + q; t -t 0) + P + 8~' S ( q' , qo; 0 -t t). 

(3.132a) 

(3.132b) 

(3.133) 

Again using the derivative relations of the action integrals, Pt(q', qo) == 8S(q', qo; 0 -t 

t)j8q' is identified as the momentum at tiine t for the forwaFd 0 -t t trajectory, and 

Pt(q~, q + q') == -8S(q~, q + q'; t -t 0)j8q' is the momentum at time t for the t -t 0 

backward trajectory, so that Eq. (3.133) implies the following "momentum jump" at time , 
t, 

Pt -t Pt + p. (3.134a) 

Also, the coordinate at tinie t for the forward 0 -t t trajectory is q', and for the backward 

t -t 0 trajectory it is q' + q, which is equivalent to the "coordinate jump" at time t 

(3.134b) 

Finally, the net phase of the matrix element is 

So(q~, qo) = S(qO, q + q'; t -t 0) + P . (q + q') + S(q', qo; 0 -t t) (3.135) 

with q' == qt determined by the stationary phase condition Eq. (3.133). 

The coherent state IVR for U(p, q) therefore has the standard form, Eq. (3.100), 

where the net trajectory begins at time 0 with initial conditions (po, qo) and evolves for 
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time t to phase point (Pt, qt); here the momenta and coordinates are changed according 

to Eq. (3.134) and one integrates the classical equations of motion back to t = 0, where 

the final values are p~ == p~ (po, qo; p, q) and q~ == q~ (Po, qo; p, q). The action So for this 

forward backward trajectory is given by Eq. (3.135), i.e., 

So(Po, qo; p, q) = lot dt'[p· q - H(p, q)] + p. (qt + q) + 10 
dt'[p· q - H(p, q)]. (3.136) 
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Chapter 4 

Electronically N onadiabatic 

Dynamics 

4.1 Introduction 

Although the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, i.e., the motion of atomic nuclei 

on one potential energy surface, is the theoretical basis of much of chemical/molecular 

dynamics, there are many situations that involve coupling and transitions between different 

potential energy surfaces (adiabatic electronic states). The purpose of this paper is to 

present and testa new theoretical model for carrying out calculations for such non-adiabatic 

processes. 

For the collisions of two atoms, or equivalently, nuclear 'motion in a diatomic 

molecule, it is usually possible to treat the coupled electronic-nuclear Schrodinger equations 

without significant approximation. Semiclassical approximations for the atom-atom motion, 

such as the Landau-Zener-Stuckelberg135-137 approximation and its refinements 138 , are well 

known and useful for the insight they provide, but they are actually not necessary as a 

computation/simulation tool. 

The situation is quite different for molecular dynamics involving more than two 

atoms, where the number of nuclear degrees of freedom, and the many vibrational/rotational 

states associated with them, typically precludes an exact quantum mechanical treatment 

of the combined electronic-nuclear dynamics. Indeed, the rigorous quantum treatment of 

the nuclear dynamics for more than three atoms on only one potential surface is itself a 
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challenging task139,140, so that even in this simpler one surface case, classical mechanics 

(i.e., classical trajectory simulations) is often used to describe the nuclear dynamics141 ,142. 

It- is thus natural to try to treat electronically non-adiabatic processes by using classical 

mechanics to describe the nuclear dynamics while still retaining a quantum description of 

the electronic degrees of freedom (i.e., the several adiabatic electronic states involved in the 

process). 

There are several ways this mixed "classical nuclear-quantum electronic" idea 

has been implemented. The surface hopping model introduced by Tully and Preston106 

may be thought of as a polyatomic generalization of the Landau-Zener approximation 

(though Tully's latest version of the model is able to treat more than simple curve cross

ing problems107 ). In this model the nuclei move on one adiabatic potential surface at a 

time with localized (instantaneous) transitions from one potential surface to another. The 

probability of such "hops" is determined by an electronic transition probability obtained by 

integrating the time-dependent electronic Schrodinger equation simultaneously with the nu

clear trajectory. (Miller and George47- 49 upgraded this model by using a classical S-matrix 

description of the nuclear degrees of freedom, but this has not seen much application because 

of practical difficulties in applying it.) 

Another popular mixed quantum-classical approach is the Ehrenfest modeI97,98, 

in which the classical equations of motion for the nuclear coordinates are also integrated 

simultaneously with the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, but the nuclear potential 

energy function which determines the trajectory in this case is the expectation value of the 

electronic-nuclear potential energy with respect to the electronic wavefunction, 

(4.1 ) 

where x and R denote electronic and nuclear coordinates, respectively, and \[! el the electronic 

wavefunction. (The Ehrenfest model maybe thought of as a semiclassical version of the 

time-dependent self consistent field (TDSCF) approximation99,lOO.) Since \[! el is a linear 

combination of the various adiabatic electronic wavefunctions involved in the dynamics, the 

nuclear potential energy surface in Eq. (4.1) is a combination of all the adiabatic potential 

surfaces, so that this approach is quite a different situation from the surface hopping model 

described above. 

A more rigorous mixed quantum-classical model is that put forth by Pechukas143 , 

whereby the nuclear trajectory is determined by a semiclassical evaluation of the electronic-
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nuclear path integral representation of the time evolution operator. The effective nuclear 

potential energy surface in this case turns out to be non-local in time, and because of the 

practical difficulties associated with this it has not seen much application (but see Webster 

et al. 144 ). The Pechukas model is discussed in more detail at the end of section 4.3 in its 

relatibn to the present model developed below. 

A very different approach to the problem of non-adiabatic dynamics was taken by 

Miller and co_workers145-148. Here the several electronic states (and the coupling between 

them) are replaced by classical degrees of freedom, yielding a classical Hamiltonian in terms 
, 

of the nuclear coordinates and momenta, and coordinates and momenta for the (collective) 

electronic degrees of freedom. Classical trajectories for the combined electronic and nuclear 

degrees of freedom are then computed with the standard "quasiclassical" treatment of initial 

and final conditions. In the "classical electron analog" model of Meyer and Miller, the equa~ 

tions of motion for the electronic-nuclear system are the same as in the Ehrenfest/TDSCF' 

model, but the way the boundary condition are interpreted and applied makes the models 

quite different. 

These various models all have their advantages as well as their shortcomings, a 

-detailed analysis of which would be lengthy. In brief, the Ehrenfest/TDSCF approach is 

best when there is weak (and diffuse) coupling between many electronic states for which 

the nuclear forces are similar, and the surface hopping model is better when the coupling 

between the different adiabatic states is localized (though possibly strong). The "classical 

electron" model was constructed to provide a more even-handed description of the nuclear 

and electronic degrees of freedom, but it achieves this by reducing the rigor in the description 

of both sets of degrees of freedom to that of the quasiclassical model. There are also a variety 

of semiclassical treatmellts149,150 based on a perturbative (Le., "golden rule") approximation 

for the non-adiabatic coupling that are often very useful, but we are concerned in this paper 

with approaches that are, in principle at least, not restricted to the perturbative regime. 

The new model we present here for treating non-adiabatic dynamics is based on 

the quantized version of the Meyer and Miller approach. It will be seen that this model is 

exact if it is treated quantum mechanically. Furthermore, it has well defined semiclassical 

and classical limits, one does not have the ad-hoc and ambiguous features of mixed quantum 

classical models reviewed above. Thus, it is a fully a rigorous but dynamically consistent 

theory of electronic nonadiabatic dynamics. 
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4.2 Theoretical Development 

There are several ways of presenting the model discussed below: one is based on the 

Classical Electron Analog model of Meyer and Miller where one starts with a classical model 

Hamiltonian for electronic and nuclear dynamics and then "quantize" it with semiclassical 

mechanics. Another way is to proceed with the direct second quantized Hamiltonian for 

the nonadiabatic problem. These two procedures, in their essence, are really the same. 

However, conceptual interpretations may be different. Therefore, we will present both of 

them in this section. 

4.2.1 The Classical Electron Analog Model 

Meyer and Miller (MM) began by considering a N x N time-dependent electronic 

Hamiltonian matrix {Hk,k,(t)}, k, k' = 1, ... , N, with the time-dependent electronic wave

function expanded in the (diabatic) electronic basis, 

N 

IWel(t)) = 2: cdt)lk). (4.2) 
k=l 

They noted that if the complex amplitudes Ck(t) are written in terms of the real variables 

{nk(t),qk(t)}, 

(4.3) 

and the classical electron analog Hamiltonian defined as (Ii being 1 throughout this paper), 

(Well Hell W el) 
N 

= 2: c'kHk,k,(t)Ck' 
k,k'=l 

N 

2: ..jnknk' COS(qk - qk,)Hk,k,(t), 
k,k'=l 

then the classical equations of motion generated by this Hamiltonian, 

oHel(n, q; t) 
onk 

oHel(n, q; t) 
oqk 

(4.4) 

(4.5a) 

(4.5b) 

are equivalent of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the complex amplitudes, 

N 

iCk(t) = 2: Hk,k'Ck,(t). (4.6) 
k'=l 
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This correspondence has been noted before. 151 

In molecular systems, however, the electronic matrix is actually a function of 

nuclear coordinate Q, {Hk,k,(Q)}. [It becomes a time-dependent electronic matrix if Q is 

assumed to follow a given trajectory Q(t).] With this realization, Eq. (4.4) defines the 

classical electronic Hamiltonian as a function of nuclear coordinates, 

N 

Hel(n, q; Q) = L Jnknk' COS(qk - qk' )Hk,dQ), (4.7) 
k,k'=l 

and the classical Hamiltonian for the complete electronic plus nuclear system is obtained 

by simply adding the nuclear kinetic energy to it, 

p 2 . 
H(n,q,Q,P) = -+Hel(n,q;Q). 

2m 
(4.8) 

Here, we have assumed for simplicity that the nuclear coordinates Q are Cartesian-like, 

scaled to have a common mass. 

It is useful to make a canonical transformation from the electronic action-angle 

variables (nkrqk) to the corresponding Cartesian-like electronic variables (Xk,Pk) which are 
! 

defined in the standard way53 , ' 

Pk 

J2nk cosqk, 

-J2nk sinqk· 

( 4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

In terms of these variables, the classical electronic Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.7) becomes, 

. Hel(X, p; Q) = 
N 1 L -(PkPk' +xkxk')Hk.k,(Q) 

k,k'=12 
N 1 N 
L 2(P~ + X~)Hk,k(Q) + E (PkPk' + XkXk' )Hk,k,(Q), (4.10) 
k=l k<k'=l 

where it has been assumed in the last line that the diabatic electronic Hamiltonian matrix is 

real and symmetric. The reason the Cartesian electronic representation is useful is readily 

apparent: for fixed nuclear coordinates Q, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.10) is that of N 

harmonic oscillators for which the semiclassical IVR is exact! The SC-IVR treatment is 

also exact for the time-dependent harmonic Hamiltonian that results if Q is a given nuclear 

trajectory Q(t). The full electronic-nuclear Hamiltonian is of course not harmonic in the 

full coordinate space (x, Q), but the fact that part of the problem is harmonic is expected 

to help the accuracy of the SC-IVR approach of the next section. 
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Still following MM's arguments, there is one final modification to the classical 

electron Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.10), namely to subtract from it the term, 

1 N 1 - L Hk,k = -2 tr(Hel). 
2 k=l 

The classical electron Hamiltonian then becomes, 

~1 2 2 ~ . 
Hel(x, p, Q) = L., 2(Pk + Xk - l)Hk,k(Q) + L., (PkPk' + XkXk' )Hk,k,(Q). 

k=l k<k'=l 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

MM argued for this modification based on a "Langer modification": since the N electronic 

states correspond to the N oscillator states that each have one quantum of excitation in one 

mode and zero quanta in all the other modes - i.e., the wavefunctions of the N oscillator 

states are, 
N 

CPk(X) = (PI (Xk) II ¢O(Xk'), (4.13) 
k'=l,k'::pk 

where {¢n (x)} are the standard 1-d harmonic oscillator wavefunctions - it is easy to show 

using standard harmonic oscillator matrix elements that, 

(4.14) 

Thus, it is necessary to subtract the term in Eq. (4.11) (which is the zero point energy of 

the N oscillators). This point will be seen more clearly in the next section. 

The final form of the electronic-nuclear Hamiltonian is then obtained by adding 

the nuclear kinetic energy to the electronic Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.12), 

p2 N 1 N 

H(x, p, Q, P) = 2m + L 2(P~ + x~ -l)Hk,k,(Q) + L (PkPk' + XkXk' )Hk,k,(Q)· (4.15) 
k=l k<k'=l 

We also note that one can express the classical electronic-nuclear Hamiltonian of Eq.· (4.15) 

in the adiabatic representation. Following MM, if (x, p) are the adiabatic (Cartesian-like) 

electronic variables, then in terms of them the classical electronic-nuclear Hamiltonian is, 

H(- - Q P) = IP + F(x, p, Q)1
2 + ~ ~(;;2 + -2 _ l)E (Q) x, p, , 2 L., 2 \Yk xk k, 

m k=l 
(4.16) 

where Ek(Q) are the adiabatic potential energy surfaces (i.e., the eigenvalues of the matrix 

Hk,k,(Q)), and F is a vector potential, 

N 

F(x, p, Q) = L (XkPk' - Xk'Pk)Tk,k,(Q), (4.17) 
k<k'=l 
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where Tk,k'(Q) is the skew-symmetric non-adiabatic coupling matrix, 

(4.18) 

I <I> k) being the adiabatic electronic eigenfunctions. 

4.2.2 Second Quantized Hamiltonian for Nonadiabatic Dynamics 

Imagine that the N electronic states represent N Boson particles created from the 

vaccum state, 10, ... ,0), i.e, 

Ik) = 10, ... ,1, ... ,0) = akIO, ... , 0). (4.19) 

If the energy of the first excited state for the kth particle is given by Hk k(Q), and these . , 

are independent bosons (for the moment), the total Hamiltonian is then 

N 

Hel = L Hk,k(Q)akak' (4.20) 
i=k 

Notice that higher excitations from the vacuum such as 10, ... ,2, ... ,0) are also eigenstates 

of this Hamiltonian. 

To introduce the correct coupling between these N-bosons, we remember that .; 

electronic transition from the kth state to the kith state corresponds to the destruction of 

the kth particle and simultaneously the creation of the kith particle. This is accomplished 

by the operator ak,ak' Similarly, the reverse process of going from the kith state to kth state 

is accomplished by the operator akak" These two processes are happening simultaneously 

and therefore the coupling between these N-bosons is simply 

N 

L Hk,k,(Q)(ak,ak + akak')' (4.21) 
k<k'=l 

The total Hamiltonian is therefore 

(4.22) 

and now one sees that if the initial state of the N-particle system has one quanta, then the 

higher excitations such as 10, ... ,2, ... ,0) are not coupled to it. In other words, the total 

electronic population, (~r:=l akak), is conserved. 
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To make the connection with the MM Hamiltonian ofEq. (4.15), one has to put in 

the coordinate and momentum representation for the creation and annihilation operators, 

the end result is an exact quantum Hamiltonian for the N -state problem, 

N N 

Hel = L ~Hk,k(Q)(X~ + P~ - 1) + L Hk,k,(Q)(XkXk' + PkPk')· 
k=l k<k'=l 

(4.23) 

The wavefunction for the kth electronic state is 

(xlk) = (xIO, ... ,1, ... ,0) (4.24) 

and this is the same wavefunction in Eq. (4.13). 

Thus, we have shown that the MM Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.15) is the classical 

counterpart of the second quantized Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.23) and it is an exact analog 

Hamiltonian. One can now carry out dynamically consistent calculations, either quantum 

mechanically or semiclassical, or even classically, with this approach. 

Finally, we note that this is not the only way of deriving the Hamiltonian of 

Eq. (4.23). Stock and Thoss152 have utilized the Schwinger oscillator model of angular 

momentum153 and arrived at the same Hamiltonian as above. We see now that these· 

formulation are really equivalent and can afford different interpretations, but practical im

plementation of this model is the same. It is also important to point out that the real utility 

of this model is in its semiclassical and classical limit since we have mapped a discrete sys

tem on to a continuous system. As in the original MM spirit, this Hamiltonian allows us 

to treat all degrees of freedom, electronic and nuclear, on an equal footing so that these 

limits are well defined. In the following sections, the semiclassical and classical limits of 

this Hamiltonian are discussed. 

4.3 Semiclassical Theatment of Nonadiabatic Dynamics 

Various dynamical quantities of interest are transition amplitudes from one elec

tronic/nuclear state to another which matrix elements of the time evolution operator, 

(X2<I>k2Ie-iHtl<I>klXl) = f dx1dQl f dX2dQ2 

X2( Q2)<I>k2 (X2) (X2, Q2Ie-iHt lxl, R1)<I>kl (Xl)Xl (Rd, (4.25) 

where Xl(X2) is the initial (final) nuclear wavefunction, <I>k(X) are the "electronic' oscillator 

wavefunctions of Eq. (4.13), and H is the electronic-nuclear Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.15). As 
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was described in detail in chapter 2, the SC-IVR expression for the amplitu~e in Eq.(4.25) 

is 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

where Xt{Xl, PI, Ql, Pd and Qt(Xl, PI, Ql, Pd are the coordinates at time t that evolve 

along classical trajectory with the indicated initial conditions, 8t is the corresponding action 

integral, and Vt is the number of zeros experienced by the 'Jacobian determinant in the 

interval (0, t). The classical trajectories here are for the full set of N electronic and F 

nuclear degrees of freedom obtain from the classical Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.15). It is also 

possible to calculate explicitly the nuclear wavefunctions on the various electronic surfaces 

by projecting out the electronic wavefunctions, 

Xk2+-kl (Q, t) = (Q, cI>k2Ie-iHtlcI>kIXl) 

J dxldQl J dpldP l 

(4.28) 

It is of course not possible to obtain this quantity via the usual mixed quantum-classical 

surface hopping methods. 

It is interesting to note the relation of the present SC-IVR model, Eq. (4.26), to 

that of the Pechukas approach. In the latter one writes a Feynman path integral expression 

for the time evolution operator in Eq. (4.25), 

(4.29) 

and imagines first evaluating (exactly) the path integral over the electronic degrees of free

dom, whereby Eq. (4.25) becomes 

J J rQ2 ..r/ I Q2()d 82,1 (t) = dQ2 dQlX;(Q2)Xl (Qt} i
Q1 

1)[Q]e~ 0 2
m 

T T K2,dQ(t)], (4.30) 

where K2,dQ(t)] is the electronic transition amplitude as a functional of the nuclear path 

Q(t). Up to this point the formulation is exact, but one now evaluates the nuclear path 

integral semiclassically via the functional version of the stationary phase approximation. 

This determines the nuclear classical trajectory. (The Miller-George47- 49 approach cor

responds to the further approximation that the electronic transition amplitude functional 
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K2,dQ(t)] is also obtained semiclassically via the generalized Stuckelberg (complex crossing 

time) procedure.) As noted in section 4.2.1, however, the SC-IVR treatment of the time

dependent electronic problem is exact for a given nuclear path. The SC-IVR model thus 

gives K2,dQ(t)] of the Pechukas approach exactly. It also effectively makes a semiclassical 

approximation to the nuclear path integral but evaluates the integral over QI and Q2 ex

actly rather than via stationary phase. The present SC-IVR treatment of the MM classical 

electronic-nuclear Hamiltonian may thus be viewed as a practical way to implement the 

Pechukas model,. with the further advantage that it treats the nuclear degrees of freedom 

within the SC-IVR framework. 

The present approach is also seen to be of the same spirit as the original MM model 

in that it treats the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom on the same dynamical footing, 

except here the treatment is via the SC-IVR description rather than the more primitive 

quasiclassical procedure. (We note thitt MM and others l54 did carry out semiclassical 

treatments of the classical electron model within the classical S-matrix formulation, and 

that the results were in fact excellent. Applications to more general situations, however, 

were difficult.) 

4.3.1 Applications to Test Systems 

To gain some indication of how well the present SC-IVR quantization of the classi

cal electronic-nuclear model works in practice we have carried out applications to the "Tully 

canon", i.e., the three model problems suggested by Tullyl07 for testing a variety of situa

tions in non-adiabatic dynamics. These scattering problems involve one nuclear degree of 

freedom (e.g. an atom-atom collision system) and two electronic states, so the Hamiltonian 

of Eq. (4.15) takes the specific form, 

p2 1 2 2 1 2 2 
2m + 2(PI + Xl - 1)Hu (Q) + 2(P2 + x2 - l)H22 (Q) 

+ (PIP2 + XIX2)HI2 (Q), (4.31) 

for various forms of the 2 x 2 diabatic electronic matrix {Hk,dQ)}. The two electronic 

wavefunctions are, 

( 4.32a) 

(4.32b) 
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Figure 4.1: The adiabatic potential curves (solid) and the non-adiabatic coupling (dash) for 
the three systems considered. (1) Single avoided crossing. (2) Dual crossing. (3) Extended 
coupling. 
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The specific forms of the 2 x 2 diabatic electronic matrix {H k ,k' ( Q)} correspond 

to a single avoided crossing, a double avoided crossing, and an extended coupling problem. 

The adiabatic potentials for the three cases are shown in Figure 4.1. The nuclear mass is 

m = 2000a.u., about the mass of an H atom. As with Tully's calculations, the initial nuclear 

wavefunction is a Gaussian wavepacket (coherent state) located in the reactant asymptotic 

region (to the far left in Figure 4.1), 

(4.33) 

where Qo is far from the interaction region, and Po is the initial momentum. f is taken to 

be 1. The total wavefunction at t = 0 is therefore, 

( 4.34) 

This wavefunction is then propagated in time to the product asymptotic region (Q ~ 00) 

using the ,SC-IVR formalism described in the previous section. The nuclear wavefunctions 

on each surface are found by projecting out the electronic part as described before. The 

quantities Tully calculated are the various transmission and reflection probabilities on ei

ther surface. We obtain these by integrating the final nuclear probability density in the 

asymptotic regions, 

prell 
k 

lim roo dQIXk(Q, t)1 2
, 

HooJO 

i!.r~ [°00 dQlxk (Q, t) 12. 

(4.35a) 

(4.35b) 

Because the initial wavefunction is narrow in momentum, the final transmission and re

flection probabilities are approximately the scattering probabilities as a function of initial 

translational energy P6/2m. 
The specific IVR we used for the calculation is the coherent state IVR of Eq. 

(2.14). The integration over the initial conditions is done with weighted Monte-Carlo 

sampling. A typical number of trajectories required for convergence is 2 x 104 . From 

the wavefunctions, transmission probabilities and reflection probabilities are calculated for 

both electronic states. Quantum mechanical calculations are also performed for comparison 

purposes with the standard split operator technique. 
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Figure 4.2: Case 1, single avoided crossing. Upper panel, transmission probabilities on 
the first diabatic state (upper adiabatic state). Lower panel: transmission probabilities on 
the second diabatic state (lower adiabatic state). Solid lines are the quantum mechanical 
results. Filled circles are the SC-IVR model. 
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Figure 4.3: Case 1, avoided crossing. Contours of the absolute value of the nuclear wave
functions squared on each of the diabatic states, quantum (upper two panels) versus SC-IVR 
(lower two panels). The initial momentum is Po = 18.0 

Case 1, Avoided Crossing 

This example of an isolated avoided crossing of adiabatic potential surfaces is the 

most elementary and most common situation. The diabatic potentials in the case are, 

H l1 (Q) 
{ Vorl - e-oQ

) 

- Vo(1 - eaQ ) 

H22 (Q) -Hl1 (Q), 

H12(Q) = Vle-,BQ2. 

Q > 0, 

Q <0, 
( 4.36a) 

(4.36b) 

(4.36c) 

The parameter used here are the same as used by Tully, Vo = 0.01, VI = 0.005, a = 1.6, 

and f3 = 1.0, all in atomic units. The transmission probabilities in state 1 and 2 versus 

the initial momentum are shown in Figure 4.2. The quantum results are plotted also. 

The semiclassical results are essentially quantitative for higher initial energies. For lower 

energies, can be further improved with more trajectories. 
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In addition to the probabilities, with this method, we are able to obtain also the 

wavefunctions on each surface. These wavefunctions and their time evolution are shown 

as contours in Figure 4.3. Compared with the quantum mechanical results, 'they are in 

excellent agreement. 

Case 2, Double Crossing 

This example is more challenging in that there is quantum mechanical interference 

between the two crossings, giving Stuckelberg oscillationsl55 . The diabatic potentials in this 

case are, 

Hu(Q) 

H22 (Q) 

H I2 (Q) 

0, 

- Voe- aQ2 + Eo, 

V
I
e-,6Q2, 

(4.37a) 

(4.37b) 

(4.37c) 

with Va = 0.1, Eo = 0.05, VI = 0.015, a = 0.28, and (3 = 0.06. Again, comparisons between' 

quantum and semiclassical results are shown in Figure 4.4. The present SC-IVR model 

reproduces the oscillatory transmission probabilities at higher energies very well. 

Case 3, Extended Coupling 

This case is a still more difficult test for the semiclassical method. Here, the 

coupling between the diabatic states do not go to zero in the asymptotic region. The 

diabatic potentials are, 

-Va, 

Q < 0, 

Q > 0, 

(4.38a) 

(4.38b) 

(4.38c) 

with Va = 6 x 10-4 , VI = 0.1, and (3 = 0.9. Since the diabatic states are very close in energy, 

the transmission and reflection probabilities are essentially identical for both states. The 

adiabatic states show a barrier for the upper state, thus one would expect some reflection 

for energies below this barrier. These effects are all observed in the quantum and the 

semiclassical calculations. Their comparison is again very good. Tully in his calculations 

observed unphysical oscillatory effects with the surface-hopping mode}. We do not observe 
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Figure 4.4: Case 2, dual avoided crossing. Upper panel, transmission probabilities on the 
first diabatic state. Lower panel, transmission probabilities on the second diabatic state. 
Symbols are the same as Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.5: Case 3, extended coupling. Upper panel, transmission probabilities for both 
of the diabatic states. Lower panel, reflection probabilities for both of the diabatic states. 
Symbols are the same as Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.6: 'fransmission probability as function of time for the extended coupling. The 
initial momentum is Po=18.0. This plot is the same for either diabatic state. Solid line, 
SC-IVR. Dashed line, quantum mechanical. 

this in the transmission and reflection probabilities as shown in Figure 4.5. However, the 

probabilities as a function of time do show some small oscillations around the correct value 

in Figure 4.6. These oscillations are of course due to the extended coupling in the asymptotic 

region. The extend to which they effect the final answer however is small. 

4.4 Linearized Approximation 

The aim of this section is to apply the simplified but approximate version of the 

SC-IVR, i.e., the LSC-IVR result given by Eq. (3.62) and (3.67), to the present model of 

electronically nonadiabatic processes, to see if it is capable of describing them to a useful 

degree of accuracy. In chapter 3, we have shown that the linearized approximation is a 

well defined classical limit of the semiclassical theory without any of the interference and 

coherence effects. Therefore, the model we present in this section can be thought of as a 
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classical limit of electronically nonadiabatic dynamics, even though (as we shall discuss) it 

has some relations to the mixed quantum-classical theories mentioned earlier. 

One thus needs the Wigner functions corresponding to initial and final wavefunc

tions of the form in Eq. (4.34) and (4.13), and it is easy to see that they are given by 

Pi,n(X,p,Q,P) = p~l(x,P)Pn(Q,P), (4.39) 

where the electronic factor is especially simple, 

p~I(X,p) =:= 2(N+1)(x; +p; - ~)exp [-t(X~ +p~)l. (4.40) 
k=l 

It is useful to remind the reader of the connection of the present approach to 

the "mixed quantum-classical" (or semiclassical time-dependent self consistent field, SC

TDSCF) model that is popular for treating nonadiabatic molec~lar dynamics. As has 

been noted before,147 the classical equations of motion generated by the MM Hamiltonian 

(Eq. (4.15)) are equivalent to the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the electronic 

degrees of freedom, the time-dependence coming from the classical motion of the nuclear 

degrees of freedom (whose trajectory is determined by the Ehrenfest average force); these 

are the same equations of motion as in the mixed quantum-classical/SC-TDSCF model. 

However, the way the boundary conditions are jmposed makes the models different. In the 

usual implementation of the mixed quantum-classical/SC-TDSCF approach, for example, 

a given classical trajectory begins in one electronic state but ends up in a mixture of 

states. The quasiclassical implementation by MM assigns each trajectory to a particular 

final electronic (and nuclear) state byhistogramming the final electronic (and nuclear) action 

variables; this makes the approach more akin to the surface-hopping model in that a given 

trajectory is assigned to only one final electronic state. The SC-IVR imposes the initial 

and final state boundary conditions on the equations of motion through the initial and final 

wavefunctions of the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. The LSC-IVR imposes the 

boundary conditions via the initial and final Wigner distributions of the quantum electronic 

wavefunction which are really the exact classical boundary conditions. As noted above, if 

the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.15) were implemented fully quantum mechanically, one would 

have an exact quantum description of the process. The point of view of all of our work, 

starting with that of McCurdy et al,145-148 is that the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.15) allows one 

to treat the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom on an equivalent dynamical footing, 

be it done classically, semiclassically, or fully quantum mechanically. 

.', 
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4.4.1 One Dimensional 2-State Scattering Problems 

We again go back to the set of three one (nuclear) dimensional 2 (electronic)-state 

scattering problems of section 4.3.1. The initial nuclear wavefunction is again a minimum 

uncertainty wavepacket, 

(4.41) 

with the initial position Qo far to the left of the interaction region and initial momentum 

Po > O. The quantity of interest is the transmission probability to the right asymptotic 

region for each final electronic state j as a function of the initial momentum, which is given 

by Eq. (4.35a). This can be written equivalently as 

so as to be in the form of Eq. (3.67) with 

A 

iJ 
IX¢i)(X¢il, 

l¢j)(¢jlh(Q). 

The Wigner functions corresponding to these operators are easily found to be, 

Aw(Q,P,x,p) = p(Q,P)py'(x,p), 

Bw(Q, P, x, p) = h(Q)pj'(x, p), 

( 4.42) 

(4.43) . 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

( 4.46) 

where p( Q, P) is the Wigner function for the initial nuclear wavefunction of Eq. (4.41), 

(4.47) 

and {py'(x, p)}, i = 1,2 is given by Eq. (4.40) for N = 2. In actual calculations, these 

Wigner distributions allow naturally for Monte Carlo importance sampling which we have 

used for the results presented below. 

Figure 4.7 shows the transmission probability from initial electronic state 1 to each 

of the two final electronic states for the first test case, which corresponds to a single avoided 

crossing (cf. figure 4.1a). The agreement between the LSC-IVR results of Eq. (3.67) and 

the exact quantum mechanical values is quite good for all energies except those close to the 

threshold region. Here, quantum mechanical effects such as tunneling through the crossing 
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Figure 4.7: The transmission probability Pj+---l as a function of the initial momentum Po 
for the single avoided crossing case. The solid lines are the exact quantum results and the (, 
points are the LSC-IVR results. (a) j = 1, (b) j = 2. 
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Figure 4.8: The transmission probability Pj+--l as a function of the log of initial energy 
E = pJ 12m for the double crossing case. The solid lines are the exact quantum results and 
the points are the LSC-IVR results. (a) j = 1, (b) j = 2. 
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• • • • 
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Figure 4.9: The transmission probability Pjt-l as a function of the initial momentum Po for' 
the extended coupling case. The solid lines are the exact quantum results and the points 
are the LSC-IVR results. These results are for j = 1 and 2. 

area are more important, and the classical dynamics in the LSC-IVR is less able to describe 

this behavior quantitatively. 

Figure 4.8 shows the same plots as Figure 4.2 for the second version of the model, 

the case of two avoided crossing regions (cf. Figure 4.1b), where the possibility of S.tuck

elberg oscillations (i.e., interference effects between the two crossing regions) arises. The 

LSC-IVR is seen to describe this interference behavior quite well. The most significant error 

is again seen to be in the low energy threshold region. 

Finally, Figure 4.9 shows the transmission probability for the third case, that with 

an extended coupling region (cf. Figure 4.1c). Since the diabatic states are very close in 

energy, the transmission probabilities are essentially identical for both final states. This 

was the case for which Tully's surface-hopping approach gave unphysical oscillations in the 

transmission probability. The LSC-IVR results do not exhibit this problem, but neither do 

they reproduce the sharp step-like structure in the quantum values for Po ~ 25 a.u. They 
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do, however, give the correct magnitude of the transmission probability over the whole 

energy range. 

The linearized approximation to the SC-IVR, i.e., the LSC-IVR approximation 

of Eqs. (3.62) and (3.67), is thus seen to do a reasonably good job for these three model 

problems which have quite different dynamical features. The results are not quite as good 

as our previous ones using the full SC-IVR, but the present LSC-IVR calculation is much 

easier to carry out than the former. 

4.4.2 The Spin-Boson Problem 

The next test problem we consider is the so-called spin-boson problem,156,157 which 

also consists of N = 2 electronic states but where the nuclear degrees of freedom are an 

infinite set of harmonic oscillators. This is about the only example of a system with many 

degrees of freedom for which accurate quantum mechanical results are available to serve 

as a benchmark for approximate treatments. It has often been used as a model for two 

interacting electronic states in a condensed phase medium, e.g., a radiationless transition 

or electron transfer process in a liquid, a solid, a cluster, or a protein. 

The specific form of the 2 x 2 diabatic electronic matrix Hi,j(Q) in this case is 

(4.48) 

where the off-diagonal electronic coupling fl is independent of nuclear coordinates, and 

~ 1 2 2 
Vo(Q) = ~ 2mkWkQk> 

k=1 

F 

VdQ) = 2: CkQk· 

k=1 

The total Hamiltonian of the spin-boson model, 

is typically expressed as 

where 

A A ~ Pf A 

H = 1 ~ -2 - + He\ (Q), 
k=1 mk 

F p2 
Ho = 2: -2 k + Vo(Q), 

k=1 mk 

(4.49a) 

( 4.49b) 

(4.50a) 

(4.50b) 

(4.51) 
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and o-z and o-x are the Pauli spin matrices. The dynamics of the spin-boson model is 

fully specified by the combination of the coupling parameters {cd and the distribution of 

frequencies that define the spectral density J (w), 

(4.52) 

a common c~oice for which is the Ohmic case with exponential cutoff, 

J(w) = 'T}we-w1wc . (4.53). 

This model is thus completely specified by the cutoff parameter We and the coupling coeffi

cient 'T} (or more frequently the Kondo parameter a = 2'T} / 7r). 

We examine two relevant dynamical quantities of interest for the spin-boson model: 

the first is the time-dependent electronic population, defined as 

(4.54) 

where the initial electronic state is 11) with the nuclear degrees of freedom in Boltzmann 

equilibrium for the nuclear Hamiltonian of state 1, Ho + VI (Zb = tr[lI)(lle-,B(Ho+V1 )]); the 

second quantity is the spin correlation function, defined as 

(4.55) 

where the bath and the two-level system are both in thermal equilibrium, and Z is the 

total partition function of the system and bath. The literature on these quantities for the 

spin boson model is vast: Mak and Chandler,158 for example, performed a systematic study 

of the spin correlation function for a wide range of parameters to determine, among other 

things, the coherent-incoherent transition boundary. They also studied the temperature 

dependence of the decay rate of C(t) for several sets of parameters. Makri et al. 159 performed 

calculations of the time-dependent electronic population also using path integral methods. 

These are the primary results to which we shall compare the LSC-IVR approximation. 

For the spin-boson Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.50), the MM Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.15) 

is easily found to be 

H(x,p,Q,P) 
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It is also immediately clear how to apply the LSC-IVR approximation of Eq. (3.67). For 

the time dependent electronic population of Eq. (4.54),the operators A and iJ of Eq. (3.67) 

are 

A 

iJ 

~b e-iJ(Ho+VJ) 11)(11, 

az = (11)(11 -12)(21), 

(4.57) 

(4.58) 

so that Eq. (3.67) give D(t) as 

D(t) = (2:17Y ! dxodpo ! dQodPoWt(Qo, Po)p~'(xo, po) [p~'(Xt' pd - P2'(Xt, pd] , 

. (4.59) 

where W;(Q, P) is the Wigner transform of e-iJ(HO±Vl) /[Zb(27rn)F], 

and p:;,'(x, p) is the Wigner transform of In)(nl already given in Eq. (4.40) (n = 1,2). 

For the spin correlation function,of Eq. (4.55), the situation is slightly more 

complicated. In this case the operators A and iJ of Eq. (3.67) are, 

A 

iJ 

1 -iJiI . 
Ze O'z, 

az , 

(4.61) 

(4.62) 

one needs to find the Wigner transform of A. It is not possible to obtain this quantity exactly 

without a fully quantum calculation, but a reasonable approximation can be obtained by 

using a split operator type approximation for e-iJiI , 

exp 
( 

-f3(Ho + Vl) -f3b. ) 

-f3b. -f3(Ho - Vl) 

( 

e-iJ(HoO+VI) 0 ) (0 f3b. ) 
e-iJ(Ho-VI) exp -f3b. - 0 

( 

e-iJ(Ho+Vl: co.sh( f3b.) _e-iJ(Ho+VJ) sinh(f3b.) ) . 
. (4.63) 

_e-iJ(Ho-h) smh(f3b.) e-iJ(HO-Vl) cosh(f3b.) 

i I 
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The trace of e-{31f, which is the partition function Z, is then, 

Z = 2 cosh(,B~)tr(e-,8HO) exp [-,B t c~ 2]. 
k=1 2mkwk 

111 

(4.64) 

Multiplying by a z and writing everything in the basis set representation, one obtains, 

( 

e-,8(Ho+Vll co.sh(,B~) e-,8(HO+Vl) sinh(,B~) ) 

_e-,8(Ho-Vll smh(,B~) _e-,8(HO-Vl) cosh(,B~) 

e-,8(HO+Vl) cosh(,B~)11)(11 + e-,8(HO+Vl) sinh(,B~)11)(21 

_e-,8(Ho-Vll sinh(,B~)12)(11 - e-,8(Ho-Vll cosh(,B~)12)(21, (4.65) 

so that the final result for the Wigner transform of e-,8H az /[Z(27rn)F] is, 

1 
(27rn)FAw(x, p, Q, P) = W/(Q, P)[cosh(,B~)pil(x, p) + sinh(,B~)pik(x, p)] 

Wi (Q, P)[sinh(,B~)p~ll (x, p) + cosh(,B~)p~l(x, p)],(4.66) 

where Plk and p~ll are the Wigner transform of 11)(21 and 12)(11, 

Plk(x, p) = 23 (Xl - ipd(X2 + ip2) expJ -(xi + x~ + pi + p~)] , (4.67) 

p~i (x, p) = 23 (Xl + ipl)(X2 - ip2) exp [-(xi + x~ + pi + p~)] , (4.68) 

and wj(Q, P) is given in Eq. (4.60). The final result for the LSC-IVR approximation to 

C (t) is therefore 

C(t) = Re (2:11,)2 J dxo J dpo J dQo J dPo 

{W/(Q, P)[cosh(,B~)pll(x, p) + sinh(,B~)plk(x, p)] 

-Wi (Q, P)[sinh(,B~)p~i (x, p) + cosh(,B~)p~l(x, p)]} 

[pi1(xt,pd - p~l(xt,pd]. (4.69) 

Eqs. (4.59) and (4.69) are the final LSC-IVR expressions for D(t) and C(t). 

For comparison, Stock101 recently carried out calculations for D(t) using the mixed 

quantum-classical/SC-TDSCF approach, where the electronic transition between the two 

level system is treated quantum mechanically but the bath is treated classically. This 

approximation gives D(t) in a form similar to Eq. (4.59), 

D(t) = 2~ fo27r de J dQodPoW/(Qo,Po) [pTDSCF(Xt,pd _pJDSCF(xt,pd], (4.70) 
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where pI~SCF is the probability of being in state 1 or 2. In our language, these probability , 

functions are 

TDSCF( ) TDSCF( ) (2 2 2 2 ) 
PI Xt,Pt -P2 Xt,Pt = X1t +PIt -X2t -P2t . 

and the initial conditions of the electronic trajectories are 

Xio cos(O), 

Plo sin(e), 

X20 = P 20 = 0, 

(4.71) 

(4.72) 

(4.73) 

where the e ranges from 0 to 21T. It is clear that this is very different from our present 

approach. 

Figure 4.10 shows the decay of the time-dependent electronic population, D (t), for 

a "coherent" (Le., oscillatory) case, Figure 4.10a, and also an "incoherent" (non-oscillatory) 

one, Figure 4.10b. The LSC-IVR results are seen to be in excellent agreement with Makri et 

al'sl59 accurate quantum results, showing that the LSC-IVR captures the essential features 

of the dynamics in both these cases. This also makes it clear that the oscillatory nature in 

the coherent case (Figure 4.1Oa) is of classical rather than quantum mechanical origin. For 

stronger couplings, i.e., larger a, the LSC-IVR results begin to deviate somewhat from the 

quantum results, as shown in Figure 4.11. However, the differences are still modest, and 

the LSC-IVR is in somewhat better agreement with the quantum results than the mixed 

quantum-classical/SC-TDSCF results obtained by Stock. 

Mak and ChandlerI58 studied the behavior of the spin correlation function, C(t), 

for a variety of different parameters and determined the boundary between coherent ~nd 

incoherent behavior. Figure 4.12 shows the results obtained from the LSC-IVR expression, 

Eq. (4.69), for three coupling values that span this boundary. One observes reasonably 

good agreement of the LSC-IVR results with the correct quantum values in all these case. 

[The approximations made to the Boltzmann operator, Eqs. (4.63)-(4.66), to obtain the 

Wigner function for the operator in Eq. (4.62) thus apparently cause no significant error.] 

The results of the LSC-IVR are actually somewhat better than the "non-interacting blip 

approximation" 156 for treating the spin-boson problem. 

If coupling to the bath is sufficiently large, then C(t) exhibits exponential decay 

for the short time regime, i.e., 

C(t) ~ Ae-t/ T
, (4.74) 
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Figure 4.10: The time-dependent electronic population, D(t), for two different parameter 
sets, showing (a) coherent oscillatory behavior and (b) incoherent relaxation behavior. The 
solid lines are the LSC-IVR results and the points are the exact path integral results. The 
cutoff frequency is We = 2.5~. (a) a = 0.09, (3~ = 5.0. (b) a = 0.09, (3~ = 0.1. 
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Figure 4.11: The time-dependent electronic population, D(t), for higher coupling param
eters, comparing the LSC-IVR results (solid line) and the mixed quantum-classical/SC
TDSCF results (dashed line) with the exact quantum results (points). a = 2.0, We = 1 and 
(3 = 0.25. (a) 6. = 0.8. (b) 6. = 1.2. 
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Figure 4.12: The spin correlation function, C(t), for increasing values of the coupling, 
showing the transition from the coherent to incoherent relaxation. We = 2.5L\, f3 = 2.5L\. 
(a) In the coherent relaxation regime, a = 0.13. (b) Near the coherent-incoherent boundary, 
a = 0.25. (c) In the incoherent regime, a = 0.64. The solid Unes are the LSC-IVR results 
and the points are the exact path integral results. 
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Figure 4.13: The temperature dependence of the short time relaxation constant (points) 
for the spin correlation function, C(t), obtained with LSC-IVR. We = 2.5~, a = 0.64. 
The temperature dependence follows a inverse power-law, 7 ~ T 8, indicated by the ,fitted 
straight line. The LSC-IVR result for r5 is 0.46. 

so that one can define a rate constant 7-
1 for transitions from one state of the two level 

system to the other. Figure 4.13 shows the results given by Eq. (4.69) for 7 as a function 

of temperature for the parameters a = 0.64, We = 2.5.6.. The decay rate exhibits the 

correct inverse power-law dependence on temperature, 7 '" T 8, and the LSC-IVR results 

are essentially in quantitative agreement with the exact results of Mak and Chandler. For 

higher coupling values, however, the procedure outlined in Eq. (4.63) to Eq. (4.66) for 

obtaining the Wigner transform involving the Boltzmann operator is not valid, so we will not 

consider this regime. One could, of course, carry out a more complete quantum calculation 

for the Boltzmann operator in order to obtain the Wigner function for the operator in Eq. 

(4.62), but this is not central to our present discussion of the LSC-IVR. 

-" 
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4.5 Concluding Remarks 

We have presented a new analogue Hamiltonian for the dynamics of aN-level 

(electronic) system couple to other (nuclear) degrees of freedom. Electronic and nuclear 

degrees of freedom are thus treated on the same dynamical footing. Two limits of this 

model are discussed. ,. 
In the semiclassical limit, application of the approach to a variety of test problems 

shows it to provide a good description of non-adiabatic transitions in essentially all these 

cases. The only difficulties were seen at low energies, where the SC-IVR approach has had 

difficulties in the past for treating nuclear dynamics even on one potential surface. We 

believe that this model has a great deal of potential for providing a realistic and accurate 

description of electronically non-adiabatic dynamics in a variety of situations. Although 

the applicability of the SC-IVR to these problems will depend on the proper evaluation of 

the IVR integral. 

In the classical limit, we have utilized the LSC-IVR theory of chapter 3 for nonadi

abatic dynamics. The LSC-IVR is much easier to apply than the full SC-IVR: as seen from 

the resulting expressions [Eq. (3.62) and (3.67)]' it involves the overlap of the Wigner distri

bution function for the initial state (or operator) with the classically time-evolved Wigner 

distribution for the final state (or operator). The actual dynamics in the LSC-IVR is thus 
, 

completely classical, the Wigner distribution functions, however, effectively providing the 

quantum boundary conditions for the classical trajectories. 

The LSC-IVR is seen to provide a reasonably good description of the three nonadi

abatic scattering problems studied by Tully, including the effects of Stuckelberg oscillations 

(interference between nonadiabatic transitions at different times). It also provides a good 

description of time-dependent transition probabilities in the spin-boson problem (2' elec

tronic states coupled to an infinite set of harmonic oscillators), including both coherent and 

incoherent decay and the. transition between them. Altogether, this suggests that the LSC

IVR should be useful for simulating a wide range of nonadiabatic dynamic phenomenon in 

"real" molecular systems. 
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Chapter 5 

Thermal Rate Constants 

5.1 Introd uction 

The thermal rate constant, k(T), has been a central topic of theoretical chem

istry for almost a century.131 The classic theory of the rate constant is the transition state 

theory (TST). Even though it based on classical mechanics and invented with equilibrium 

assumptions, it is still used by chemists in various forms for a wide variety of reactions. The 

rigorous quantum mechanical theory of reaction rates was proposed much later,160,126 and 

only in recent years, has considerable progress been made in the development of quantum 

mechanical methods for the efficient calculation of rate constants for chemical reactions 

in small molecular systems.161-172 Currently, essentially exact rate constants (for a given 

potential) can be obtained for a; small group of reactions. 

One of the original formulation126 of these theories expresses the thermal rate 

constant as 

(5.1) 

where Qr(T) is the reactant partition function (per unit volume for a bimolecular reaction) 

and Cjs(t) is the "flux-side" correlation function,l73 

(5.2a) 

here F({3) is a combination of the flux operator P and the Boltzmann operator exp (-{3H), 

often taken in the following symmetrized form 173 

(5.2b) 
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and h(t) is a time-evolved projection operator, 

(5.2c) 

where h(q) is a function of coordinates that is 1(0) on the product (reactant) side of the 

dividing surface separating the two. [H is the Hamiltonian operator of the molecular system 

and (3 = (k8T)-1.] Recently, applications have also focused on the flux-flux correlation 

function expression of the rate constant, 

(5.3a) 

where 

Cff(t) = tr[F((3)F(t)]. (5.3b) 

Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3a) are really identical because 

A Z A 

F = f)H, h(q)]. (5.3c) 

The efficiency of the these approaches is primarily due to the fact that they focus 

directly on the rate constant and avoid dealing with the complete state-to-state reactive 

scattering problem. A variety of applications have been carried out for reactions of 3- and 

4-atom molecular systems.161-172 

The classical analog174 of Eqs.(5.1)-(5.3a) has been widely used for treating reac

tions in condensed phases, and it is our goal to develop the quantum version of the theory 

to be able to describe quantum effects in such systems, e.g., reactions in solutions, clus

ters, biological emrironments, or on surfaces. Quantum effects tend to be averaged out in 

complex systems, but processes that involve the motion of hydrogen atoms - e.g., OH 

vibrations ot bond-breaking, H20 re-orientation, hydrogen bonding, and obviously elec

tronically non-adiabatic processes (in photochemistry) - may often be poorly described 

by classical molecular dynamics. Furthermore, one can never know the extent. to which 

quantl}m effects are significant without having a theoretical approach capable of describing 

them. 

One strategy for doing this is to treat only a few degrees of freedom by quantum 

mechanics and the (many) others by classical mechanics, i.e., the popular mixed quantum

classical (Ehrenfest) model that has been widely used but which can have problems. 117 The 

alternative approach that we have been discussing in this thesis is the semiclassical (SC) 
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approximation to the rigorous quantum dynamics and the semiclassical initial value repre

sentation which is a potentially efficient way of implementing semiclassical approximations. 

Within the framework of the SC-IVR, we134 have shown in chapter 3 how one can degen

erate the description of some degrees of freedom to the classical level while still retaining 

the full semiclassical description of the rest - i.e., a mixed semiclassical-classical treatment 

(cf. chapter 3). Ovchinnikov and Apkarian175-177 have independently used this idea very 

effectively in applications to vibrational relaxation processes in clusters and liquids. 

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the possibility of applying the semi

classical initial value representation and the much simpler linearized approximation to the 

flux-side correlation function of Eq. (5.1) and to see the extent to which they are able to 

describe quantum interference/coherence effects in thermal rate constants. First, we seek to 

determine the usefulness and limitations of the linearized approximation of the full SC-IVR, 

and the example we study is the application of LSC-IVR to an isomerization reaction model 

where a double well is coupled to an infinite bath of harmonic oscillators. This model al

lows us to compare the results to the exact quantum mechanical calculation of Topaler and 

Makri.114 The LSC-IVR, however, is not able to describe quantum effects for longer times, 

therefore the full SC-IVR must be employed when we omit the harmonic bath and consider 

the 1-d double well potential by itself, a model of unimolecular isomerization of a isolated 

molecule. In this second example case, Cjs(t) does not reach a limiting value as t -t 00 [cf. 

Eq. (5.1)], i.e., k(T) does not exist, for the particle oscillates back and forth in the double 

well forever. The dynamics of this coherent motion, as it manifests itself in the correlation 

function Cjs(t), however, is precisely the phenomenon we are seeking to investigate, so it is 

an ideal test case for these purposes. Lastly, the forward-backward IVR of chapter 3 is a~so 

applied to the calculation of rate constants to see its accuracy in retaining the quantum 

mechanical interference and coherence effects in several model systems. The FB-IVR not 

only allows us to reduce the number of integrals we need to evaluate, oscillatory behavior 

that is difficult for the standard SC-IVR may also be ameliorate somewhat. 

Of previous work, some of the discussion in this chapter is related to that of 

Voth, Chandler and Miller, 178 who used Eq. (5.1) with various approximations for the 

time-dependent factor h(t), applied to barrier crossing dynamics (but not the longer time 

coherence effects investigated here). Pollak et al.119,120 independently used an approximate 

form of our linearized approximation for the rate constant and called it a quantum transition 

state theory. 
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5.2 Quantum Mechanical Thermal Rate Constant 

For later theoretical development however, a more convenient starting point is the 

integrated form of the rate formula, 

k(T) Qr(T)-l lim Cjs(t) 
t-too 

Qr(T)-l tlim tr[F(.B)eiHt/lihe-iHt/li], 
-too 

(5.4) 

where F({J) is formally e-{3H F, but since e-{3H commutes with eiHt/lihe-iHt/li, we can write 

it as 

(5.5) 

where>. is a number between 0 and {J. If >. = (J/2, then we arrive at the symmetric form 

of the Boltzmannized flux operator [Eq.(5.2b)] which has been used extensively in the fully 

quantum mechanical evaluation of the rate constant. Here, since the rate constant does not 

depend on the value of >., we can write it as, 

1 r{3 • • 
F({J) = - io e-({3-A)H Fe- AH d>', 

{Jo 

and insert in the commutator form of the flux operator from Eq. (5.3c) to obtain 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

The final result of all this is that the Boltzmannized flux operator can be written in the so 

called Kubo form, 

(5.8) 

Formally, these expressions all give the correct rate constants. For the semiclassical approx

. imations in the next section, the Kubo version will be more convenient. 

5.3 Linearization Approximation for Thermal Rate Constants 

Before proceeding with a fully semiclassical theory of thermal rate constants, it 

is useful to first examine the more approximate LSC-IVR of chapter 3. The application of 
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the LSC-IVR expression of Eq. (3.67) to the flux-side correlation function of Eq. (5.1) thus 

gives 

Cfs(t) = (27r~)F J dqo J dpo Fe(qo, Po)h(qt), (5.9) 

where Fg(qo, po) is the Wigner transform of the Boltzmannized flux operator, 

(5.10) 

and h(qt) is the only qunatity that depends on time. It should be immediately apparent how 

simple Eq. (5.9) is: it is essentially a classical trajectory calculation with the distribution 

of initial conditions given by the Wigner transform Fg(qo, po) rather than by its classical 

limit, 

F (3( ) g -(3H(qo,po) {}h(qo) . Po 
w qo, Po -, e {} . 

qo m 
(5.11) 

As discussed in detail earlier in chapter 3, however, this linearization approximation pro

duces only classical mechanics in the real time dynamics, with no quantum interference 

effects [ef. the classical time-dependent factor h(qt) in Eq. (5.9)]. The only quantum ef

fects in Eq. (5.9) are from the quantum treatment of the Boltzmannized flux operator and 

the Wigner transform of it. The consequences of this will be seen in the results discussed 

in section (5.4.2), where Gfs(t) of Eq. (5.9) is observed to be accurate only for times up 

to ~ h{3. This is long enough, however, if the dynamics is simple barrier crossing, with no 

re-crossings involved, as in the assumption of transition state theory. Pollak et al. 119 ,120 

have in fact used Eq. (5.9) (with an approximation to the classical time-dependent factor) 

to define a quantum transition state theory and seen it to work well for examples involving 

only direct barrier crossing dynamics. 

5.3.1 Application to Isomerization Reaction in Condensed Phase 

As we pointed out in chapter 3, the linearized approximation neglects all quantum 

mechanical interference effects and only retains a classical description of the problem. It 

was also argued that for complex systems with many degrees of freedom, the interference 

between the various trajectories may average out so that the only contribution comes from 

classical mechanics. This scenario is difficult to test since one would have to compare exact 

quantum mechanical results with the linearized approximation results. However, there is 

a case where this direct comparison can be made. For the problem of a small system 

linearly coupled to an infinite bath of harmonic oscillators, Feynman's influence functional 
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approach179 allows one to "integrate out" the bath and perform essentially exact quantum 

mechanical calculation on the system-bath dynamics. One recent example of this application 

is for a double well potential coupled to an infinite bath of harmonic oscillators. This model 

frequently referred to as. a model of unimolecular isomerization reaction in the condensed 

phase. 

The system-bath Hamiltonian is for this model is 

(5.12a) 

where (s,Ps) are the coordinate and momentum of the system and (Q, P) are the coordinates 

and momenta of the bath. The essential property of the harmonic bath is its spectral density 

(5.12b) 

which is chosen in the continuous Ohmic form with an exponential cutoff 

J(W} = 'f/we-w/ wc , (5.12c) 

where the cutoff frequence We is chosen as 500 cm- i . V(s} is the 1-d double well potential 
If" 

V(s} -ais
2 + a2 s4 (5.12d) .t· 

1 2 4 
2 2 mswb 

-2msWbs + --t ' 
16Vo 

where Wb is the imaginary harmonic frequence 'at the top of the barrier, and vot is the 

barrier height with respect to the bottom of the well. The specific parameters we have 

chosen correspond to the DW1 potential of Topaler and Makri1l4 who performed the exact 

quantum calculations that will serve as a bench mark for our comparison below. The 

barrier height and the imaginary frequency for the DW1 potential are 2085 and 500 cm- i , 

respectively, and the mass of the system is that of a proton. 300 bath modes are sufficient 

for an adequate description of the bath. 

, The evaluation of Eq. (5.9) thus reduces to starting classical trajectories with 

initial condition determined by the probability distribution Fg(po, qo}. However, the exact 

evaluation of Fg(po, qo} is difficult. To circumvent this, we have used a normal mode 

approximation for the Hamiltonian around the barrier, 

p2 1 t 2 2 t '" pt 1 \ 2 2 
H ~ -- - -mfA qf + Vo + L....J 2m- + -2miAiqi 

2mf 2 i ~ 
(5.13) 
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where At and Ai are the imaginary and real frequencies at the saddle point and (qj, P j) and 

(qi,pd are the corresponding coordinates and momenta, respectively. The flux operator 

involves only the reaction coordinate qj and therefore the Wigner transformation of F(3 is 

separable. 

(5.14a) 

where 

(5.14b) 

and 

(5.14c) 

and u t = n{3At/2 and Ui = n{3Ai/2. Eq. (5.14) thus provides a simple analytic result for the 

Wigner function of the Boltzmannized flux operator within the normal mode approxima

tion. Note that although the quadratic approximation is used for Fg(q, p), the trajectory 

themselves are computed with the exact Hamiltonian. 

Due to the properties of the parabolic barrier approximation, Eq. (5.14b) is only 

,valid when u t < 7r/2 or T > Te = nAt/7rkB. Furthermore, for temperatures slightly above 

Te , the coordinate distribution in Eq. (5.14b) is so broad that the quadratic approximation 

to the potential may fail. Higher order expansions around the saddle point are then needed 

to account for the anharmonic effects. Wigner transformations, for most cases, can only 

be done numerically for 1-d system and therefore including these anharmonic effects is 

more difficult. Nevertheless, applications of the system-bath separation ideas where the 

system coordinate is treated more exact and the bath is treated more approximately for 

calculating the Wigner function perhaps has more practical utility. In the next section, 

another approximate way of obtaining rate constants below Te will also be discussed. 

The "transition state" limit of Eq. (5.9), i.e., taking h(qt) to be h(qo) is what 

Pollak et al. 1l9,120 has called a quantum transition state theory. In the case of 1-d parabolic 

barrier, the rate constant 

(5.15) 
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can be calculated analytically to give 

, 1 t 
k(T)Q;l(T) = ~n(3e-!3Vo, (5.16) 

where 

~ = 2 sin(n(3>.. t /2) , 
(5.17) 

which is recognized to be this exact result for the parabolic barrier. 
/ 

Application of Eqs. (5.9) and (5.14) to the system-bath model of Eq. (5.12) is 

straightforward. Calculations are performed as a function of the coupling parameter TJ at 

two temperatures, 200K and 300K. At T = 300K, the temperature is sufficiently above Tc 

for all TJ'S of interest that the harmonic approximation of Eq. (5.14) gives accurate results 

for the Wigner distribution function. 3000 trajectories are needed to obtain converged 

results. For 200K, however, the temperature is below or near Tc in the small TJ regime and 

Eq. (5.14) is no longer valid. Therefore, diagonalanharmonicity, i.e., numerical evaluation 

of the Wigner distribution function along the reaction coordinate, is employed for this case. 

The results are plotted in Figure 5.1 as the transmission coefficient, ~, defined by 

~ = k(T) / kTsT,CL (T) (5.18) 

where 
Wo !3v,t 

kTST cdT) = -2 e- 0, 
, 7r 

(5.19) 

with Wo being the frequency of the reactant well in Eq. (5.12d). Figure 5.1<1 shows the results 

for T = 300K for which there is quantitative agreement with the accurate quantum results 

of Topaler and Makri.1 14 The T = 200K results are shown in Figure 5.1b and though it is 

not completely quantitative, the results are still excellent for this quite practical approach. 

To gain some insight into the nature of the dynamics, Figure 5.2 shows the time dependence 

of ~(t) which is related to the correlation function by 

(5.20) 

at T = 300K for a case of strong coupling (Figure 5.2a) and also one of weak coupling 

(Figure 5.2b). The long time limit of ~(t) would be the quantum transmission coefficient 

defined in Eq. (5.18). Figure 5.2a is a classic example of "direct" barrier crossing dynamics 

for which quantum transition state theory is a good approximation. As seen in many of the 

previous applications, it takes time of rv n(3 (27fs at 300K) for ~(t) to reach its transition 

.. 
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Figure 5.1: The transmission coefficient /'i, = k/kTST,CL as a function of coupling parameter 
'T]/mswb' The solid lines are the results of the linearized approximation of Eq. (2.57) and 
the points are from the quantum path integral calculation of Topaler and Makri. 114 (upper 
panel) T=300K; (lower panel) T=200K. 
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Figure 5.2: The time dependence of K,(t) for two cases at T=300K. (upper panel) strong 
coupling; (lower panel) weak coupling. 
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state theory (TST) "plateau" value and there is no hint of recrossing dynamics in this case. 

Figure 5.2b, on the other hand, shows strong characteristic of recrossing: by 1i{3 =27 fs K,{t) 

has reached its TST plateau value, but here the coupling to the bath is not strong enough 

to prevent trajectories from recrossing the dividing surface before the t --+ 00 limit of the 

correlation function is reached. It is impressive that the approximate theory of Eq. (5.9) is 

able to describe both of these situations accurately. 

The good agreement here between the linearized approximation of Eq. (5.9) and 

the exact quantum mechanical results for this system-bath example confirms our earlier 

conjecture that for complex systems, the quantum mechanical interference effects, essen

tially all the oscillatory terms in Eq. (3.84d) have averaged out. Therefore the linearized 

approximation, which does give the correct quantum results for short times, should be able 

to capture most of the dynamics in these systems of many degrees of freedom. Coupled 

with its calculational ease of use, it should be a very practical theory for many problems. 

5.3.2 Analytically Continued Rate Constants with the Linearized Ap

proximation 

The harmonic approximation for the Wigner function of the Boltzmannized flux 

operator is very convenient for any practical calculations of the rate constant. But, as was 

mentioned, for temperatures below Tc = h).t /7rkB, this approximation is not valid and one 

has to resort to a fully quantum mechanical calculation of the Wigner function. A possible 

way of circumventing this is to proceed with an analytic continuation approach where the 

flux side correlation function in Eq. (5.2a) is rewritten as 

tr[e-,BH/2 Fe -,BH/2 eiHt/h he-iHt/h] 

tr[e -,BoH/2 Fe -,BoH/2eiHt/h-,Bl H/2 he-iHt/h-fJl H/2]; (5.21) 

here {30 + {31 = {3. The expressions in Eq. (5. 21) are identical, but one sees that CIs (t) can 

now be written as 

(5.22) 

where 

G {(.I t· t) = tr[e-,BoH/2 Fe-fJoH/2eiH(t+tl)/hhe-iH(t-tl)/h] Is 1-'0,1, . (5.23) 

Thus, GIs is the analytic continuation of CIs {{30, tl; t) into the complex plane, the assump

tion being GIs ({30, t1 ; t) does not have any singularities. 
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Now, a linearized approximation can be made to the correlation function in Eq. 

(5.23). We proceed in the standard way, after inserting the SC-IVR expression of Eq. (2.9), 

this correlation function becomes, 

CIs U30, t, tf) = (2n-!i)-F J dpodqo J dp~dq~(qoIP(,Bo)lq~) [det(Mqp ' M~p)] ~ 

exp [*St(PO,qo) -St'(p~,q~)] 8(qt - qt,)h(qt}, (5.24) 

where t = t - tl, tf = t + tl, Mqp = 8qt!8po, M~p = 8qt' /8p~, qt = qt(Po, qo) and 

q~ = qt(p~, q~). Again making the sum and difference transformation as in Eq. (3.56c), 

and assuming that 

M _ 8qt ,....., 8Cit 
qp - 8po ,....., 8po' 

f 8qt' 8Cit' 
Mqp = 8p~ ;:::j 8po' 

we can now expand the phase difference in the exponential as 

St(Po, qo) :...- St' (p~, q~) St(Po, Cio) - Sdpo, Cio) - Po~q 

+ ~ [p[ . Mqq + pf, . M~q] . ~q 

+ ~ [p[ . Mqp + pf, . M~p] . ~P, 

and the delta function becomes 

(5.25a) 

(5.25b) 

(5.25c) 

(5.25d) 

The integrals over ~q and ~pcan now be performed, ,the steps are analogous to the 

manipulations in section 3.2.1 for the mixed semiclassical-classical theory. The end result 

is that Eq. (5.24) becomes 

where the bars over (po,qo) have been dropped and 

Po = Po + ~ [(Pt· Mqp + Pt' . M~p)' (Mqp + M~p)-l. (Mqq + M~q)] 

-~ [Pt· Mqq + Pt' . M~q] . (5.26b) 
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Again, by making the approximation that p ~ Po and 

(5.26c) 

we arrive at the following expression for the two time correlation function, Cjs({30, t, t'), 

Cjs({30, t, t') = (2n1i)-F / dpodqo ei[St(PO,qo)-St' (po,qo)l/nFeo (Po, qo)h(qd 

exp * [(Pt· Mqp + Pt' . M~p). (Mqp + M~p)-l. (qt' - qd] .(5.27) 

The advantage of working with the tW9 time correlation function instead of the 

correlation function in Eq. (5.2a) is that f30 can be much smaller than f3. If the temperature 

is below Te , one can choose a f30 that is above Te with a the harmonic approximation for 

FeO(po, qo) in Eq. (5.27) and analytically continue Cjs(f3o, t, t') to the actual temperature. 

This very procedure is performed for the simple barrier crossing example of an 

Eckhart barrier. The Hamiltonian is 

(5.28) 

with parameters that correspond approximately to the H + H2 reaction: Vo = 0.425 eV, 

a = 1.36 a.u. and m = 1224 a.u. For this example, f30 is chosen to be 1/1200K, well 

above the Te of 700K. However, from Figure 5.3 one see that we are able to obtain the rate 

constant below Te very well, only after reaching IV 200K does one begin to see significant 

deviations. Keep in mind that only one correlation function is needed for all temperatures 

shown. 

It is also interesting to see the that further approximations to Eq. (5.27) lead to 

other meaningful expressions. First, we set Mqp ~ M~p, this maybe convenient numerically 

since (Mqp + M~p) can be zero and cause the phase factor to diverge. This then leads to 

the following formula for the extra phase in the exponent in Eq. (5.27) 

* [(Pt· Mqp + Pt' . M~p) . (Mqp + M~p)-l . (qt' - qt}] ~ 2i/i [(Pt + Pt') . (qt' - qt)]. 

(5.29) 

Now one can notice that this extra phase factor can be written as 

i l q
t' it' 2/i [(Pt + Pt') . (qt' - qd] ~ pdq = P . qdr, 

qt t 
(5.30) 
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Figure 5.3: The Log of the rate constant k(T) as function of the temperature for the 1-
d eckhart barrier. The solid line is the analytic continuation result from the two time if 

correlation function of Eq. (5.27) with 1//30 = 1200K. The solid points are the exact· 
quantum mechanical results. 

Le., it is the trapezoid approximation for the above integral. Combining with the difference 

of the actions in the exponent of Eq. (5.27), one has 

2in, [(Pt + Pt') . (qt' - qt)] + k [St ..J St'] ~ kit' H(p, q)dr, (5.31) 

and if the Hamiltonian is time independent, the two time correlation function of Eq. (5.27) 

now becomes, 

for which the analytic continuation is trivial. One finally obtains that the flux-side correla

tion function of Eq. (5.2a) may be approximated by 

.\ 
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Eq. (5.33) is an extremely simple expression that allows one to utilize the Harmonic approx

imation for the Wigner function of the Boltzmannized flux operator to obtain rate constants 

far below Te. It is also very easy to calculate this expression as there are no oscillatory parts 

in the integrand. Tests for its accuracy and practical utility is still on going work. 

5.4 SC-IVR for Thermal Rate Constants 

Even with the great success of the linearized approximation to the SC-IVR, one 

recognize that it is not possible for the LSC-IVR to include quantum mechanical inter

ference effects in the flux-side correlation function when they are important. In order to 

have a description of them, it is necessary to examine the application of the full SC-IVR 

methodology to the rate constant calculations. 

In a coordinate representation, the flux-side co~relation function of Eq. (5.2a) 

becomes 

(5.34) 

There are, however, several ways of implementing the semiclassical approximation, Eq. 

(2.9), in Eq. (5.34). Perhaps the simplest is to choose q" in Eq. (5.34) as the initial 

value qo for both propagators, and using the symmetry relations of the propagator matrix 

elements 

(qle-iHt/hlq') 

(q'leiHt/hlq)* , 

one readily obtains the following SC-IVR expression for the correlation function 

Cjs(t) = (27r~)F f dqo f dpo f dp~ (qtI1\B)lqD h(qo) 

[det (;=~) det (;=t) ] ~ exp [* (St ( qo, po) - St ( qo, p~) )] , 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

where q~ = qt(qO, p~). One thus runs two classical trajectories, both beginning at the same 

position qo in the product region, with different initial momenta. The only awkward feature 

of this expression is that the trajectories begin in the product region and must terminate 

in the transition state region (where (qIF(,B)lq') localizes q and q'), and the sampling of 

initial conditions for this purpose may not be efficient. 
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A second way of implementing the SC-IVR, in order to have the initial positions 

qo sampled from the Boltzmannized flux factor, is to choose q in Eq. (5.34) to be qo; then 

q" = qt (qO, po), and q' = q~ =i q (qt, p~; t). The expression for the correlation function is 

Cjs(t) = (21f~)F j dqoj dpo j dp~ (q~IF(,B)lqo) h(qd 

[det (~:~) det (~:t)] ~ exp [k(St(qo, po) - St(qt,P~))] ; (5.37) 

i.e., here one begins a trajectory at (qo, Po) in the transition state region, runs it for time 

t into the product region, then restarts it with a new momentum p~, runs it for time t, at 

which time it must be back in the transition state region. Figure 5.4 indicates these two 

possible strategies. 

Finally, a third way of implementing the SC approach is to begin both trajectories 

in the transition state region (cf. Figure 5.4c) , i.e., to choose q = qo and q' = q~ in Eq. 

(5.34), whereby one obtains the following expression for the correlation function, 

(21f~)F j dqo j dq~ j dpo j dp~ (qoIF(,B)lq~) b"F(qt --: qDh(qd 

1 

[det (~:~) det (~:t)] 2 exp [k(St(qo, po) - St(q~,p~))] . (5.38) 

where q~ = q(q~, p~; t). The disadvantages of this approach are clear: one has four (mul

tidimensional) integration variables to integrate over, rather than three as in Eqs. (5.36) 

and (5.37), and the integral contains a delta function which requires the two trajectories to 

end at the same point in the product region. This later problem (the delta function) can be 

ameliorated by switching to a modified version of the generalized Herman-Kluk (coherent 

state) IVR in Eq. (2.14). The modification that we use here, the 10 -T 00 limit (which 

converts the initial coherent state into a coordinate state), gives the following SC-IVR for 

the propagator 

where 
1 

[ 
oqt i OPt] 2 Dt(qo, po) = det ~ + ~~ . 
upO n,t upO 

(5.39a) 

(5.39b) 

[The It -T 00 limit of Eq. (5.39) would convert it into the previously used coordinate 

space SC-IVR, Eq. (2.9).J Using Eq. (5.39) for the propagator, the following expression is 
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of trajectory configurations in coordinate space that have non-zero con
tributions to the integrand in Eq. (3.54) (a), Eq. (5.37) (b) Eq.(5.40) (c) and Eq. (5.44) 
(d). The dashed trajectory in (d) is the imaginary time trajectory on the upside down 
potential. 
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obtained for the correlation function 

Cfs(t) = (27r~)F! dqo ! dq~ ! dp~ ! dp~ (qo!F(j3)!q~) (p~q~!h!Ptqt)' 
(;; ) F/2 Dt ( qo, Po)Dt( q~, p~)* exp [* (St( qo, Po) - St( q~, p~))] .(S.4Oa) 

Finally, because the coherent states are localized in position, the following approximation 

should be reasonable, 

(S.4Ob) 

where the coherent state overlap is 

( 
I I [ rt I 2 (Pt - p~)2 i I I 1 

Ptqt!Ptqt) = exp -"4(qt - qt) - 4
rt

li2 + 2li (Pt + Pt) . (qt - qt) . (S.4Oc) 

Comparing Eq. (S.38) to Eq. (S.4O), one sees that in the latter the two trajectories are 

not required to land at the same point but rather that the two final points in phase space, 

(qt, pt} and (q~, pD, are required to be in roughly the same phase space cell. 

All three strategies of implementing the SC-IVR - Eqs. (S.36), (S:37), or (S.4O) 

----, are essentially equivalent; the choice between them is purely one of convenience, and it 

is not immediately obvious which will turn out to be most useful in applications to complex 

systems. For the present 1-d application all are possible. 

5.4.1 Semiclassical Approximation for the Boltzmann Operator 

In section S.4 it was assumed that the Boltzmannized flux operator F(j3) is ob

tained by fully quantum mechanical methods, and this may indeed be feasible even for 

complex systems. As an alternative and perhaps more efficient possibility, however, we 

note that it can also be obtained by a semiclassical approximation. Referring to Eq. (S.8), 

one this needs to construct matrix elements of the Boltzmann operator e-!3H, which is the 

same as the time evolution operator e-ifit/h for the imaginary time t = -ilij3. It was noted 

by one of us36 some years ago, though, that motion in imaginary time is equivalent to 

motion in real time on the upside-down potential energy surface; e.g., Newton's equations 

d2 8V 
m-q(t) =--

dt2 8q 
(S.41) 

becomes 

(S.42) 
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where r = it is a real time-like variable, which varies from 0 to n{3 to obtain e-{3ir. The 

SC-IVR expression for the Boltzmann operator, which is the analog of Eq. (2.9), is therefore 
1 

(qle-{3ir 1qo) == / dpo 8(q - q(3) [det (~:~) /(27rn)F] 2 e-S/3(qO,po)/1i, (5.43a) 

. where p(r) = mq'(r) is the real momentum-like variable, q{3 = q(qO, Po; n(3) is the coordi

·nate that evolves along the classical trajectory on the upside-down potential energy surface 

with initial conditions (qO, Po), and S{3 is the classical action, 

rTi {3 p(r)2 
S{3(qO, Po) = J

o 
dr 2m + V(q(r)). (5.43b) 

This semiclassical approximation for the Boltzmann operator is most conveniently 

implemented via Eq. (5.40) for the flux-side correlation function. Together with Eqs. 

(5.43a) and (5.8), it gives the correlation function as 

1 / / / / ' [h(q{3) - h(qo)] [(Oq{3) F] ! (27rn)F dqo dpo dpo dpo in{3 det oPo /(21fn) 

e-S/3(qO,po)/Ti(p~q~lh,lptqt) (;;) F/2 Dt(qo, Po)D;(q{3, p~) 

exp [*(St(qO,po) - St(q{3,p~))] , (5.44) 

One thus begins a purely imaginary time trajectory (i.e., real trajectory on the up-side 

down potential) with initial conditions (qO, Po) and integrates it for (imaginary) time n{3 to 

position q{3; qo and q{3 must be on the opposite sides of the dividing surface. From qo and 

q{3 one initiates trajectories with momenta Po and p~ and integrates for time t; the final 

coordinate qt = q(qo, Po; t) and q~ = q(q{3, p~; t) must land within the same phase space 

cell in order to contribute. Fig. Id shows this schematically. 

The semiclassical Boltzmann operator can also be employed with the linearization 

approximation for the real time dynamics, i.e., in Eq. (5.9). The necessary steps, indicated 

below, are straightforward: 

Cfs(t) = (27r~V / dqo / dpo / dLlq e-ipo·t>q/Ti (qO + Llq/2IF({3)lqo - Llq/2) h(qt} 

= (21f~V / dqo / dq~ / dpo e-ipo·(q~-qo)/Ti (q~IF(f3)lqo) h [qt (po, qO; q~)] 
1 / dq / d / d- [h(qo) - h(q{3)] -ipo·(q/3-qo)/Ti 

(21fnV 0 Po Po in{3 e 
1 

x [det (~:~) / (27rn)F r e-S/3(qO,po)/Ti h [qt (po, qo ; q{3 ) ] . (5.45) 
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Again, the end points of the imaginary time trajectory with initial conditions (qO, Po) 

must straddle the dividing surface; however, only one real time trajectory is run, its initial 

position being the average of the end points of the imaginary time trajectory, (qO + q(3)/2, 

with initial momentum Po. 

5.4.2 Results and Discussion of Test Calculations 

We wish to test the extent to which the SC-IVR of Section 5.4, and the linearized 

approximation to it in Section 5.3, can describe coherence and other quantum effects in the 

thermal rate constants. To this end we look at the flux-side correlation function Cfs(t) for 

a 1-d double well potential, for which the Hamiltonian is 

( 5.46) 

This lis the same system we considered earlier via the linearized approximation to theSC

IVR, but with a harmonic bath coupled to it. As noted in the Introduction, without the 

bath degrees of freedom Cfs(t) does not reach a constant value as t -+ 00 - i.e., k(T) 

does not exist - but the re-crossing dynamics manifested in Gfs(t) should accentuate 

coherence/interference effects, and this thus provides an even more stringent test of the SC 

theories. The mass of the particle is that of an H atom, the barrier height, Vo = 2085 cm- i "', 
, 

(~ 6 kcal/mol), is typical of H atom transfer reactions, and the imaginary barrier frequency 

is w+ = 500 cm- i . The calculations were carried out for T =300o K and 900°K. 

Figure 5.5 first shows the results of the linearized approximation (solid points) to 

the SC-IVR for Cfs(t) given by Eq. (5.9), compared to the exact quantum (solid line) and 

the completely classical.(open points) results [given by Eq. (5.9) with Eq. (5.11)]. Several 

observations are apparent. First note that for short times - up to rv 50 fsec at 3000 K 

(Figure 5.5a) and rv 25 fsec at 9000 K (Figure 5.5) - Cfs(t) takes on an app~oximately 

constant or plateau value; this is the transition state theory (TST) or barrier crossing rate 

constant [when divided by the reactant partition function in Eq. (5.1)] that would be the 

t -+ 00 limit if there were no re-crossing dynamics. The classical correlation function begins 

at its TST vallle at t = 0, but the quantum and semiclassical correlation functions take 

a time of rv lif3 (27 fsec for 300oK, 9 fsec for 9000 K) to reach their plateau values. At 

9000 K (Figure 5.5b) one sees that all three curves have approximately the same plateau 

value, but at 3000 K(Figure 5.5a) the classical plateau value is rv 25% lower than the QM 
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and SC value; this is due to tunneling effects in the TST rate constant, and one sees that 

the linearized SC theory describes this quite well. (This is consistent with earlier work5o 

in our group showing that the SC-IVR is able to describe moderate levels of tunneling -

e.g., tunneling probabilities down to rv 10-5 for H atom motion - though not the 'deep' 

tunneling region that requires explicit use of complex trajectories47,48,51,52.) 

The time dependence beyond the plateau region in Figure 5.5 is the result of 

re-crossing dynamics, and one sees that in this region the linearized SC approximation is 

essentially the same as the classical result. Furthermore, at 9000 K (Figure 5.5b) the classical 

and SC correlation functions follow the QM result fairly well up to t ~ 150 fsec and then 

deviate considerably; at 3000 K they follow it not well at all past the plateau region. Thus 

the linearized SC approximation is able to describe quantum effects well in the short time 

regime of TST-like dynamics, but is not able to describe quantum effects in the longer time 

re-crossing dynamics. 

Figure 5.6 now shows the full SC-IVR results (solid points) for the correlation 

function [calculated via Eq. (5.44)J compared to the exact quantum (solid line) and lin

earized SC (open points) values, and one sees that the full SC-IVR indeed does describe the 

correct quantum behavior for times well into the re-crossing regime (up to 200 fsec, as long 

as the SC-IVR calculations were carried out). The comparison is particularly revealing for 

3000 K (Figure 5.6a), where the linearized SC results (open points) deviate drastically from 

the quantum correlation function for times past the short-time TST plateau region. The 

effort required for the full SC-IVR calculation, however, is quite large; the integration over 

the initial conditions were carried out presently by an unweighted Monte Carlo procedure 

(with finite cut-offs) and required rv 106 trajectories. A more sophisticated Monte Carlo 

procedure would perhaps make this more efficient. 

The SC-IVR results in Figure 5.6 used the semiclassical approximation for the 

Boltzmann operator, Eq. (5.44). To show that this introduces little error, Figure 5.7 

displays a comparison of the results obtainable with the linearized SC approximation for 

the real time propagation with the quantum and SC versions of the Boltzmann operator [Eq. 

(5.45)J. One sees that the results obtained with the SC approximation to the Boltzmann 

operator are in good agreement with the QM one; little error is introduced by the SC 

approximation, so that one has a semiclassical description for both the imaginary and real 

time evolution. 
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Figure 5.5: The correlation function Cfs(t) as given by the exact quantum calculation (solid 
line), the linearized approximation of Eq. (5.9) (solid points) and the fully classical method 
of Eq. (5.11) (open points). (a) 300K, (b) 900K. 
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Figure 5.6: The correlation function Cjs(t) given by the exact quantum calculation (solid 
line), the full SC-IVR model ofEq. (5.44) (solid points), and the linearization approximation 
of Eq. (5.9) (open points). (a) 300K, (b) 900K. 
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Figure 5.7: The correlation function Cjs(t) obtained with the linearization approximation 
of Eq. (5.9), where the matrix elements of the Boltzmannized flux operator are obtained 
quantum mechanically (dashed line) and semiclassically via Eq. (5.45) (solid line). (a) 
300K, (b) 900K. ' 
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5.5 Forward-Backward IVR for Thermal Rate Constants 

Since the flux-side correlation function involves the evaluation of a trace, it is 

natural for the implementation of the forward-backward IVR of chapter 3. Thus, Cjs(t) 

corresponds to operator A in Eq. (3.94) being the Boltzmannized flux operator 

(5.47a) 

and B being the heaviside function that is 0(1) on the reactant (product) side of a dividing 

surface which separates reactants and products, 

B = h[s(q)], (5.47b) 

where s(q) = 0 defines the dividing surface; F is the flux operator associated with this 

dividing surface 

p = * [H, h (s ( q) )] . (5.47c) 

Operator B in Eq. (5.47b) is thus not of the simple form in Eq. (3.97), but by Fourier 

transforming the Heaviside function, one can express it as a one dimensional integral over 

operators of this form, 

(5.47d) 

where E is a small positive constant. One thus applies the FB-IVR to the operator B = 

eipss(q)/Ii and then integrates the result over the Fourier transform parameter Ps. The 

FB-IVR for the flux-side correlation function is therefore given by 

Cjs(t) = I: dps(2nips)-1(2nh)-F f dpo f dqoCo(Po, qo;Ps) 

eiSO(PO,qOiPs)/1i (Poqo IF(,B) Ip~q~) 

where the "momentum jump" at time t of the FB-IVR [ef. Eq. (3.101)] is 

and the FB action is 

[
as(q)] 

Pt -r Pt + Ps -a- , 
q q=qt 

So(po, qO;Ps) = lot dt'[p· q - H(p, q)] + Pss(qd + [0 dt'[p· q --: H(p, q)]. 

(5.48a) 

(5.48b) 

(5.48c) 
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Here Po = Po(Po, qo;Ps), qo = qo(po, qO;Ps), an5i the "iE" in Eq. (5.47d) has been dropped 

since other factors in the integrand are zero if Ps = O. [Note that the "momentum jump" 

defined by Eq. (5.48b) is in the direction normal to the dividing surface.] The FB-IVR 

result for Cjs(t) thus involves only a one dimensional integral in addition to the single 

phase space average over initial conditions, only slightly more involved thari the linearized 

SC-IVR expression [Eq. (3.67)]. 

Before proceeding, it is useful to note some general properties of C f s (t) 'that sim

plify its evaluation. With the use of Eq. (5.47d), the rigorous expression for the flux-side 

correlation function is 

(5.49) 

where 

U(Ps) = eiHt/heipss(q)/he-iHt/h. (5.50) 

Since F(f3) is hermitian, one has the following relations 

(5.51) 

so that the imaginary part of tr[F(f3)U(ps)i is an odd function of Ps. Therefore the integrand 

in Eq. (5.49) is an even function of Ps, and one only needs to integrate over positive values 

of Ps, 

(5.52) 

thus simplifying the calculation. 

5.5.1 1-d Eckhart Barrier 

The first example we consider is again the simple barrier transmission where the 

HamiltonIan is identical to that in Eq. (5.28). To evaluate the matrix element (poqoIF(f3)IPoqo) 

in Eq. (5.48a), we express the Boltzmannized fluxed operator by its eigenfunction expan-

sion, i.e., 

(5.53) 
n 

where 

(5.54) 
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Figure 5.8: The integrand of Eq. (5.52) as a function of the momentum jump, Ps, for the 
1-d Eckhart barrier at t = 10 fsec and T = 300K. 

The matrix element thus becomes 

'(poqoIF(,6)lp~q~) = L in (pOqOlun)(unlp~q~), (5.55) 
n 

and the evaluation of Eq. (5.48a) is then accomplished by Monte Carlo sampling of the 

initial distribution l(poqolun)l. 

Figure 5.8 shows the dependence of the integrand of Eq. (5.52) on the momentum 

jump variable Ps, for T = 300K and t ~ 10 fsec, just as it reaches the "plateau" region. 

It has some oscillatory character but not of a severe nature. Figure 5.9 then shows Cjs(t) 

at several different times, and they are in good agreement with the correct quantum value 

over the whole time span. For this example Cjs(t) shows the typical behavior of a "direct" 

reaction, rising to its plateau value in a time of rv n{3. For this temperature the tunneling 

correction function I'\, == kQM/ kCL is about 2. 

5.5.2 I-d Double Well 

A more complicated example is the 1-d double well potential where the Hamil

tonian is again the double well of Eq. (5.46). Unlike the barrier example, the flux-side 

correlation function for this system does not have a well-defined long time limit, and in the 

previous section where we carried out both LSC-IVR and SC-IVR calculations, one observed 
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Figure 5.9: The flux-side correlation function for the 1-d Eckhart barrier at T = 300K., 
The solid line is the quantum mechanical result and the solid points the FB-IVR results. 

quantum mechanical interference structure that persists to all times. This example thus 

tests the accuracy of the FB-IVR approach for describing quantum mechanical interference. 

effects. Figure 5.10 again shows the dependence of the integrand of Eq. (5.52) as a function 

of Ps, for t = 242 fsec and T = 300K. One sees that the integrand is well localized and free", 

of rapid oscillations. This allows us to Monte Carlo sample all of the integration variables, 

(po, qo,Ps)' together. Figure 5.11 shows the comparison of the FB-IVR flux-side correlation 

function for this system at 300K with the exact quantum mechanical correlation function 

. over a wide time interval. The result here is very good not only because the overall agree

ment is satisfactory, but also because the longest time we are able to propagate is rv 500 

fs, about twice as long as we were able to obtain via the standard SC-IVR. Furthermore, 

unlike the SC-IVR which becomes increasingly difficult as the time increases, the numerical 

effort of the FB-IVR for the longest time is almost the same as that for the shortest time. 

5.5.3 A System Coupled to Ten Bath Modes 

The final example is the double well potential of the previous section with the 

addition of ten har,monic ("bath") degrees of freedom coupled to it. This is a ten mode 
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Figure 5.10: The integrand of Eq. (5.52) as a function of the momentum jump, Ps, for the 
1-d double well potential for t = 242 fsec. and T = 300K. 
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Figure 5.11: The flux-side correlation function for the double well potential at T, = 300K. 
The solid line is the quantum mechanical result and the solid points the FB-IVR results. 
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II Wi Ci/Vmi II 
221.7 0.21 
443.3 0.34 
665.0 0.41 
886.7 0.44 
1108.3 0.44 
1330.0 0.43 
1551.7 0.40 
1773.3 0.36 
1995.0 0.33 
2216.7 0.29 

Table 5.1: Frequencies and coupling constants (in cm-1) for the harmonic bath in section 
5.5.3. 

version of the popular system-bath problem, for which the Hamiltonian is 

(5.56) 

where Ho(Ps,s) is given by Eq. (5.46). The frequencies {wd and coupling constants {Ci} 

are chosen from the usual Ohmic (with exponential cutoff) spectral density 

10 2 1f" c· / J(w) = - L.,; -~-8(w - Wi) = "7we- w 
We, 

2 i=l ,miwi 
(5.57) 

and their specific values are listed in Table 5.1. 

The version of this problem with an infinite bath of harmonic modes has been well 

studied both quantum mechanically and classically.180 Our study of it using the iinearized 

approximatiQn to the SC-IVR - the LSC-IVR discussed in t.he section (5.3.1) [Eq. (5.9)J 

- gave results in excellent agreement with accurate' quantum results for the problem. 

Therefore, since we do not have accurate quantum results for the present ten mode version 

of the model, here we compare the results of our FB-IVR calculation to those of the LSC

IVR. As before, matrix elements of the Boltzmannized flux operator are obtained by a 

normal mode approximation at the transition state. 

The coupling constants in Table 5.1 are chosen to correspond to a value of "7 that is 

near the maximum in the "Kramer's turnover" of the rate constant versus coupling strength. 

The flux correlation function is thus expected to exhibit features of re-crossing dynamics, 
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Figure 5.12: The flux-side correlation function for the double well potential coupled to ten 
harmonic modes, the example of section 5.5.3, at T = 300K. The solid line is the linearized 
SC-IVR (LSC-IVR) result and the solid points the FB-IVR results. 

and this is indeed seen in Figure 5.12, which shows the flux-side correlation function scaled 

by the classical rate constant defined in Eq. (5.18). The correlation function is seen to rise 

in typical fashion to its transition state value in a time of rv h{3 and then to show structure 

due to flux that re-crosses the dividing surface. The results of the FB-IVR calculation agree 

well with those of the LSC-IVR, suggesting that perhaps ten bath modes are sufficient to 

quench some of the quantum effects in the recrossing region. 

5.6 Concluding remarks 

The goal of this work has been to investigate the extent to which the semiclassical 

initial value representation, and the linearized approximation to it, are able to describe 

quantum effects in thermal rate constants. The conclusions are that the linearized approx

imation to the SC theory is able to describe quantum effects in the short time (t ~ h(3) 
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dynamics that corresponds to direct barrier crossing, i.e., transition state theory-like dy

namics, but the description of the longer time re-crossing dynamics is essentially that given 

by clas~ical mechanics. The complete SC-IVR treatment, however, is able to describe the 

quantum effects in the longer time re-crossin~ dynamics, though these calculations be

come progressively more difficult the longer the time. Also, the SC approximation for the 

Boltzmann operator introduces essentially no error; one is thus able to have a complete 

semiclassical theory, i.e., for the imaginary time (Boltzmann operator) as well as real time 

propagation. 

The linearized approximation, though was not able to describe quantum effects for 

the I-d double well not coupled to a harmonic bath, did extraordinarily well in obtaining the 

rates when the bath is coupled to the system. For practical considerations, the linearized 

approximation to the SC theory is much easier to implement than the full SC-IVR: the real 

time part of it is a classical molecular dynamics calculation, with the imaginary time part 

(i.e., the Boltzmann operator) treated either quantum mechanically or semiclassically. The 

fact that it describes the short time TST-like dynamics correctly, and provides a classical 

description of the longer time re-crossing dynamics, should make it very useful for many 

applications, particularly for complex molecular systems where quantum effects are often 

quenched by the many coupled degrees of freedom. 

Lastly, several applications of the FB-IVR to flux-side correlation functions were 

presented in section 5.5, with very encouraging results. Together with other approaches for 

simplifying the SC-IVR calculations - e.g., stationary phase Monte Carlo filtering - the 

FB-IVR is a significant step toward making these methods useful for describing quantum 

effects in complex molecular systems. 
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Chapter 6 

Future Outlook 

With the increasing interest in quantum dynamics of large systems, it is clear that 

the semiclassical approximations studied in this thesis will be very useful for these purposes. 

We have explored some applications of the semiclassical initial value representation to a 

range of problems in chemical physics, including the calculation of wavefunctions, spectrum, 

nonadiabatic dynamics, thermal rate constants and correlation functions for system-bath 

problems. From these examples, it appears that the SC-IVR should be a very important 

tool both as a fundamental theory as well as for practical applications. 

On the practical side, SC-IVR offers the only viable way of including quantum 

effects with classical trajectory calculations, and ways of more effective implementation 

should be further explored. We have presented several strategies on this front - e.g. 

stationary phase Monte Carlo and forward-backward IVR - and with them, applications 

to systems of 10-20 degrees of freedom should become routine within the foreseeable future. 

These problems are already quite beyond the scope of exact quantum mechanical methods 

and should be a significant advancement in bring quantum mechanics to "complex" systems. 

For even large systems where hundreds of degrees of freedom are involved, the application 

of the full SC-IVR is not as straightforward, therefore several cases must be considered. 

One: when quantum effects are quenched by the many degrees of freedom in the problem, 

linearized SC-IVR offers a very appealing approach for studying these systems. The LSC

IVR does have quantum effects for equilibrium properties such as partition functions, and 

provides exact quantum boundary conditions for classical trajectories. Therefore it has 

quantum effects for a short times, but long time dynamics. is completely classical. The 

difficult aspect of this route is that one can never know if quantum effects are indeed 
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negligible. Two: quantum effects are important ina smaller subsystem only. For this 

case, some of the mixed quantum-classical methods reviewed here as -well as the mixed 

semiclassical-classical approach presented in chapter 3 should be applicable. The caution for 

these mixed methods is that results depend heavily on ones choice of "system" and "bath" 

and careful understanding of the physics for each problem is required. Three: quantum 

effects are important and no obvious partition of the system and bath is possible. Here, 

one indeed will have to resort to the full SC-IVR, probably at a great expense; Even with 

the judicious use of FB-IVR and Filinov smoothing methods and etc., one cannot escape 

from the necessity of dealing with interference (and therefore oscillatory integrands) if one 

wants to include quantum effects. Consequently, the effort of these calculation will always 

be much greater than just classical mechanics. Ultimately, the understanding of when these 

three cases occur is perhaps just as important as the technical proficiency in using these ,,' 

different methods. 

On the fundamental side, it is clear that the conceptual picture of classical limit i. 

of quantum mechanics is not fully complete and more investigations on this question is 

still an interesting topic of research. We have seen from very simple arguments that the" 

semiclassical limit is still far from classical mechanics. Classical mechanics only emerged.;

when the interference terms are negligible. Therefore, a very compelling topic for investi- ;" 

gation would be towards a more precise location of this quantum to classical "transition ,; 

boundary." Answers to this question will also go a long way in helping us for the practical 

application of semiclassical and classical methods as well. 
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